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Look deep into nature, and then you will understand everything better.

Albert Einstein (1879-1955)

Science is not only a disciple of reason but, also, one of romance and passion.

Stephen Hawking (1942-2018)
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Abstract

Aluminum (silicon) oxynitride, Al-(Si-)O-N, is a material that can be fabricated

as transparent, hard coatings applicable to protect objects against wear, impact

and corrosion. In the project presented here, thin �lms of Al-(Si-)O-N were de-

posited by reactive unbalanced closed �eld direct current magnetron sputtering

(R-UCFDC-MS) and investigated for their chemical, microstructural and mechan-

ical properties.

The R-UCFDC-MS process applied for the deposition of Al-(Si-)O-N is a Phys-

ical Vapor Deposition (PVD) process that was conducted with elemental Al and

Si targets and the reactive gases O2 and N2. Working with O2 is not trivial due

to the high reactivity of this gas. To maintain process control, the sputter setup

used was therefore modi�ed. Two separate gas inlets were installed for the two

reactive gases, such that N2 was introduced directly at the targets and O2 remote

from the latter at the substrate. This promoted nitration and avoided oxidation

of the targets and allowed the stable and reproducible deposition of transparent

Al-(Si-)O-N �lms with adjustable compositions. The O content in the �lms was

varied through the O2 �ow fed into the process and the Si content was varied

through the power applied to the Si target.

A number of analytical techniques were applied to assess the properties of the

Al-(Si-)O-N coatings deposited typically onto Si(100) wafers and glass. The chem-

ical compositions of the coatings were determined by Rutherford Backscattering

Spectrometry (RBS), Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis (ERDA) and Helium Elas-

tic Recoil Detection (He-ERD). Thin �lms of AlN, of Al-O-N containing up to

60% O and of Al-Si-O-N containing up to 65% O and 20% Si were obtained.

The micro- and nanostructure of the coatings were characterized by X-Ray Di�rac-
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tion (XRD) to determine the crystallinity, by Transmission Electron Microscopy

(TEM) and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) for images of �lm cross sections

and by X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) for information on chemical

states of the coatings. Combining the results of these analytical methods led to

the determination of a microstructural evolution with changing chemical compo-

sition in the �lms.

Al-O-N coatings in the regime 0-8% O were found to consist of a crystalline solid

solution made up of (002) �ber textured wurtzite crystallites, into which O in-

corporates in anionic lattice positions substituting N. In this regime, the wurtzite

crystal lattice was observed to shrink with increasing O content, which was at-

tributed to V(Al) vacancies generated by extra e− from O(N) replacements. Si-

multaneously, a decrease in the crystallite size (CS) was observed, as O hinders

crystallite growth because its valence electron (e−) con�guration mismatches the

crystalline structure of wurtzite. In the range 8-30%, Al-O-N coatings exhibit

nanocomposite formation, during which the O-saturated wurtzite crystallites are

progressively encapsulated in an amorphous Al2O3 matrix. While nanocomposites

in the regime with 8-16% O maintain (002) wurtzite �ber texture, those in the

regime with 16-30% O only have a preferred texture. With increasing O content,

the crystalline fraction reduces with a concurrent CS reduction and the amor-

phous fraction increases. Al-O-N coatings with more than 30% O form an X-ray

amorphous solid solution. An equivalent evolution has previously been found in

the Al-Si-N system upon increasing Si content121,122,123,124,125, driven also by an

additional e− from Si replacing Al129. Al-Si-O-N represents the quaternary com-

bination of the two ternary systems Al-O-N and Al-Si-N and was found to exhibit

a more complex structural evolution.

The performance of the coatings was assessed by determining the optical prop-

erties by ellipsometry, the hardness (HD) and Young's modulus (E) by nanoinden-

tation and the residual stress state (σ) from curvatures of thin coated substrates.

The adhesion of the �lms to the substrates during the tests was strong, such that

delamination was never observed. It was found that the transparent Al-(Si-)O-N

coatings exhibit a linear decrease of the refractive index n from 2.1 to 1.6 with

increasing O content from 0 to 65% independent of the Si content. In the same
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O content range, HD of the coatings decreases from 26 to 8 GPa and E from 330

to 150 GPa, and |σ| remains below 1 GPa. Al-O-N coatings exhibit a dip in HD

due to hydrogen (H) incorporation exclusively in the �ber textured nanocomposite

regime containing 8-16% O.

The V(Al) vacancies found experimentally through the crystal lattice shrinkage

in crystallites were supported by ab initio Density Functional Theory (aiDFT)

calculations. In a supercell of 192 atoms, O(N) substitutions and V(Al) were

positioned in di�erent concentrations and con�gurations. The lattice parameters

calculated upon these cell modi�cations are in good agreement with those mea-

sured experimentally.

The enthalpy H additionally obtained from aiDFT was combined with the en-

tropy S obtained from a combinatorial calculation of the possible microstates to

yield the Gibbs free energy G of the coatings. This result was complimented with

high temperature experiments, for which Al-O-N �lms were equilibrated at tem-

peratures up to 1600°C. It was found that coatings containing crystalline wurtzite

solid solutions including O are metastable, forming because the conditions in a

R-UCFDC-MS process are far from thermodynamic equilibrium.

The Al-(Si-)O-N coatings were tested in several protective and functional appli-

cations. It was found that the �lms protect substrates such as Si(100) and glass

against in�uences such as weathering and force impact. Due to the variability of

the refractive index n with the O content in the �lms, protective coatings with

reduced interference coloration could be fabricated. Additionally, the �lms could

be used as a transparent matrix for the inclusion of gold (Au) nanoparticles, which

resulted in decorative red, purple and blue �lms.
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Zusammenfassung

Aluminium-(Silizium-)Oxynitrid, Al-(Si-)O-N, ist ein Material, mit welchem sich

transparente, harte Beschichtungen herstellen lassen. Diese eignen sich zum Schutz

von Objekten gegen Abrieb, Krafteinwirkung und Korrosion. Im Zuge des hier

präsentierten Projektes wurden dünne Filme aus Al-(Si-)O-N hergestellt durch

einen reaktiven Sputter Prozess genannt "reactive unbalanced closed �eld direct

current magnetron sputtering" (R-UCFDC-MS), und untersucht auf ihre chemis-

chen, mikrostrukturellen und mechanischen Eigenschaften.

Das für die Deposition von Al-(Si-)O-N verwendete R-UCFDC-MS - Verfahren

ist ein physikalischer Verdampfungsprozess (Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) pro-

cess), welcher mit elementaren Al und Si Tagets und den Reaktivgasen O2 and N2

durchgeführt wurde. Das Arbeiten mit O2 ist wegen der hohen Reaktivität des

Gases nicht trivial. Um Prozesskontrolle zu behalten, wurde das Sputter-Setup

modi�ziert. Für die beiden Reaktivgase wurden zwei separate Gas-Inlets instal-

liert, sodass N2 direkt an den Targets und O2 entfernt von letzteren am Substrat

einströmten. Dies förderte die Nitridierung und verhinderte die Oxidation der

Targets und ermöglichte die stabile und reproduzierbare Deposition von transpar-

enten Al-(Si-)O-N Filmen mit veränderbaren Zusammensetzungen. Der O-Gehalt

in den Filmen wurde durch den O2-Fluss in den Prozess und der Si-Gehalt durch

die Energie auf dem Si-target variiert.

Eine Auswahl von analytischen Techniken wurde genutzt, um die Eigenschaften

von typischerweise auf Si(100) und Glas abgeschiedenen Al-(Si-)O-N Beschich-

tungen zu untersuchen. Die chemischen Kompositionen der Schichten wurden

bestimmt mit Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS), Elastic Recoil De-

tection Analysis (ERDA) und Helium Elastic Recoil Detection (He-ERD). Dünne
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Filme aus AlN, aus Al-O-N mit bis zu 60% O und aus Al-Si-O-N mit bis zu

65% O und 20% Si wurden erhalten. Die Mikro- und Nanostruktur der Beschich-

tungen wurden charakterisiert mit X-Ray Di�raction (XRD) zur Bestimmung der

Kristallinität, mit Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) und Scanning Elec-

tron Microscopy (SEM) für Bilder von Film-Querschnitten und mit X-Ray Pho-

toelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) für Information zu den chemischen Zuständen in

den Schichten.

Es wurde gefunden, dass Al-O-N Schichten mit 0-8% O aus einer kristalli-

nen festen Lösung bestehen. Diese wird gebildet durch (002) Fiber-texturierte

Wurtzit-Kristallite, in welche O durch die Substitution von N auf anionischen Git-

terplätzen inkorporiert. Für dieses Regime wurde beobachtet, dass das Kristallgit-

ter mit zunehmendem O-Gehalt schrumpft. Dies wurde zurückgeführt auf V(Al)-

Vakanzen auf kationischen Gitterplätzen, generiert durch zusätzliche e− von O(N)-

Substitutionen. Gleichzeitig wurde eine Abnahme der Kristallitgrösse (crystallite

size, CS) mit zunehmendem O-Gehalt beobachtet, da O das Kristallitwachstum

stört, weil seine Valenzelektronenkon�guration nicht mit der kristallinen Struk-

tur von Wurtzit übereinpasst. Im Regime mit 8-30% O weisen Al-O-N Schichten

die Bildung von Nanokompositen auf, in welchen die O-gesättigten Wurtzitkristal-

lite progressiv von einer amorphen Al2O3 Matrix eingekapselt werden. Während

Nanokomposite mit 8-16% O (002) Wurtzit-Fiber-Textur behalten, haben solche

mit 16-30% O lediglich eine Vorzugsorientierung. Mit zunehmendem O-Gehalt re-

duziert sich die kristalline Fraktion mit einhergehender Kistallitgrössenreduktion,

und die amorphe Fraktion nimmt zu. Al-O-N Beschichtungen mit mehr als 30% O

bestehen aus einer röntgenstrahl-amorphen festen Lösung.

Eine ähnliche Evolution wurde zuvor für das Al-Si-N - System mit zunehmendem

Si-Gehalt gefunden121,122,123,124,125, ebenfalls erzeugt durch zusätliche e− von Si,

welches Al ersetzt129. Al-Si-O-N stellt die quaternäre Kombination von den bei-

den ternären Systemen dar, und weist eine komplexere strukturelle Evolution auf.

Die Leistungsfähigkeit der Beschichtungen wurde beurteilt durch die Bestim-

mung der optischen Eingenschaften mit Ellipsometrie, der Härte (HD) und des

Young's modulus (E) mit Nanoindentation und des Stresszustandes (σ) über die
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Krümmung von beschichteten dünnen Substraten. Die Adhäsion der Filme zu

den Substraten während der Tests war stark, sodass Delamination nie beobachtet

wurde. Es wurde gefunden, dass transparente Al-(Si-)O-N Schichten eine lineare

Abnahme des Brechungsindexes n von 2.1 zu 1.6 mit zunehmenden O-Gehalt von

0 bis 65% und unabhängig vom Si-Gehalt aufweisen. Im selben Bereich des O-

Gehalts nehmen HD von 26 zu 8 GPa und E von 330 zu 150 GPa ab, und |σ| bleibt
unter 1 GPa. Al-O-N Schichten mit 8-16% O haben eine Senkung in HD, erzeugt

durch die Inkorporation von Wassersto� (H) ausschliesslich in Fiber-texturierten

Nanokompositen.

Die im schrumpfenden Kristallgitter experimentell gefundenen V(Al)-Vakanzen

wurden untermauert durch Rechnungen mit ab initio Dichtefunktionaltheorie

(aiDFT). In einer Superzelle von 192 Atomen wurden O(N)-Substitutionen und

V(Al) in verschiedenen Konzentrationen und Kon�gurationen positioniert. Die

nach diesen Modi�kationen berechneten Gitterkonstanten stimmen gut mit den

experimentell gemessenen Daten überein.

Die zusätzlich aus den aiDFT-Rechnungen resultiertende Enthalpie H wurde kom-

biniert mit der Entropie S, welche durch die kominatorische Berechnung der möglichen

Mikrozustände abgeschätzt wurde. Dies ergab die Gibbs Freie Energie G in den

Schichten. Dieses Resultat wurde ergänzt mit Hochtemperatur-Experimenten, für

welche Al-O-N Filme bei Temperaturen von bis zu 1600°C equilibriert wurden.

Es wurde gefunden, dass Schichten mit kristallinen festen Lösungen aus Wurtzit

metastabil sind und sich bilden, weil die Bedingungen in einem R-UCFDC-MS

Prozess weit weg vom thermodynamischen Gleichgewicht ablaufen.

Die Al-(Si-)O-N Beschichtungn wurden in mehreren protektiven und funktionellen

Anwendungen getestet. Es stellte sich heraus, dass die Filme Substrate wie Si(100)

und Glas gegen Einwirkungen wie Witterung und Kraftstösse schützen. Dank

der Variabilität des Refraktionsindexes n mit dem O-Gehalt der Filme konnten

Schutzschichten mit reduzierter Interferenz-Färbung hergestellt werden. Zusät-

zlich liessen sich die Filme als transparente Matrix zum Einschluss von Nanopar-

tikeln aus Gold (Au) verwenden, was zu dekorativen roten, violetten und blauen

Schichten führte.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Coatings - omnipresent in our world

Coatings are, and have always been, a widely applied concept - in the modern

world as well as in nature. Fruits consist of pulp sheathed by skin, and their

seeds are built the same way. The trunk of a tree is surrounded by bark and so

are its roots. Conifers build a waxy coating on their needles to regulate water

evaporation, and lotus �owers produce a superhydrophobic polytetra�uoroethy-

lene (PTFE) �lm that renders the lotus leaves self-cleaning7.

In the copper, bronze and iron ages, people learned to mine and process metals.

In contrast to formerly used brittle and bulky stone, metals could be processed

and shaped �exibly. This allowed the �rst artfully produced coatings. Metal

sheets could be formed and used to overlay objects, and yet more sophisticated

coating techniques like gilding were invented43. The application of precious gold

(Au) made it crucial to use amounts as tiny as possible per area, which meant the

emergence of thin coatings. Au beating was skillfully optimized, so that Au sheets

of only 300 nm thickness were already produced by Egyptians 5000 years ago114.

Objects coated with these sheets were both protected and ornamented.

During the millennia that have since passed, the bulk materials used to produce

objects as well as the techniques to form them have been developed and explored

widely. Di�erent metals have been combined to alloys and intermetallic phases,

and non-metals have been added to create compounds with novel properties and

functions. Oxidizing metals to form oxides, nitrides and carbides has lead to a

variety of ceramic materials. Molding and casting have been complemented with

shaping techniques such as Computerized Numerical Control (CNC) cutting and

additive manufacturing through 3D printing.

The development of coatings has allowed advantageous bulk properties, such as
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low price or low weight, to be combined with desirable functional surface proper-

ties such as high hardness, oxidation resistance, as well as low friction and wear.

A prominent example that illustrates the importance and the widespread use of

coatings is found in the automotive industry. Hard and wear resistant coatings,

e.g. based on diamond-like carbon (DLC), are applied in fuel delivery and engine

components63. The tools used in the vehicle production process are also often

coated, e.g. by superhard titanium nitride (TiN), to protect them against wear

and overheating191, and to have a sustainable precision during high-throughput

machining. In addition to functional improvements, coatings provide decoration.

The car �nish, for example, protects the steel framework against corrosion and

simultaneously embellishes the car with color and gloss. Polymer coatings on car

windows block UV light and tint the glass in variable shades. Chromium (Cr)

coatings are used on plastics instead of bulk metal parts to reduce the car weight,

and to decorate interior parts with a metallic look85.

Galvanizing and other electrochemical wet processes, dip coating into melts and

solutions, spraying and evaporation techniques are now used as a matter of rou-

tine54 to fabricate coatings. Evaporations, distinguishable into chemical (Chemical

Vapor Deposition, CVD) and physical (Physical Vapor Deposition, PVD) proce-

dures, allow the advantage of ultrathin �lms down to (sub-)atomic monolayers to

be realized.

For this thesis, the PVD method "Reactive Unbalanced Closed Field Direct Cur-

rent Magnetron Sputtering" (R-UCFDC-MS) was applied to fabricate transparent

thin �lms of ternary aluminum oxynitride (Al-O-N) and quaternary aluminum

silicon oxynitride (Al-Si-O-N) (designated as Al-(Si-)O-N in further sections).

R-UCFDC-MS has the advantage that metallic starting materials, also called

"targets", can be used, while oxygen (O) and nitrogen (N) can be added in arbi-

trary amounts through the reactive gases O2 and N2. A wide stoichiometric range

within the material systems can thus be assessed. The chemical and physical char-

acteristics of the thin �lms vary through the stoichiometry and become tunable.

The distinctive properties that thin �lms of Al-(Si-)O-N can provide are hardness

and transparency. Coatings in the Al-(Si-)O-N system exhibit hardness (HD) val-

ues higher than sapphire (α-Al2O3). This renders them optimal candidates for

protective coatings, particularly in applications, in which transparency is crucial.
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1.2 The "Reactive Unbalanced Closed Field

Direct Current Magnetron Sputtering"

deposition process broken down

Sputter deposition is a PVD process that was �rst discussed 200 years ago55.

Numerous books19,182,117, reviews and articles139,31 describe the process in all its

variants and with its typical phenomena such as collision cascades and hystereses.

Here, a short overview is given, along with some speci�cations of the sputter device

used and the processes applied for the work discussed in this thesis.

Figure 1.1: Photographs of the deposition chamber
used. Large: Side view with main chamber in the
middle, load locks to the left and to the right, elec-
tronic connections for substrate holder and heater on
top and guns and their wiring at the bottom. Small
inset: Top view onto the open chamber. The guns
are under maintenance and tilted upright. Three have
their chimneys mounted; one is exposed and shows the
magnetic array installed under each target.

The deposition chamber, an

AJA ATC 1500 F (AJA In-

ternational, Inc., Scituate MA,

USA) is cylindrical, with an

inner volume of approximately

35 l. Fig. 1.1 shows the

system. Solid stainless steel

walls, glass view ports and a

turbo pump provide the vac-

uum that is needed to gener-

ate the plasma for a sputter

deposition process. Four guns

(visible in the inset on the bot-

tom right of �g. 1.1), each of

which can be equipped with a

round target of 5 cm in diam-

eter, are installed at the cham-

ber bottom. The targets de-

liver the starting material for

the coating procedure. Almost

any vacuum compatible, solid substance can be used; relevant for this work were

mainly Al and Si and occasionally Au. A chimney is built up on every gun. This
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acts as the grounded electrode, channels the material �ux and is topped by a shut-

ter that can stop the �ux of sputtered material from reaching the substrate while

the gun is operated. If the shutter is open, material is eroded from the targets

inside the guns and resublimates on substrates to be coated. In the case of the

deposition chamber used in this project, the sputtering direction is bottom-up;

i.e. the substrates are clamped onto a holder and hang down from the chamber

lid. The substrates can be heated from behind through radiation from halogen

lamps. The guns can be tilted and arranged confocally, so that they point towards

the substrates and contribute to the material �ux towards them. Underneath the

targets, a ring of magnets with a center of opposite magnetization is installed,

which is the reason that the entity of the gun is called a "magnetron". In �g. 1.1,

the magnets are exposed on one gun shown in the top view.

Figure 1.2: Schematic cross-sectional view of an unbalanced magnetron
under discharge. A plasma with its typical components of ions and electrons
(e−) �oats above the target. Magnetic �eld lines connect the outer to the
central magnets, as they are of opposite polarization, and extend towards
the substrate. A top view on the magnet array underneath the Al target is
inset in the top right corner. Initially the target surface is �at (as indicated
by a dashed line). After prolonged sputtering the material removed from
the target causes a ring-like depression in the target, the so-called racetrack.

Fig. 1.2 shows the schematic buildup of one gun in action and its magnetic
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array in top view (top right). The magnets in the outer ring are oriented with

their north pole (N) towards the top of the gun, while the magnet in the center

is contrariwise oriented with its south pole (S) upwards. The outer ring consists

of several magnets, while the center consists of only one of equal strength as

each of the outer ones. Therefore, this arrangement is called "unbalanced", and

the magnetic �eld extends further into the outside space. Close to the target,

the magnets generate a doughnut shaped magnetic �eld, which is able to con�ne

electrons (e−) close to the gun. This allows a lower sputter pressure of typically

≤1 Pa compared to processes conducted without magnets (≥4 Pa)182,p.52, as well as

a higher sputter and thus deposition rate. A lower pressure is bene�cial, since the

free path that sputtered particles can �y without collision is larger. It is thus less

probable that they are diverted and arrive at the substrate with more energy. If

two guns are used confocally, they are often chosen to be of opposite magnetization,

i.e. north polarization on the ring and south polarization in the center on one gun

and vice versa on the other. In this way, the magnetic �elds of the two guns can

couple to a "closed �eld" and form a plasma arch extending towards the substrate.

This increases the material �ux and the bombardment of the �lm growing on the

substrate with energetic particles, which can be bene�cial for stress control and

�lm quality172. The deposition process is initiated by introducing a small �ow of

an inert process gas, e.g. argon (Ar), and by applying a negative "direct current"

voltage to the guns. This ignites a plasma, as Ar atoms are transformed to Ar

ions (Ar+; mostly singly, occasionally multiply charged) and free e−. The latter

are partially captured by the magnetic �eld near the target and then contribute

to a sustained ionization process which enhances the plasma density. The positive

ions are accelerated towards the targets due to the negative target potential. Upon

impinging, the Ar+ induce a collision cascade. Target material particles such as

atoms, ions, molecules or clusters, and secondary e− are ejected. Additional e−

are released due to collisions between particles. Some of these e− in turn ionize

further gas atoms, leading to an increased plasma density until the setpoint of the

electrical power of the magnetron power supply is reached. With this a constant

(target) particle �ux towards the substrate is obtained. The sputter process used

for this thesis was conducted in reactive mode to generate transparent oxynitrides.

In addition to inert Ar, the reactive gases O2 and N2 were fed into the chamber.
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Reactive sputtering is more complex than the non-reactive process, as discussed

in speci�c literature32,31,9,157,159,156. More details on the control of the reactive

sputtering processes used for the deposition of the thin �lm systems studied in

this thesis are given in chapter 2.

1.3 Al-(Si-)O-N: A material system for

transparent hard coatings

The four elements Al, Si, O and N can be combined in various ways in coatings. Al,

a main group III metal, and Si, a main group IV semi-metal, both exist per se or as

an Al-Si alloy in the solid state under standard conditions. O2 and N2, on the other

hand, are gaseous, and will only reside stably in a solid if they are chemically bound

to elements of it. Reactions between these solid and gaseous components happen

readily, if they are exothermic and lead to thermodynamically stable compounds.

Both Al and Si react with O2 under atmospheric conditions with Al being more

reactive than Si. This is the reason why Al foil is intrinsically covered with an inert

layer of Al2O3 and can be used to wrap and protect comestibles. Si constitutes

around 1
4
of the earth crust as SiO2 in the form of sand and granite. Reactions

between Al or Si and N2, on the other hand, do not take place spontaneously in

the atmosphere. The triple bond in N2 renders it an inert molecule, so that a

higher activation energy is needed to dissociate the two N atoms and render them

accessible for the reactants Al and Si. The plasma in R-UCFDC-MS provides this

energy, and nitrides can be deposited although they are rarely found in nature.

The focus of this thesis is on transparent and hard coatings. In the Al-(Si-)O-N

system, transparency requires that all Al and/or Si is fully oxidized and/or ni-

trided14. This de�nes the stoichiometry of these coatings as described in sec-

tion 1.3.4. In the �eld of ceramic thin �lms, it became established to name

such maximally oxidized/nitrided �lms as "stoichiometric" (while in general, "sto-

ichiometry" simply signi�es the given ratio of elements in a compound). Since Al

and Si exist as solid, un-oxidized metals, "substoichiometric" �lms can in principle

be fabricated by a sputtering process13,14,15. Such substoichiometric �lms are not

fully transparent because of their metallic fractions and are not addressed in this
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thesis, but have been investigated in other studies13,14,15. As O and N exist in the

gaseous molecular forms O2 and N2 under standard conditions and typically are

fully reacted in solids, "overstoichiometric" compositions are thermodynamically

instable and only form in rare cases136.

Amongst stoichiometric �lms, various compositions can be fabricated from Al, Si,

O and N: Binary Al2O3, AlN, SiO2 and Si3N4 exist in these �xed stoichiometries,

while the fully stoichiometric ternary �lm compositions Al-Si-N, Al-O-N, Al-Si-O

and Si-O-N with arbitrary Al/Si and O/N ratios can also be fabricated. Their

variable composition is denoted with "-" between elements in order to distinguish

them from absolute chemical compositions. In addition, the quaternary combina-

tion Al-Si-O-N can be fabricated.

Figure 1.3: Elements involved in
Al-(Si-)O-N and the feasible binary,
ternary and quaternary stoichiomet-
ric combinations. The materials most
relevant for this thesis are emphasized
as bold.

This thesis is devoted to ternary Al-

O-N and quaternary Al-Si-O-N. In or-

der to explore the mechanisms govern-

ing Al-O-N �lm properties, the evolu-

tion of the latter with increasing con-

centrations of O added to binary AlN,

until obtaining pure binary Al2O3, is

studied. Similar work has already been

done by our group for the Al-Si-N sys-

tem, in which the Si content was in-

creased122,121,123,124,125. The new results

obtained on the Al-O-N system in this

thesis are related to our older studies

on the Al-Si-N system, and �nally used

in a quasi-binary approach to obtain a

deeper understanding of the quaternary

Al-Si-O-N system. Fig. 1.3 summa-

rizes possible compounds and relates

them to binary systems. Systems stud-

ied in this theses are highlighted as bold.
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1.3.1 The relevant binary and ternary systems

For Al-O-N, the relevant binary compositions are AlN and Al2O3. Commonalities

for all materials discussed in this section are that they are colorless, transparent

and electrically insulating. AlN exhibits a high hardness (HD) of around 23 GPa

(value found for AlN �lms deposited for this thesis as well as reported in some liter-

ature122,109,81; other literature values scatter from 12 GPa66 to 20 GPa105). Its sta-

ble state under standard conditions is the crystalline wurtzite structure (w-AlN).

For a broad range of synthesis conditions, including those applied for this thesis,

this phase is adopted. Wurzite belongs to the hexagonal crystal system and has the

peculiarity that it is non-centrosymmetric. This renders the material piezoelectric,

a manifoldly useful quality for e.g. SAW (surface acoustic wave) �lters for mobile

phone applications, spark generators or mechanical force sensors. The most stable

form of Al2O3 under atmospheric conditions is α-Al2O3, also known as corundum

or sapphire, which has a HD of 21-23 GPa66,150. α-Al2O3 belongs to the trigonal

crystal system. In synthesis, it is di�cult to obtain Al2O3 in its α-modi�cation,

as well as any other crystalline phase it can adopt. Harsh conditions such as high

temperatures or pressures are needed to provide the activation energy to bring the

system to this thermodynamic minimum. Most procedures, also R-UCFDC-MS

used in this thesis, yield amorphous Al2O3 (a-Al2O3). Amorphous Al2O3 �lms are

reported to be softer than sapphire with a HD of 11.5 GPa81 (�lms deposited in

this project and close to the stoichiometry of Al2O3 had similar values of around

13 GPa). SiO2 (HD 6-8 GPa8,23) exists in crystalline as well as amorphous solids.

Quartz is the modi�cation belonging to the trigonal crystal system and occurring

in large quantities on earth in granite. As an amorphous solid, SiO2 constitutes

the major component in sand and glass. Si3N4 (HD 17 GPa66) exists in a number

of crystalline phases, e.g. α-, β- and γ-Si3N4. However, it readily adopts an amor-

phous state (a-Si3N4). Both SiO2 and Si3N4 are deposited amorphously under the

R-UCFDC-MS conditions used here.

Al-O-N is the ternary system characterized in this thesis. There is little prior

work on this system and most of that addresses the bulk materials188. The �rst

work addressing the phase diagram was reported in 196489. Based on this, Al-O-

N with the expected density and transparency could be fabricated104,78. Several
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crystalline phases, amongst them cubic spinels, were found162,163,164. Thin �lms

of Al-O-N thus represent an attractive research �eld. While a limited number of

prior work exists29,70,60,22,71,187,154,48,73,17,180, only a small number of those describe

Al-O-N deposited by R-UCFDC-MS. Quaternary Al-Si-O-N is rarely described

in literature49,101, either as a bulk material or as thin �lm.

1.3.2 The anatomy of thin �lms

The anatomy of thin �lms is de�ned by their physicochemical composition and

microstructure as shown in �g. 1.4.

Figure 1.4: Schematics of the relevant parameters de�ning the anatomy
of thin �lms.

The physicochemical composition

The physicochemical composition can be classi�ed by the nature of the interatomic

bonds present in a thin �lm. Materials of the �rst group form through metal-

lic bonds. Valence e− of their constituent elements form a delocalized "e− gas"

around the atom cores (nuclei plus core e−), rendering such materials electrically

conductive. As the e− are not localized in orbitals with a well-de�ned geometry

and a signi�cantly lowered energetic state, typical metallic bonds are of rather low

energy, e.g. 2.1 eV for Cu-Cu and 2.3 eV for Au-Au99, which provides a rather

low hardness to metallic materials. In a metallic crystal lattice, the positions are
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not distinguished into cationic and anionic sub-lattices, which means that a metal

atom can move to any directly neighboring lattice position. This �exibility in

atom mobility in combination with the low bond energies renders metals ductile.

Metallic and alloy �lms belong to this group.

A second group can be de�ned by systems forming ionic bonds. These occur be-

tween e− donors of low electronegativity (χ) and acceptors of high χ. When ∆χ

between e− donors and acceptors is high, typically >2.0183,p.233,251−279, a transfer

of one or several e− from the former to the latter occurs. As the transferred e−

are localized and energetically stabilized in orbitals of the acceptor, the material

is electrically insulating and often named a "wide band gap semiconductor". For

a su�ciciently wide band gaps these materials are transparent, and for smaller

bandgaps a coloration is observed. Between the cationic donor and the anionic

acceptor, a chemical bond described by the electrostatic attraction forms. The en-

ergy of such a bond is high, e.g. 5.5 eV for Ca-F and 4.3 eV for Na-Cl99. Together

with the high coordination numbers occurring in such salts, the high bonding en-

ergies render ionic materials energetically highly stable and thus hard. In contrast

to a metallic crystal lattice, an ionic lattice is divided into cationic and anionic

sub-lattices. A cation or anion can therefore not move to and reside in a neigh-

boring position, as this would lead to a strong electrostatic repulsion. If such a

dislocation takes place, however, e.g. due to an impact, the ionic lattice breaks

apart. This is what renders ionic materials brittle. Films containing halogenides

(�uorides, chlorides, bromides, and iodides) as well as oxides and sul�des belong

in this group.

The third group of materials is characterized by covalent bonds. These occur when

∆χ between two non-metallic, typically main-group elements, is<2.0183,p.233,251−279.

The e− are then not completely transferred from one species to the other, but the

e− from both bonding species are stabilized in a shared molecular orbital. The

distribution of the charge between the bonding partners is classi�ed as polar for

0.5< ∆χ <2.0, where a clear distinction between e− donor and acceptor still exists,

or non-polar for two species with ∆χ <0.5, or symmetric for bonds between equal

species. Between two species, molecular orbitals for single, double or triple bonds

can form. As the e− in these orbitals are energetically stabilized, such materials

are usually insulating. The covalent bonds are typically of lower energy than ionic
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ones, e.g. 3.6 eV for C-C and 3.3 eV for Si. As dislocations do not lead to strong

electrostatic repulsion as in ionic substances, materials with covalent bonds are less

brittle and are characterized by a high toughness. Ceramic nitride and polymer

�lms belong in this group.

The categorization of speci�c materials according to these criteria is discussed

extensively in literature66,52,119,111,177,176,192, and material design aims at combin-

ing qualities of the three physicochemical material groups. Adding carbon (C)

to alloys, for example, imparts a covalent component to metallic materials. An

example of a material in which properties of all three physicochemical groups are

combined is TiN with a 1:1 stoichiometry. Three Ti e− are bonded to N in a mixed

ionic-covalent system, while one e− remains metallic. TiN has a very high HD up

to 45 GPa116, yet keeps electric and thermal conductivity and is of metallic, golden

color191.

The materials investigated in this project within the Al-Si-O-N system exhibit a

mixed ionic-covalent character. Nitrides tend towards covalent bonding, whereas

oxides tend to be ionic.

The microstructure

A thin �lm is a three dimensional object with large extension in the plane and

a considerably smaller extension perpendicular to the �lm plane, typically in

the range of a nanometer to a few micrometers. The physicochemical compo-

sition of the �lm-forming species as well as the growth conditions, e.g. the tem-

perature or the energies of the �lm-forming particles, determine the �lm struc-

ture167,6,128,4,127,172 (see also section 7.6).

Films, as shown in �g. 1.4, can either consist of a single phase or be polyphased.

A �lm consisting of a single crystal can either be perfect or contain 1D, 2D or

3D defects. When 2D and 3D defects are of signi�cant size, the crystalline �lm

is split into separate crystal grains. As long as the misalignment of these grains

with respect to each other is low and a coherency remains, this condition is termed

"mosaicity", and when the misalignment is signi�cant and the grains are clearly

separated from each other by grain boundaries, the condition is categorized as

polycrystallinity. When the single grains in a polycrystalline �lm maintain the
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same orientation perpendicular to the plane, i.e. when they all point with the

same crystal direction (xyz) towards the �lm surface, but loose their in-plane ori-

entation, the resulting structure is named a "�ber texture". When the orientation

perpendicular to the plane is also lost, a �lm with preferred orientation or ran-

dom crystallite orientation results. Nanocomposites represent a particular case of

polyphased material.

Nanocomposites

As the name implies, nanocomposite thin �lms consist of at least two di�erent

phases with nanometer-scale geometric extensions, for example crystallites with

5-100 nm diameter embedded in an amorphous grain boundary phase. In crystals

of such small sizes, dislocations are energetically not favorable. This enhances the

hardness of the grains, because dislocations cannot exist and consequently disloca-

tion motion, and connected to it a grain deformation, does not occur. At the grain

boundary, the matrix material acts like a glue connecting the hard grains. Due to

the absence of dislocations inside the grains, nanocomposites can only deform via

grain boundary sliding. If the matrix material is hard itself, and bonds strongly to

the grains, grain boundary sliding is suppressed and the nanocomposite exhibits a

hardness surpassing that of the crystallites and that of the grain boundary phase

separately. In a nanocomposite coating, the latter can also act as a di�usion bar-

rier increasing the oxidation resistance of the substrate.

The Al-(Si-)O-N �lms investigated for this project show a distinctive microstruc-

tural evolution, as will be described in section 3.4. Nanocomposites were obtained

within a de�ned compositional region.
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1.3.3 Techniques used to investigate the composition and

structure of coatings

As discussed above, the chemical composition is one of key ingredients leading

to speci�c material properties and thus needs to be analyzed with great precision.

Here, Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) and Elastic Recoil Detection

Analysis (ERDA) were used to determine the elemental composition and with that

the �lm stoichiometry. In these techniques, the sample is bombarded by high en-

ergy ions of 4He for RBS and of heavy 127I for ERDA. These projectile ions interact

elastically with the sample nuclei. In RBS, the energy of the back-scattered beam

He particles are analyzed, whereas in ERDA, forward recoiling sample atoms are

analyzed. This allows the determination of the atomic numbers of the species in a

coating as well as their concentration and their depth distribution inside the �lm.

While RBS has a higher accuracy when determining stoichiometries, ERDA has

a higher sensitivity for light elements. Thus the e− donor(s) in the Al-(Si-)O-N

�lms, i.e. Al and Si, and the major e− acceptor, i.e. O or N, were measured

by RBS; the minor e− acceptor was re�ned via O/N ratio measured by ERDA.

All RBS/ERDA measurements and evaluations were performed at the Laboratory

of Ion Beam Physics (LIP) at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zürich

(ETHZ)82,112,35,76. The combination of these two techniques was chosen for the

compositional analysis in this project for two reasons. Firstly, RBS/ERDA pro-

vide a high accuracy in the obtained stoichiometries. Secondly, the depth pro�ling

allows the evaluation of the bulk of a �lm excluding the �lm surface, which often

oxidizes post-depositionally upon exposure to atmosphere. RBS/ERDA are thus

superior in determining chemical compositions compared to other techniques such

as X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), which has a lower accuracy for sto-

ichiometries and can only probe the surface of a �lm down to a few nanometers,

typically ≤20 nm. To assess the bulk of a �lm by XPS, the oxidized surface has

to be sputter-removed prior to analysis. Sputtering may however preferentially

remove one element in respect such that the composition changed by the sputter

process itself is analyzed. Moreover, the reactive sample surface may re-oxidize

even in the reasonably good vacuum of the XPS chamber. XPS is thus not ideal

for a compositional analysis of Al-(Si-)O-N �lms, and particularly not well suited
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for a determination of the O content. XPS was however used to probe the chemi-

cal states of the species in the �lms through the binding energies (BE) of core e−.

Depending on the bonding interactions in a material, the species involved in the

bonds are partially oxidized or reduced which rises or lowers, respectively, the BE

of their core e−. XPS determines these BEs by irradiating a sample with X-rays

to excite core e− and by measuring the energies of the photoelectrons (photo e−)

emitted by the relaxation of the core e− 178,181,147,134,146.

With the chemical composition and the bonding states of the �lm measured, one

part of the anatomy of the �lms (�g. 1.4) is determined. Now the microstructure

and morphology of the samples need to be studied. Crystallinity was assessed by

X-Ray Di�raction (XRD). In this technique, the e− shells of the species in a sample

interact elastically with X-rays. For the case of a crystalline sample, the X-rays

are di�racted under well-de�ned angles de�ned by the Bragg condition. With θ

being the angle between X-ray beam and sample and 2θ between beam and detec-

tor, symmetric θ-2θ scans provide information about crystal planes parallel to the

sample surface and thus orthogonal to the �lm growth direction (z). While the

position of the peaks in di�ractograms relates to the distance between the crystal

planes, a line pro�le analysis (LPA) according to Birkholz11p.85−101 is used to ob-

tain the c-axis lattice parameter, the crystallite size (CS) and the microstrain (MS)

of crystallites in coatings. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of rocking

curves (RCs) on the peaks in θ-2θ di�ractograms yields a measure for the angular

distribution of crystallite plane tilts away from z. Pole �gures (PFs) scan for a

speci�c di�raction signal while continuously tilting a sample by the angle ψ and

rotating it by φ around its central surface normal. This reveals the texture of a

coating. In-plane θ-2θ scans provide information on crystal planes perpendicular to

the sample surface, and asymmetric θ-2θ scans explore crystal planes aslope to the

latter. High temperature in situ X-Ray Di�raction (HTisXRD) tests the stability

and inertness of the crystalline structure of �lms upon heating102,11,141,87,88,28,83.

The cross sectional structure of the coatings was investigated by electron mi-

croscopy. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was used to image cross-sections

on �lm fractures, and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) was applied to

take bright �eld (BF) and dark �eld (DF) images, electron di�raction (ED) pat-

terns and high resolution (HR) images on 20-30 nm thin regions of a cross sectional
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wedge.

An important quality of transparent thin �lms is their visual appearance. The

Al-(Si-)O-N coatings were thus checked by eye, in some cases magni�ed through

an optical microscope, for artifacts such as inclusions, tarnishings or colorations

and cracks. For a coating in which cracks occurred, a typical crack was imaged

by a Gallium Focused Ion Beam Scanning Electron Microscope (GaFIB-SEM).

Further optical properties such as the refractive index (n) and the absorption co-

e�cient (k) were determined by ellipsometry. This technique probes samples with

an elliptically polarized beam of visible light and extracts n and k from amplitude

changes and phase shifts detected in the re�ected beam.

The Al-(Si-)O-N coatings exhibit a post-depositional residual stress (σ), which

causes thin substrates to bend. σ was quanti�ed by measuring the curvatures of

bent samples and �lm thicknesses using a pro�lometer, and by feeding these values

into the new Stoney equation75.

Important properties of the Al-(Si-)O-N deposited in this project are the hardness

(HD) and Young's Modulus (E), as these qualities determine the applicability of

the material in protective coatings. HD and E of the Al-(Si-)O-N �lms were as-

sessed by nanoindentation, which presses a diamond tip into the �lm surface and

records the indentation depth with changing loading force118.

All details and measurement parameters applied for this work are given in ap-

pendix A in chapter 8.
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1.3.4 Stoichiometry in Al-(Si-)O-N

Al-(Si-)O-N �lms are transparent when all Al and/or Si are fully oxidized and/or

nitrided. Al and Si are (semi)metallic electropositive e− donors, while O and N are

electronegative e− acceptors. While both the donation as well as the acceptance

of e− require energy, the subsequent interaction between donors and acceptors re-

sults in stabilized bonding orbitals when covalent bonds form and to electrostatic

attraction in the case of ions, and thus a release of more energy than invested

for e− donation and acceptance. Because the Pauling electronegativities χ of the

donors, χAl=1.5 and χSi=1.8, are 1.2-2.0 lower than those of the acceptors with

χO=3.5 and χN=3.0, the bonding in Al-(Si-)O-N is of mixed ionic-covalent nature

and the material forms a fully occupied valence and an empty conduction band.

This provides transparency and electrical insulation.

All of the elements involved in Al-(Si-)O-N are main group elements. These

strive to obtain "noble gas con�guration", i.e. a valence shell �lled with 8 e−, s2p6,

which is called the "octet rule". The number of bonding interactions each main

group element participates in to ful�ll the octet rule is referred to as "valency".

Al has the valence e− con�guration 3s2p1 and thus a valency of 3 and 3 valence e−

to donate to acceptors . Si has the con�guration 3s2p2, meaning there are 4 valence

e− to donate. With O and N as bonding partners, neither Al nor Si with their

low χ accept e−, as this would require more energy than donating e− to O and

N which have a high χ. O has a valence e− con�guration of 2s2p4, meaning that

there are 6 valence e−. Accepting 2 e− required to �ll the outer orbitals to achieve

the con�guration 2s2p6 requires less energy than donating 6 e−. This tendency to

accept rather than donate e− is also valid for N, which has a con�guration of 2s2p3

and thus can take up 3 more e−.

Stoichiometric Al-(Si-)O-N therefore has a uniquely de�ned, non-transgressable

element composition in which the amounts of two elements can be chosen freely

and the other two are �xed functions of those. To determine the correct elemental

composition, the e− donated have to be balanced by those accepted. In the case of

AlN, Al has 3 e− to give and N can accept 3 e−, hence the resulting stoichiometry

is Al1N1. Stoichiometric coe�cients of "1" are omitted, giving AlN.
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To �nd the stoichiometry of Al-O-N, that of AlN can be used as the starting

point. The addition of O requires the simultaneous reduction of N according to

the following composition:

AlObN1−a (1.1)

For the e− balance, the following has to hold:

3 ∗ 1︸︷︷︸
e−donated by Al

= 2 ∗ b︸︷︷︸
e−accepted by O

+ 3 ∗ (1− a)︸ ︷︷ ︸
e−accepted by N

(1.2)

Hence b = 1.5a, and the stoichiometry can be given as:

AlO1.5aN1−a or AlO1.5(1−z)Nz , (1.3)

where 1− a of the former has been substituted by z in the latter.

For stoichiometric quaternary Al-Si-O-N, the Ansatz

AlSixOyNz (1.4)

is used. The e− balance for this is:

3 ∗ 1︸︷︷︸
e−donated by Al

+ 4 ∗ x︸︷︷︸
e−donated by Si

= 2 ∗ y︸︷︷︸
e−accepted by O

+ 3 ∗ z︸︷︷︸
e−accepted by N

(1.5)

This allows the determination of y as a function of x and z:

AlSixO1.5+2x−1.5zNz (1.6)

The valencies of Al (3) and Si (4) limit the maximum value of z to:

zmax = 1 + 4
3
x .

(1.7)

If z = zmax, the O content y = 1.5 + 2x− 1.5z becomes zero.
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1.4 The structure of this thesis

This thesis is structured into eight chapters. Two of them give the basic back-

ground and context, i.e. the "Introduction" in chapter 1 and the "Conclusions

and outlook" in chapter 6.

Chapter 2 is a verbatim copy of the paper by M. Fischer et al., entitled "A

setup for arc-free reactive DC sputter deposition of Al-O-N". It describes how

the experimental sputter deposition system used in this project was be adapted

to allow the deposition of oxynitrides. Starting with a conventional preparation

chamber, hardware additions as well as process adaptions were implemented. This

was necessary, as working with the reactive gas O2 is signi�cantly more demanding

than working with N2 alone and requires a greater degree of process control.

Chapter 3 is a verbatim copy of a manuscript by M. Fischer et al., submitted,

entitled "Understanding the microstructural evolution and mechanical properties

of transparent Al-(Si-)(O-)N �lms". It describes the properties of the Al-(Si-)O-N

thin �lms deposited with the methods discussed in chapter 2. Over 300 thin �lm

deposition runs were performed, and various analytical techniques were applied to

characterize the coatings. Finally, a model describing the evolution of the Al-O-N

and Al-Si-N �lms with increasing O and Si content, respectively, could be estab-

lished.

Chapter 4, "Al vacancies in Al-O-N investigated by ab initio Density Func-

tional Theory", presents a model and supporting ab initio Density Functional

Theory (aiDFT) calculations that explain the material evolution upon adding

O/Si into coatings of crystalline wurtzite. Low O/Si contents can be incorporated

into wurtzite in the form of a solid solution via two di�erent kinds of substitution,

both inducing a mismatch between the stoichiometry and the electronic structure

of the crystal. The model shows how this imbalance can be resolved through va-

cancies in the Al sub-lattice. Subsequently, the thermodynamic stability of the

coatings is assessed through the Gibbs free energy (G) by combining the enthalpy

(H) and the entropy (S) of the �lms. The hypothesis that entropy stabilizes the

solid solution phase in a certain concentration range is tested.
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Chapter 5, "Applications", inquires the applicability of the hard, transparent

Al-(Si-)O-N coatings for protective, optical and decorative purposes.

Chapter 7 and 8 comprise appendices containing additional experimental data

on Al-(Si-)O-N and experimental details for this project.
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2 A setup for arc-free reactive DC

sputter deposition of Al-O-N

The text and �gures of the following chapter are a verbatim copy of the paper

published (online since 1st February 2019) in
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Abstract

Aluminum oxynitride (Al-O-N) is a material suitable for hard, transparent thin

�lms. Its physical properties and structure can be adjusted through the O-to-N

ratio.

Reactive Direct Current Magnetron Sputtering (R-DCMS) is a practical, widespread

technique for the deposition of coatings. However, it proves to be challenging in

the case of Al-O-N. The reason for this is the high reactivity of O2. Poisoning

of Al targets by O2 causes formation of insulating oxide islands and consequently

leads to target destruction and a failure of the deposition process.

Here we show that with two separate gas inlets for the two reactive gases, a good

process stability can be achieved over the entire range of O-to-N ratios.

2.1 Introduction

Aluminum oxynitride (Al-O-N) is of high interest for transparent, insulating pro-

tective coatings. The highest transparency is obtained if no Al is left in its metallic

state (fully reacted). In the binary case this can be achieved either by fabricating

pure AlN or Al2O3 thin �lms. While sputter-deposited AlN �lms are polycrys-

talline with grains of wurtzite structure13, the Al2O3 �lms remain amorphous for

deposition temperatures below 500°C115.

In the ternary Al-O-N system, physical properties such as the refraction index

can be adjusted between the binary systems through the O-to-N ratio29,80,81. A

higher O content also leads to a re�nement of the grain size and �nally to amor-

phization128. With the latter, di�usion processes along grain boundaries can be

suppressed. This is for example useful, if the material is applied as the dielectric

of a capacitor. It has been shown that for amorphous Al-O-N, leakage currents

are substantially reduced, and a higher breakdown �eld is obtained compared to

polycrystalline AlN17. Another application of Al-O-N are thin �lm coatings for

oxidation protection. The amorphization obtained at a higher O content changes

the stress of the coating on the substrate towards compressive185 and substantially

reduces the O2 penetration through the thin �lm. Moreover, Al-O-N coatings with

high O contents are inert towards further oxidation71.
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Reactive Direct Current Magnetron Sputtering (R-DCMS) has been success-

fully used for the deposition of AlN, but remained di�cult to apply for Al2O3.

The causes for this have been addressed previously3,9,139,144,157,159. R-DCMS for

AlN or Al2O3 deposition is typically performed with Ar as inert process gas and N2

or O2 as reactive gas. While N2 does not a�ect the stability of the sputter process,

the addition of O2 renders process control di�cult because of its high reactivity

with the target material. Consequently, the fabrication of oxide �lms requires more

elaborate sputtering methods such as radiofrequency (RF) or pulsed direct current

sputtering157,159,139. Maintaining a reasonable deposition rate requires control of

the reactive gas partial pressure157,159. This is achievable by keeping a suitable

mass spectrometer intensity158 or plasma emission intensity142,64 or the plasma

impedance3,174 constant. However, these methods require sophisticated and costly

hardware. A di�erent approach suitable for reactive DC sputter deposition of pure

oxides was already described in the 1980s: The target was enclosed in a box to

shield it from O2. The latter was introduced close to the substrate100,140,41.

Here, we report a new design of a DC magnetron sputtering system for the de-

position of Al-O-N thin �lms that avoids the necessity to encase the substrate.

Instead, two separate gas inlets were installed for the two reactive gases (sepa-

rated inlets setup). N2 was fed in adjacent to the target while O2 was fed in near

the substrate in order to promote target poisoning by N2 and to prevent poisoning

by O2. This separated gas inlet con�guration allows the deposition of Al-O-N in

a stable and reproducible process without the need for expensive hardware and is

implementable in any standard coating system. For comparison, sputter process

stability was also studied for a more conventional gas inlet setup (combined inlet

setup).
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2.2 Experimental

This work was carried out in an AJA ATC 1500 F sputtering system (AJA In-

ternational, Inc.) of cylindrical shape with a height of 33 cm and a diameter of

37 cm. The chamber is equipped with a TMU 261 turbo pump with a capacity of

210 l/s (Pfei�er Vacuum). Further details on the chamber design and implemented

modi�cations are described below (see section 2.3). R-DCMS deposition processes

of Al-O-N were performed with two unbalanced magnetrons arranged in a closed

�eld con�guration about 12 cm below the substrates. The latter were heated to

200°C through radiation from lamps installed behind the substrate holder. Metal-

lic Al targets of 5 cm diameter and 99.999% purity grade (Hauner Metallische

Werksto�e) were used. The power on the targets was kept constant at 200 W, re-

sulting in a nominal power density of 10 Wcm−2. Before each deposition process,

the targets were cleaned to their metallic state by sputtering for 3 min in pure Ar

introduced through a gas inlet at the chamber bottom (see �g. 2.1) with a �ow of

16 sccm. This Ar �ow was kept for all depositions to provide a constant process

gas background.

With the separated gas inlet setup (see �g. 2.1b)), a poisoning step of 2 min with

closed chimney shutters and 12 sccm N2 through the N2 gas inlet followed. This

�ow rate was su�cient to bring the targets into the fully AlN poisoned mode, as

was checked recording the voltage in hysteresis experiments. The AlN coverage

served to protected the target before admitting O2 into the chamber.

During the subsequent 3 h �lm deposition process, the �ow of 12 sccm N2 at

the targets was kept. 0-10 sccm of an O2/N2 mixture with O2 contents of 1% or

10% were introduced to the substrate through the central gas inlet, which yielded

a net O2 �ow up to 1 sccm. The total reactive gas �ow at the target and the

substrate was thus increased for processes with a higher O2 �ow. A gas mixture

instead of pure O2 was chosen at the central inlet in order to keep the O2 �ow low

enough for meaningful stoichiometries in between AlN and Al2O3. Working with

a gas mixture at the central inlet implies that in addition to the 12 sccm N2 at the

target, N2 also �ows to the substrate. Alternatively, the installation of a mass �ow

controller for lower �ows of pure O2 could be considered or the use of compound

gases such as N2O17.
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Figure 2.1: Combined O2/N2 gas inlet setup a) and separated
inlets setup b). In both, Ar had its own inlet at the chamber
bottom center and its �ow was kept constant at 16 sccm. Pho-
tographs of the combined inlet setup in operando are published
in ref172. In the combined inlet setup a), the two reactive gases
O2 and N2 entered via the same inlet placed at the same po-
sition as the Ar inlet. Their total reactive gas �ow amounted
to 12 sccm. The O content within was varied between 0-10%
to obtain samples of di�erent stoichiometries. In the separated
inlets setup b), each reactive gas was introduced via its own
independent gas line to a speci�c chamber position. N2 was
fed to the targets at a constant �ow of 12 sccm. O2 was piped
past the sputter guns into the proximity of the substrate at an
additional �ow of 0-1 sccm.
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With the combined reactive gas inlet setup (see �g. 2.1a)), a 3 h deposition fol-

lowed directly after the target cleaning (without an intermediate poisoning step)

and was carried out with a total reactive gas �ow of 12 sccm at a certain O2/N2

ratio. This ratio was changed from run to run to achieve O2 contents between

0-10% in the reactive gas. The total reactive gas �ow was thus the same for all

processes carried out in the combined inlet setup irrespective of the absolute O2

�ow.

Voltage versus time traces were logged in steps of 5 s during all deposition pro-

cesses. After each process in either setup, the Al targets were again cleaned to

their metallic state by sputtering for 3 min in pure Ar. Modeling9 and experi-

ments5 showed that during the simultaneous use of two reactive gases, care has to

be taken to avoid a trapping of the target in the poisoned mode. Such a trapping

was not observed. Ar was of 6.0 quality grade, N2 and O2/N2 mixtures were of 5.0

quality grade (Messer Schweiz AG). All gases were puri�ed over small Alphagaz

Puri�ers (H2O free for the O2/N2 mixture and O2 free for the N2 and Ar lines)

(Air Liquide Deutschland GmbH). The working pressure during deposition and

poisoning processes amounted to 0.2-0.4 Pa (depending on the amount of reactive

gas required for a speci�c deposition) and was achieved at full pumping speed. For

cleaning steps, the pumping power was reduced to yield Ar pressures of 1.5 Pa.

The base pressure of the chamber remained below 2·10−5 Pa.

Simultaneous to the target preparation steps prior to a process, the substrates

were cleaned with an RF bias of 75 V for 10 min. Polished Si(100) wafers (Sili-

con Materials (Si-Mat)) and microscope glass slides (Menzel-Gläser) were used as

substrates. Deposition rates were calculated from �lm thicknesses measured with

a Dektak XT pro�ler (Bruker).

Transparency of the obtained �lms was checked by eye for the coated glass sub-

strates and con�rmed by ellipsometry done on the coated Si(100) substrates. Film

compositions were determined by RBS and heavy ion ERDA. RBS and ERDA

measurements and evaluations were performed at the Laboratory of Ion Beam

Physics (LIP) at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zürich (ETHZ). For

RBS, samples were irradiated by 2 and/or 4 and/or 5 MeV 4He. The backscat-

tered beam was analyzed by a Si PIN diode detector placed under 168°. For

ERDA, the samples were bombarded by 13 MeV 127I under 18° incidence angle,
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and recoiling ions were analyzed in an ERDA detector telescope developed at LIP.

It consists of a time-of-�ight (ToF) system coupled to a gas ionization chamber

(CIG)82. The compositional contents of Al and the major e− acceptor - either O

or N - were determined by RBS. The minor e− acceptor content was then re�ned

via N/O ratio obtained from ERDA. This procedure was chosen, since ERDA has

a higher sensitivity for light elements, while RBS has a better absolute accuracy

for stoichiometry determination. For RBS, the algorithm RUMP35 was applied

to simulate the obtained spectra. For ERDA, custom made analysis software has

been used to determine elemental ratios.

2.3 Results

Al-O-N thin �lms were deposited with two setups, di�ering only in their reactive

gas inlets. The process gas Ar was introduced at the center of the chamber bottom

at a constant �owrate of 16 sccm for all experiments.

Fig. 2.1a) shows the (more conventional) combined inlet setup. The two reac-

tive gases O2 and N2 were introduced at the same position as the process gas Ar,

distant from the targets. The total �ow of the reactive gases was kept constant at

12 sccm. To obtain di�erent Al-O-N stoichiometries, the O2 content in the total

reactive gas �ow was varied from 0-10%.

Fig. 2.1b) illustrates the (modi�ed) separated inlets setup. Two separate gas inlets

were used for O2 and N2, alongside the unchanged Ar inlet. N2 was introduced

directly at the targets with a constant �ow rate of 12 sccm to ensure their fully

nitrided state. O2 was introduced away from the targets through a central gas

inlet to close proximity of the substrate. Di�erent stoichiometries were achieved

by varying the O2 �ow between 0-1 sccm.

With the combined inlet setup (�g. 2.1a)), even small O2 �ow rates resulted

in an unstable deposition process. Arcs, indicated by a visible �ickering of the

plasma, were detected by the arc-supression electronics of the power supply. The

red curve in �g. 2.2a) shows a typical voltage versus time trace with repeated
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voltage break-downs indicative for frequent arcing. In �g. 2.2b), the dependence

of the measured deposition rates on the O2 �ow is plotted as red rhombi.

Figure 2.2: Deposition voltages over time a), logged in time steps of
5 s, and deposition rates versus O2 �ows b). Red data traces and
rhombi were obtained working with the combined inlet setup, blue
data traces and dots with the separated inlets setup. For the typi-
cal deposition voltage trace a) recorded in the combined inlet setup,
12 sccm of reactive gas containing 3% O2 were �owing. For that in
the separated inlets setup, 12 sccm N2 were fed to the targets and
0.4 sccm O2 to the substrate via the central inlet. The O2 �ow rates
were thus at the same level for both cases. Altering the �ow rates
within the range applied for this work did not in�uence the nature of
the voltage traces in either case. For the deposition rates b), di�erent
O2 contents were applied. Eye guides are added as dotted lines and
signi�cant stoichiometries are given for encircled data points.

The graph indicates a linear decrease of the deposition rate with increasing O2

�ow rate (dashed eye guide). However, the deposition rates were found to be ir-

reproducible (red arrows). For example, a �lm prepared with 1.2 sccm O2 in 10.8

sccm N2 is encircled in red in �g. 2.2b). N2 constitutes 90% of the reactive gas, but

N is almost absent in the �nal �lm having the composition Al40O60N<1 determined

by RBS/ERDA. An inspection of the target after repeated deposition, depicted in

�g. 2.3a), reveals that the surface is covered by black spots (hillocks). RBS/ERDA

show that these consist of substoichiometric Al-O-N containing variable O and N

amounts. The magni�ed area illustrates the roughened surface.
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With the separated gas inlet setup (�g. 2.1b)), stable deposition processes were

obtained for all O2 �ows. The blue sputter voltage versus time trace in �g. 2.2a)

remains constant during the entire process, and a stable plasma is observed visu-

ally. No arcs were detected. The deposition rate, plotted as blue dots in �g. 2.2b),

stays at the level obtained for an O2-free AlN deposition and is reproducible within

the applied O2 �ow range. A �lm sputtered with 12 sccm N2 at the targets and

1 sccm O2 at the central inlet, encircled in blue in �g. 2.2b), has the chemical

composition Al40O39N21. A target used in this setup, shown in �g. 2.3b), remains

smooth and clean.

5 cm

b)

5 cm

a)

Figure 2.3: Photographs with magni�ed areas of targets used in the
combined gas inlet setup a) and in the separated inlets setup b). The
target used in the combined inlet setup has a rough surface covered by
black spots (hillocks), while the target applied in the separated inlets
setup stays smooth and artifact-free.

For the work reported here, �lms with stoichiometries between AlN and Al2O3
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were prepared. ERDA/RBS and optical transparency con�rmed that all �lms were

fully nitrided and/or oxidized with no metallic Al left.

2.4 Discussion

In R-DCMS, the reaction processes relevant for �lm formation take place at the

substrate and at the target. Here, two reactive gases (O2 and N2) with di�erent

bond dissociation energies (BDEs) and di�erent reactivities towards Al are used

(see table 2.1). Our experiments revealed that the sputtering process was unstable

for the combined inlet setup, where both reactive gases are introduced near the

target. The inspection of the latter revealed a partially oxidized surface. Prior

experimental and simulation work showed that sputtering from an O poisoned

target is problematic3,157,159,139,9. Because of the lower BDE of O2 (498 kJ·mol−1)

compared to that of N2 (944 kJ·mol−1)99,27, the high sticking coe�cient (α) of

O2 in plasma towards Al (0.132,90) and the high formation enthalpy (4Ho
f ) of

Al2O3 (838 kJ·mol−1 for AlO1.5 units20), the oxidation of Al can occur even out-

side the plasma at the substrate. A corresponding reaction of N2 with Al requires

a substantial energy input, for example provided by a plasma. Hence it is predom-

inantly O2 that reacts with the growing �lm outside the dense plasma created by

the magnetron. At the Al target, however, inside the dense plasma located there,

both gases will react with the Al surface. Because the sputter rate is approxi-

mately inversely proportional to the thermodynamic stability of the local target

surface182, p. 6, the sputter yield from a nitrided part (4Ho
f = 318 kJ·mol−1 for

AlN units20) is higher than that from an oxidized one. As a consequence, oxide

islands will form, and rapidly grow in area and thickness, until the whole target

surface is predominantly oxidized. Due to the low thermal conductivity (λ) of

Al2O3 (35 W·K−1·m−1 18) regions and their large thickness, the deposition process

leads to a rise of the temperature on these islands, because heat arising from sput-

tering cannot be deduced into the target. The additional thermal energy further

facilitates the growth of Al2O3 islands in area and thickness.

Because Al2O3-covered areas of the sputter target are electrically insulating,

these areas become positively charged with respect to the negative cathode po-
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Table 2.1: Characteristic quantities for gases and solids relevant in Al-O-N sputter
deposition. αAl: Sticking coe�cient of a gas towards Al. BDE: Bond dissoci-
ation energy given in [kJ·mol−1]. 4Hof : Standard enthalpy of formation given

in [kJ·mol−1]. λ: Thermal conductivity given in [W·K−1·m−1]. 35 W·K−1·m−1

is for monocrystalline α-Al2O3 (sapphire). 319 W·K−1·m−1 is for for monocrys-
talline AlN wurtzite. γ: Secondary electron emission coe�cient.

gases O2 N2

αAl in plasma 0.132,90 not reported
BDE [kJ·mol−1] 49499,27 94299,27

solids AlO1.5 AlN Al
4Ho

f [kJ·mol−1] 83820 31820 0
λ [W·K−1·m−1] 3518 319153,151 237171

γ 0.1930,31 0.2230,31 0.0930,31

tential on the remaining metallic target surface. Once the electric �eld is strong

enough, a discharge takes place in the form of an arc. The arc provides the elec-

trical contact to generate a short between cathode and ground, and the voltage

set to the target breaks down (�g. 2.2a)). Continuous arcing destroys the target,

and a rough surface with black spots (hillocks) and valleys in the mm range forms

(�g. 2.3a)). An avalanche e�ect sets in, as the growth of hillocks and the arcing

mutually reinforce each other. Consequently the sputter rate becomes unstable

and generally smaller.

With the separated gas inlet setup, the O2 gas reacts only at the substrate surface,

but not at the target. The gettering e�ect of the �lm growing on the substrate re-

duces the O2 partial pressure near the target. The higher N2 concentration at the

target then leads to the formation of an AlN layer at the target surface (N2 poison-

ing). Because of the lower 4Ho
f of AlN and its good λ (319 W·K−1·m−1 153,151), the

AlN coverage remains thin and no hotspots occur. This provides stable sputtering

conditions, as discussed in prior work3,157,159,139,9.

A comparison of �lms fabricated with the same O2 �ow rates using the separated

inlets and the combined inlet revealed compositions of Al40O39N21 and Al40O60N<1,

respectively. The higher O content of the latter �lm arises from a stronger target

oxidation and from negatively charged O species such as O− and O−
2 , which form

in the combined inlet setup close to the target and are accelerated by the cathode
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sheath towards the substrate. Such O species hit the substrate with high energy

and can cause sputter damage in the growing �lm110,136,120 182, p.101/227, which was

however not observed in the coatings reported here. Note that the secondary

electron emission coe�cients (γ) of AlN (0.22) and Al2O3 (0.19) are similar and

considerably higher than that of metallic Al (0.09). The sputter voltage can thus

serve as a proxy to distinguish between metallic and poisoned target state, but

not between nitrided or oxidized target.

2.5 Conclusion

Al-O-N thin �lms were fabricated with two di�erent reactive gas (N2, O2) inlet con-

�gurations in an R-DCMS system. No costly hardware installations were needed.

The composition of the �lms was varied between AlN and Al2O3 using di�erent

�ow ratios of the reactive gases. All �lms were fully transparent, indicating that

no metallic Al is incorporated in the �lms.

Stable sputtering conditions without loss in the deposition rate could only be ob-

tained when using separate gas inlets for the two reactive gases (at the target

for N2 and near the substrate for O2). With a combined inlet, stable sputtering

conditions could not be obtained, and the surface of the Al target roughened and

was �nally covered by black hillocks.

Our work demonstrates that reactive sputtering with highly reactive gases such as

O2 can be performed by conventional R-DCMS, provided that the gas inlet system

is designed to obtain well-controlled target poisoning.
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Abstract

Optically transparent, colorless Al-O-N with O contents between 0 and 60%, and

Al-Si-O-N coatings with selected Si and O contents were fabricated by reactive

direct current magnetron sputtering (R-DCMS) from elemental Al and Si targets

and O2 and N2 reactive gases. The Si/Al content was adjusted through the electri-

cal power on the Si and Al targets, while the O/N content was controlled through

the O2 �ow piped to the substrate in addition to the N2 �ow at the targets.

The structure and morphology of the coatings were studied by X-Ray Di�raction

(XRD) and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), while the elemental com-

position was obtained from Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) and

heavy ion Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis (ERDA). The chemical states of the el-

ements in the coatings were analyzed by X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS).

Based on these analytical results, a model describing the microstructural evolu-

tion of the Al-O-N and also previously studied Al-Si-N122,123,125,129 coatings with

O and Si content, respectively, is established. The universality of the microstruc-

tural evolution of these coatings with the concentration of the added element is

attributed to the extra valence electron (e−) that must be incorporated into the

AlN wurtzite host lattice. In the case of Al-O-N, the additional valence charge

arises from the e− acceptor O replacing N in the AlN wurtzite lattice, while the

e− donor Si substituting Al ful�lls that role in the Al-Si-N system.

In view of future applications of ternary Al-O-N and quaternary Al-Si-O-N trans-

parent protective coatings, their mechanical properties such as residual stress (σ),

hardness (HD) and Young's modulus (E) were obtained from the curvature of

�lms deposited onto thin substrates and by nanoindentation, respectively. Mod-

erate compressive stress levels between -0.2 and -0.5 GPa, which suppress crack

formation and �lm-substrate delamination, could be obtained together with HD

values around 25 GPa.
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3.1 Introduction

Protective coatings are of critical importance for obtaining a performance enhance-

ment of machinery and equipment or to protect the latter when used in harsh envi-

ronments192. The properties and lifetime of a coating depend on its microstructure

and physical and chemical properties. The chemical composition of the coating

and the local chemical environment of its constituents must be controlled by the

fabrication process and tuned to obtain optimized properties for speci�c applica-

tions. For example, the stress state of the coating must be optimized to prevent

delamination and also to obtain closed boundaries between individual grains for a

high inertness in corrosive environments.

Here, we are interested in protective coatings that are optically transparent, for

example to protect optical devices or tools. A candidate material for transparent

hard coatings is AlN, a group III nitride that forms as a polycrystalline wurtzite

�lm when deposited by reactive direct current magnetron sputtering (R-DCMS).

It has been observed that a microstructural �lm evolution can be induced by dop-

ing group IV and VI elements (Si, Ge, Sn and O) into AlN. Al-Ge-N93, Al-Sn-N92

and Al-Ge-O-N77 are however not totally transparent but show colors ranging

from yellow to red and brown, as the bandgap decreases from that of AlN with

increasing contents of Ge and Sn. In our previous work122,123,125, we have shown

that Al-Si-N fabricated by R-DCMS is optically transparent and colorless for the

complete range of Si contents tested.

For Si contents up to 6%, the �lms show a polycrystalline (002) oriented wurtzite

structure with crystallites decreasing in size and a c-axis lattice parameter shrink-

ing linearly for increasing Si concentration. We concluded that the lattice shrinking

arises from Si incorporated in the wurtzite crystals in the form of a crystalline solid

solution. For Si concentrations between 6-12%, the c lattice parameter remains

constant. We concluded that an additional amorphous Si3N4 phase encapsulat-

ing the wurtzite grains, i.e. a nanocomposite, formed in this Si concentration

range. A hardness (HD) maximum is obtained for about 10% of Si. For higher

amounts of Si, a gradual loss of crystallinity is observed, and coatings with more

than 25% Si were found to be fully X-ray amorphous122,123,125. In our previous

work, the microstructure and properties of the �lms were modi�ed by changing
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the content of the group IV element Si in the Al-Si-N �lms. Si with its low Pauling

Electronegativity χSi=1.8 replaces the electron (e−) donor Al with χAl=1.5 in the

Al-N compound.

In this study, we use O, an electronegative group VI element, to obtain a speci�c

�lm microstructure and with it modi�ed physical properties of the resulting Al-O-

N �lms. Here, however, O with its high χO=3.5 replaces the e− acceptor N with

χN=3.0183 in wurtzite.

In addition to Al-O-N, we investigate quaternary Al-Si-O-N �lms fabricated by the

simultaneous increase of Si and O during the R-DCMS process. For both coating

materials, Al-O-N and Al-Si-O-N, we report the changes in hardness (HD), elastic

modulus (E) and residual stress (σ) that occur with changing microstructure.

3.2 Al-O-N thin �lm preparation and chemical

analysis

Al-O-N coatings were deposited onto Si(100) wafers and glass by R-DCMS from

metallic Al targets using O2 and N2 as reactive gases. Instabilities typically oc-

curring in reactive sputter processes with O2 could be avoided by our modi�ed

sputter system setup described in ref.44. The chemical compositions of the �lms

were determined by RBS/ERDA.

Fully reacted, optically transparent Al-O-N �lms have a well-de�ned stoichiometry

given by AlO1.5(1−z)Nz with zmax = 1 (AlN with 0% O) and zmin = 0 (Al2O3 with

60% O), as can be derived from the valences of the chemical elements of the �lms.

The O content in the coatings was varied from 0-60% through the O2 �ow in the

deposition process. Coatings in the range of 8-16% were found to contain up to

3% H.

Further experimental details are given in ref.44 and in the supplementary material.
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3.3 Analytical results obtained from Al-O-N �lms

of di�erent O content

3.3.1 Crystalline structure

AlN �lms deposited by R-DCMS for this study show only the wurtzite (002) peak

and the higher order (004) peak in di�ractograms from XRD θ-2θ scans symmetric

to the AlN �lm surface. This implies that AlN �lms are purely (002) textured in

the growth direction (z). This is con�rmed by a (002) pole �gure (PF), which

shows a single central pole for a sample inclination angle ψ=0.

θ-2θ scans in-plane, thus orthogonal to the sample surface and correspondingly to

(002), show (100) and (110) signals. Both peaks have intensities that do not vary

if the sample is rotated around its central z axis by ϕ. The crystallites hence have

no preferred in-plane orientation. This is con�rmed by (103) and (101) PFs, which

show rims at ψ=31.6° and 61.6°, respectively, with constant intensities over the

entire ϕ-circle. The AlN �lms thus have (002) �ber texture.

For Al-O-N �lms with an O concentration between 0 and 8%, the (002) �ber

texture of the �lm persists. The (002) peak shifts linearly to higher 2θ di�raction

angles, broadens and decreases in intensity with increasing O concentration. The

c-axis lattice spacing calculated from the (002) peak position, the crystallite size

(CS) and the microstrain (MS) obtained from a line pro�le analysis (LPA)11, are

plotted in �g. 3.1a), b) and c), respectively.

The wurtzite c-axis lattice parameter decreases by -0.5% from 0.4975 nm for AlN

to 0.4950 nm for Al-O-N for an O content increased from 0-8%. Asymmetric θ-2θ

scans reveal a lattice shrinkage also in the directions of (105), (104) and (103) for

increased O contents and hence a contraction of the crystal unit cell. In previ-

ous work addressing the Al-Si-N system, the observed contraction of the wurtzite

crystal lattice with increasing Si content was attributed to the generation of V(Al)

vacancies in Al lattice sites. These V(Al) were proposed to form upon Si(Al)

substitution as compensation for the additional valence e− in Si compared to the

replaced Al129. As O also contains an additional e− compared to N, we conclude

that the O(N) substitution occurring in Al-O-N also leads to V(Al) and therefore
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to the observed wurtzite lattice shrinkage upon increasing O content.

Together with the crystal cell contraction, we observe a grain re�nement (�g.

3.1b)). The CS decreases from 140 nm to 60 nm in Al-O-N with an O concen-

tration increased from about 2 to 8%. For �lms with a lower O concentration,

scattering of the CS between 70 and 130 nm is observed, typical for materials

exhibiting mosaicity. The MS (�g. 3.1c)) remains constant around 2·10−5. (002)

rocking curves (RCs) broaden with increasing O content, which indicates that the

crystallites assume a progressive misorientation of the c-axis o� the growth direc-

tion z.

No further shift of the (002) peak is observed for �lms with 8-16% O content.

Consequently, the c lattice remains constant. This behavior is similar to that

found in the Al-Si-N system, where no further lattice shrinkage was observed for a

Si content higher than 6%. We thus identify an O concentration of 8 % as the sol-

ubility limit for O incorporated into the wurtzite lattice. Consequently, excess O

of concentrations between 8-16% is incorporated in the form of a separate phase.

As no additional di�raction peaks occur from this phase, and the �lms remain

transparent, we conclude that the second phase consists of amorphous Al2O3 that

encapsulates the AlN grains, hereby forming a nanocomposite. The CS was found

to shrink slightly from 60 nm down to 40 nm (�g. 3.1b)). The microstrain increases

from about 2·10−5 to about 6·10−5 for an O concentration above 8%, indicating

that the formation of the amorphous grain boundary phase exerts a pressure onto

the Al-O-N grains.

At an O content approaching 16% O, wurtzite (100) and (101) peaks appear in

addition to the major (002) peak in symmetric θ-2θ di�ractograms. We conclude

that at these high O concentrations the uniaxial (002) texture is lost, and crystal-

lites with other orientations appear. The XRD results of two typical samples with

such a mixed, yet highly preferred (002) orientation are plotted with open symbols

in �g. 3.1. Their c lattice parameter and CS are lower, and their MS signi�cantly

higher compared to purely (002) textured samples.

For Al-O-N �lms with 16-20% O, the (002) peak develops an asymmetric shoulder

towards lower 2θ, possibly arising from a weakly ordered grain boundary phase.

For O contents of 20-30%, only small humps between 30-40° in 2θ are visible in the
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Figure 3.1: a) c-axis lattice parameter [nm] (found to be parallel to the
(002) axis and the growth direction z) of wurtzite crystallites. The litera-
ture value for c in AlN145 is marked by a purple cross. The dashed lines
highlight the linear decrease of c observed between 0 and about 8% O, as
well as that no further lattice shrinking occurs above 8% O. b) crystallite
size (CS) [nm] and c) microstrain (MS) in Al-O-N plotted versus O con-
tent. XRD results of speci�c samples without uniaxial (002) texture with
O concentrations below 16%, i.e. within the O content range typically
leading to a (002) �ber texture, are shown by open symbols.
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di�ractograms, which cannot be clearly attributed to a crystalline phase. We can

thus conclude that at such high O contents of 16-30%, the coatings contain small,

poorly aligned grains. The volume fraction of the crystalline phase decreases, while

that of the amorphous tissue phase increases. Films with O contents beyond 30%

are X-ray amorphous.

3.3.2 Cross-sectional �lm structure

Fig. 3.2 shows cross-sectional Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) bright

�eld (BF) images (left), electron di�raction (ED) patterns (small insertions) and

high resolution (HR) images (right) of samples with O contents of a) 5.0%, b)

13.9% and c) 16.6%.

The cross-sectional TEM of the �lm with 5% O in �g. 3.2a) shows a columnar

structure along the z-direction (green arrow). The ED pattern in �g. 3.2a) contains

sharp wurtzite di�raction spots. The HR TEM reveals large coherent crystalline

regions. This con�rms the (002) wurtzite �ber texture of the �lms revealed by our

XRD analysis.

Fig. 3.2b) displays cross-sectional TEM data for a �lm containing 13.9% O. Again

a �ber texture is apparent, but the ED pattern shows broadened spots, compatible

with the decreasing alignment of the (002) axes of crystallites along the growth

direction z.

The grain re�nement (�g. 3.1b)) and loss of (002) texture at higher O concentra-

tions becomes apparent in the TEM results displayed in �g. 3.2c), showing data

obtained on a �lm with 16.6% O. Only faint column features are visible in the

BF image. The ED pattern consists of rings with an increased brightness along

the (002) direction. This indicates that (002) is still the preferred orientation that

crystallites adopt in z, but that the pure (002) �ber texture observed in �lms with

lower O contents is lost, and grains of random orientation exist. The latter is

con�rmed by the HR TEM data, where crystallites of 5-10 nm length with dif-

ferent (002) orientations are visible (encircled with dashed yellow lines in �g. 3.2c)).
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a) 5.0% O

b) 13.9% O

c) 16.6% O

film growth crystallite (002)

orientation

d(002)d(002)

Figure 3.2: TEM images of cross sections of Al-O-N thin �lms with di�erent
O contents of a) 5.0% (top), b) 13.9% (middle) and c) 16.6% (bottom). On
the left, a BF image and an ED pattern (small insert), and on the right, a
HR image for each sample are shown. Film growth directions are indicated
with green, crystallite (002) orientations with blue arrows. For the 16.6% O
sample, nanometer-sized crystallites typically occurring for such an O content
are highlighted by yellow, dashed ellipses.40



3.3.3 Chemical states

The dependence of the chemical states of Al, N and O in Al-O-N �lms on their

O content was analyzed by X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), recording

binding energy (BE) and full width at half maximum (FWHM) evolutions of pho-

toelectron (photo e−) lines. Fig. 3.3 shows the BEs (panels a), c), e)) and FWHMs

(panels b), d), f)) of the photo e− lines Al 2p, N 1s and O 1s in Al-O-N coatings

with increasing O content from 0-60%. This O content range corresponds to a

variation of the material composition from AlN (0% O) over Al-O-N up to Al2O3

(60% O).

The BEAl2p in Al-O-N is higher than in metallic Al, which has a BEAl2p of 72.6 eV.

The reason for this is that Al in Al-O-N is oxidized as it acts as an e− donor, be-

cause χAl of 1.5 is lower than χO of 3.5 and χN of 3.0183. The BEAl2p increases

linearly from 72.5 in AlN to 74.5 eV in Al2O3, i.e. with increasing O content from

0-60% (see dashed gray line in �g. 3.3a)). Concordant values for Al 2p in sputter

deposited AlN of 72.5 eV124 and Al2O3 of 74.6 eV133 are reported (see gray circle

and gray open circle in �g. 3.3a)). The increase of BEAl2p occurs as an increasing

number of Al-N bonds are replaced by Al-O bonds. As O is more electronegative

than N, Al-O bonds are more polar than Al-N bonds, thus the average oxidation

level of Al and therefore BEAl2p increase with increasing O content.

FWHMAl2p increases linearly from 1.5 to 1.8 eV with increasing O content from

0-8% (see dashed gray line in �g. 3.3b)). In this O content range, XRD reveals that

a solid solution forms, in which O populates the N-sites in wurtzite crystallites.

While Al as e− donor remains in cationic wurtzite lattice sites, incorporating O

replaces N in anionic lattice sites, as both O and N are e− acceptors. In wurtzite,

cationic sites are coordinated to only anionic sites and vice versa. Al is thus directly

connected to N and O. Hence, the variability of the Al oxidation states grows and

the FWHMAl2p broadens with increasing O content. Beyond the solubility limit

of 8% O in wurtzite, FWHMAl2p stays constant at 1.8 eV (see dashed gray line in

�g. 3.3b)). The reason for this is that from 8% O upwards O is no longer incorpo-

rated into the AlN wurtzite lattice but an X-ray amorphous Al2O3 grain boundary

phase, that increases in volume with increasing O content is formed. In this phase,

no higher oxidation level of Al than that in Al2O3 can form, thus the Al 2p line
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Figure 3.3: The top panels show the dependence of the a) Al 2p, c) N 1s

and d) O 1s binding energies (BEs) on the O content. The dashed gray
lines highlight the evolution of the BEs on O content discussed in the main
text. Literature values are marked with gray circles for AlN124 and with
gray open circles for Al2O3

133. The bottom panels b), d) and f)) display
the Full Widths at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the photo e− lines. Again
dashed gray lines are shown to highlight the observed dependence on the
O content. Solid and dotted lines are added to the graphs highlighting the
observation of a broadening more than by a factor 1.15 that has been pre-
viously indenti�ed as a critical value for the occurance of disorder-induced
line broadening121,72,24.

does not broaden further. The FWHMAl2p value for O contents beyond 8% is

more than 1.15 times wider than the initial FWHM in AlN of 1.5 eV (see dashed

gray line in �g. 3.3b) and the dotted line highlighting the FWHM broadening by

a factor of 1.15). We attribute this to signi�cant disorder broadening due to a

variation in the coordination around Al121,72,24.

The BEN1s in Al-O-N is lower than in molecular N2, which has a BEN1s of 405.3 eV170.

This is due to N acting as e− acceptor, as χN>χAl. For an O content between 0-8%,

Al-N bonds in the wurtzite lattice are gradually replaced by Al-O bonds. In addi-

tion, V(Al) vacancies appear to compensate for the extra e− from O compared to

N129. We thus expect that the BEN1s and FWHMN1s are modi�ed by the presence
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of next-nearest neighbor O in the Al-O-N wurtzite unit cell and nearest neigh-

bor V(Al). As χO>χN, we expect that the e− density at the N decreases with

increasing O content, and consequently the BEN1s and the FWHMN1s increase.

The dependence of the BEN1s on the O content (�g. 3.3c)) is compatible with such

a scenario, while the FWHMN1s data clearly show a linear dependence on the O

content (�g. 3.3d)). The latter is because the V(Al) induce a variation and there-

fore an increased scattering of the BEN1s (�g. 3.3c)) thus leading to a signi�cant

broadening of the N 1s line (see dashed gray line in �g. 3.3d) and the dotted line

highlighting the FWHM broadening by a factor of 1.15). For O contents between

8 and 30%, XRD reveals that no other crystalline phase than that of wurtzite

containing 8% O is in the �lms, and that the CS in the latter decreases. It can

therefore be proposed that an amorphous Al2O3 grain boundary phase of increas-

ing thickness grows around the shrinking Al-O-N crystallites. Hence the chemistry

of the Al-O-N grains and thus the BEN1s and FWHMN1s do not change. For O

contents beyond 30% the �lms are X-ray amorphous. As the atoms no longer sit

on lattice sites in the amorphous Al-O-N phase, a direct O-N interaction exists.

The latter further increases the BEN1s as well as the FWHMN1s (see dashed gray

lines in panels c) and d) of �g. 3.3 for this O content range). In addition, a weak

second N 1s photo e− line appears at a BE of 401.8-402.5 eV compatible with the

formation O-N bonds from partially oxidized N70,96,39,154,180.

As with BEN1s , the BEO1s in Al-O-N is lower than in molecular O2, which has

a BEO1s of 538.8 eV170. Also the dependence of the BEO1s on the O content in

Al-O-N is equal to that of the BEN1s (�g. 3.3e)). This is a result of both species

being e− acceptors. However, a pronounced di�erence between the dependence of

the FWHMO1s on O content (�g. 3.3f)) and that of FWHMN1s (�g. 3.3d)) is evi-

dent. The N 1s line widens at high O concentrations, while the O 1s line widens

at low O concentration because at low concentration of each species, there is a

wide variety of environments resulting in line broadening. The FWHMO1s reduces

to a minimum at 30% O because at this concentration O predominantly exists

in an amorphous Al2O3 grain boundary phase while the N is mainly present in

the nanoscale Al-O-N grains. Above 30% O, both the FWHMO1s and FWHMN1s

broaden due to the appearance of the additional N-O interaction in the amorphous

Al-O-N phase.
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3.4 Microstructural evolution model

We propose a model for the structural evolution of our Al-O-N �lms with increas-

ing O content based on the experimental observations with XRD, TEM and XPS

described above. The model, shown in �g. 3.4, is characterized by three regimes

distinguished by O content.

At low O content of 0-8%, XRD and TEM reveal a wurtzite (002) �ber tex-

Figure 3.4: Microstructural evolution model of Al-O-N and Al-Si-N coat-
ings with increasing O or Si content. Three regimes could be identi�ed:
Between 0-8% O (0-6% Si) a solid solution regime (I) exists. A shrinking of
the c lattice parameter (�g. 3.1a)) accompanied by a gradual re�nement
of the grains (�g. 3.1b)) is observed. Between 8-16% O (6-12% Si) a
nanocomposite sub-regime (IIa) is observed. The characteristics of the lat-
ter is a formation of an amorphous Al2O3 (Si3N4 for the case of Si added)
grain boundary phase. In sub-regime (IIa) the (002) orientation of the
crystallites remains along the growth axis z. This di�erentiates sub-regime
(IIa) from (IIb). In the latter, the orientation of the crystallites along the
002 direction is gradually lost, as the O (Si) content is further increased
from 16-30% O (12-25% Si). Above 30% O (25% Si), the coatings are
X-ray amorphous.

ture in the Al-O-N �lms. While the compositional analysis with ERDA and RBS

shows that an increase in O leads to a decrease in N, XPS reveals that both O

and N are chemically reduced (�g. 3.3c) and e)) as they act as e− acceptors. It

can therefore be concluded that O substitutes N in the wurtzite lattice. Upon

these O(N) replacements, the wurtzite lattice shrinks linearly with increasing O

content (�g. 3.1a)) and the photo e− lines Al 2p and N 1s exhibit a signi�cant
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disorder broadening in the XPS spectra (�g. 3.3d) and f)). These observations can

be attributed to vacancies in the Al lattice sites, as one V(Al) forms per each three

O(N) in order to compensate the additional valence e− that O has compared to the

replaced N. Simultaneously to the crystalline changes in the wurtzite grains, XRD

shows a grain re�nement (�g. 3.1b)) and a gradual loss of preferred orientation

(XRD RCs) with increasing O concentration. This can be attributed to the e−

con�guration of O, which mismatches the electronic structure of wurtzite and thus

interrupts crystal growth. TEM images (�g. 3.2a)) reveal crystalline domains in

contact with each other. We can thus conclude that coatings with 0-8% O belong

to a crystalline solid solution regime (I) (�g. 3.4)), in which O (red dots) is inte-

grated into wurtzite grains (green) exhibiting (002) �ber texture (green arrows).

At intermediate O concentrations of 8-16%, the c-axis lattice parameter of the

crystal grains in the Al-O-N �lms remains constant (�g. 3.1a)). This observation

leads to the conclusion that the solubility limit of O in the wurtzite crystallites of

the sputter-deposited Al-O-N coatings is reached at 8% O and that the structure

of the wurtzite grains does not change with increasing O content. Consequently,

above 8% O, the additional O must be contained in an Al2O3 grain boundary phase.

This phase is not detected in XRD di�ractograms and hence is amorphous. The

microstrain increases in coatings with 8 to 16% O (�g. 3.1c)), supporting the for-

mation of a grain boundary phase that exerts a pressure onto the wurtzite grains.

In XPS spectra, the photo e− lines Al 2p and N 1s do not broaden further between

8-16% O (�g. 3.3b) and d)), an observation that also corroborates the existence

of a second phase. XRD PFs reveal that the (002) �ber texture persists, while

TEM images and XRD RCs show that the clear (002) alignment of the crystallites

along the z-axis is gradually lost at higher O contents (�g. 3.2b)). It can thus be

concluded that Al-O-N �lms of 8-16% O are made up of a (002) �ber textured

nanocomposite (IIa) (�g. 3.4), in which crystalline Al-O-N wurtzite grains with an

increased (002) tilt (diverging green arrows) are progressively encapsulated in an

amorphous Al2O3 matrix (red). At O contents of 16-30%, the XRD di�ractograms

show weak, broad peaks of (002) and further di�raction signals, and TEM reveals

small crystallites oriented in arbitrary directions (�g. 3.2c)). Coatings with more

than 16% O thus exhibit a gradual loss of crystallinity and a loss of the �ber

texture and therefore belong to the nanocomposite sub-regime without uniaxial
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texture (IIb) (�g. 3.4).

A third regime can be identi�ed for O concentrations between 30-60%: XRD

di�ractograms of the Al-O-N �lms do not exhibit crystalline di�raction signals,

signifying that the coatings are fully amorphous. XPS shows that the BE of all

photo e− lines as well as the FWHM of N 1s and O 1s increase, and that a second N

1s component from oxidized N appears. These XPS results support the formation

of an amorphous Al-O-N network in which bonds between all species exist. We

conclude that coatings with more than 30% O consist of an amorphous solid solu-

tion (III) (�g. 3.4), in which progressively less N (green dots) is interspersed in an

amorphous network consisting mainly of Al2O3 (red) up to the maximum of 60% O.

The microstructural evolution model of the Al-O-N system discussed here is rem-

iniscent of the Al-Si-N discussed in earlier work122,123,125,129, apart from a slightly

lower solubility for Si in wurtzite and lower concentrations for the boundaries be-

tween regimes of the latter system. The concentration boundaries of the Al-Si-N

system are also shown in �g. 3.4. It is noteworthy that in the Al-O-N system

discussed here, the e− acceptor N is replaced by the e− acceptor O, while in the

Al-Si-N system, the e− donor Al is replaced by the e− donor Si.

3.5 Material performance of Al-O-N coatings

Residual �lm stress (σ), hardness (HD) and Young's modulus (E) and their evolu-

tion with the microstructural state of protective hard (transparent) coatings govern

their performance in applications.

The residual stress states σ of the coatings investigated in this study were de-

termined with the new Stoney equation75, using �lm thicknesses and curvatures

of extra-thin (30 µm Si(100) / 145 µm glass) substrates measured by pro�lometry

as input parameters. The dependence of σ in Al-O-N coatings with increasing O

content is shown in �g. 3.5. For all coatings, |σ| remains below 1 GPa. In the

crystalline solid solution regime (I) of 0-8% O, σ is tensile and reaches values of

0.6-0.8 GPa. We attribute the tensile stress to the presence of open grain bound-

aries and consequently to the occurrence of attractive intergranular forces185,2. We
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Figure 3.5: Evolution of the residual stress, σ, in Al-O-N coatings plotted
versus the O content. σ was determined from �lms on extra-thin (30 µm)
Si(100) wafers, as these bend instead of leading to stress relaxation cracks
in the coatings. The microstructural regimes are distinguished with gray
boundary lines.

observed that this stress level is high enough to cause relaxation cracks on regular

(not extra-thin) Si substrates. Cross sections at locations of �lm cracks, prepared

and imaged with a Gallium Focused Ion Beam SEM (GaFIB-SEM), revealed that

the cracks propagate through the whole �lm and end inside the Si wafer (see

supplementary material). This is typical for �lms that are sti�er than the sub-

strate10,149, as is the case for Al-O-N coatings of regime (I) on Si(100). EAl-O-N

is 300 GPa in regime (I) (see �g. 3.6 discussed below), while ESi is 130 GPa in

(100) and 169 GPa in (110) direction. The Si substrates were found to crack open

along (100) planes, as the mismatch in E between Al-O-N and Si(100) is larger

than between Al-O-N and Si(110), and as the surface energy for Si(100) is with

1.36 Jm−2 lower than that of Si(110) with 1.43 Jm−2 40,184,50.

In the �ber textured nanocomposite sub-regime (IIa) at 8-16% O, σ remains tensile

but is at a lower level of 0.2-0.3 GPa, a stress level that allows crack-free �lms on

substrates with conventional thickness. The reduction in tensile strength occurs

along with the encapsulation of the crystallites by the amorphous Al2O3 matrix

in (IIa), which prevents attractive forces between the grains (�g. 3.4). It has been

reported that there are additional mechanisms for the reduction of tensile or the

increase of compressive stress attributed to a volume increase arising from the in-
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corporation of O185,79,2. In the nanocomposite sub-regime (IIb) at 16-30% O, σ

becomes compressive and reaches values down to -0.5 GPa. This happens together

with the loss of the uniaxial (002) �ber texture.

In the amorphous solid solution regime (III), σ relaxes to moderate compressive

stresses of around -0.3 GPa.

Irrespective of the stress level, all coatings adhere strongly to the substrates

(Si(100) and glass) and no delamination has been observed. The evolution of

the �lm stress of the A-O-N thin �lm system with the O content described here

is similar to that of the Al-Si-N system with the Si content122, supporting the

universality of the structural evolution model for these systems.

HD and E of Al-O-N coatings measured by nanoindentation are plotted in �g. 3.6

against increasing O content. In regime (I), the coatings exhibit high HD values of

20-25 GPa; the same value range is found in literature for binary AlN �lms122,109,81.

In sub-regime (IIa), the Al-O-N coatings undergo a pronounced dip in HD down

Figure 3.6: Evolutions of the hardness HD (blue rhombi, left axis) and
Young's modulus E (bright blue crosses, right axis) of Al-O-N coatings
plotted versus O content. The microstructural regimes are distinguished
with gray boundary lines.

to values around 10-15 GPa. This observation is somewhat surprising, because the

Al-Si-N systems shows a HD maximum in this sub-regime of the structural evolu-

tion model. We attribute the observed reduction of the HD in the Al-O-N system

to the inclusion of hydrogen (H) that was detected by He-ERD in concentrations
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up to 3% exclusively in this sub-regime. H terminates covalent interactions in a

network with a single bond and can therefore reduce the cohesive strength of a

material and with it the HD. We assume that incorporation of H stemming from

adsorbed H2O is possible in (IIa), as the Al2O3 matrix forming in this sub-regime

is hygroscopic47,95 and under tensile stress. In comparison, the Si3N4 matrix in

the Al-Si-N thin �lm system is less hygroscopic. Consequently, the hardness of the

latter system is governed solely by the microstructural state of the �lm and not

jeopardized by a H-induced weakening of the chemical bonds. In (IIb), the HD

values of the Al-O-N system increase back to a level of 20-25 GPa. We attribute

this to the compressive stress in this sub-regime which may prohibit H incorpora-

tion. In fact, no H was detected for �lms in this sub-regime.

In regime (III), HD values decrease to around 15 GPa. Towards the oxidized

side of �g. 3.6, Al-O-N coatings approach the value reported for sputter deposited

amorphous Al2O3 of 11.5 GPa80.

In contrast to the HD, the Young's modulus, E, shows no dependence on the H

incorporation in (IIa). E in Al-O-N coatings decreases continuously from 300 to

200 GPa as the O content increases from 0-40% over all three microstructural

regimes.

AlN, Al2O3 and Si3N4 and also stoichiometric mixtures of these binary systems

such as transparent Al-O-N, Al-Si-N and Al-Si-O-N are known to be widely chem-

ically and thermally inert. In addition, materials with an increased O content

are less prone to post-fabricational oxidation101,155,17. In order to test the ther-

mal stability of the fabricated Al-O-N coatings, high temperature in situ X-Ray

Di�raction (HTisXRD) was carried out for selected samples with O contents up to

16%. The tests showed a c-axis lattice parameter increase by 0.6% upon heating

to 900°C due to the thermal expansion of the wurtzite lattice and full reversibility

upon cooling. From this we conclude that the �lms are inert up to 900°C.
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3.6 Quaternary Al-Si-O-N coatings

The XRD, TEM, and XPS results obtained on the Al-O-N system discussed above

revealed a microstructural evolution of the system with increasing O content that

is reminiscent of that observed for Al-Si-N system with increasing Si content de-

scribed in earlier work122,123,125 (�g. 3.4). We argued that the microstructural

evolution in both systems is governed by the extra valence e− that arises from

e− acceptor O replacing the N in the Al-O-N and from the e− donor Si replacing

the Al in the Al-Si-N systems. We thus expect that these mechanisms would also

be present in the quaternary Al-Si-O-N �lms and that the boundaries between

the regimes would be de�ned by the sum of the O and Si content. The data ob-

tained on the quaternary system, however, reveals that this is not the case (see

supplementary material). We attribute this to the formation of Si-O bonds in the

quaternary system, which is in competition with the replacement processes of the

e− donor Al by Si and of the e− acceptor N by O. These latter processes drive

the V(Al) formation and microstructural evolutions of the Al-Si-N and Al-O-N

systems.

Similarly to Al-O-N and Al-Si-N, the valences of the involved elements strictly

de�ne the stoichiometry for transparent Al-Si-O-N. The stoichiometry of such �lms

is given by AlSixOy=1.5+2x−1.5zNz with zmax = 1+ 4
3
x for y = 0. This can be derived

from a mixture of the binary stoichiometries AlN, Al2O3, Si3N4 and SiO2 and was

con�rmed by ERDA/RBS for the Al-Si-O-N coatings fabricated for this study.

As in our earlier work122,123,125, an additional Si target was used in the sputter

deposition system to fabricate the quaternary Al-Si-O-N �lms. The Si content in

the coatings was varied from 0-20% through the power on the Si target during the

R-DCMS process.

In the quaternary system, the residual stress σ shows no dependence on either

Si or O, such that all �lms exhibit moderately compressive stresses of around

-0.3 GPa. This suppresses the formation of cracks in all Al-Si-O-N coatings in-

dependent of their chemical composition. Furthermore, Al-Si-O-N �lms show no

signi�cant H incorporation and thus no dip in the hardness HD. We observed that
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the HD of Al-Si-O-N depends only on the O, but not on the Si content. In Al-

Si-O-N coatings of low O content, the HD is with 23-27 GPa slightly higher than

that of Al-O-N, and decreases linearly to ∼8 GPa for Al-Si-O-N coatings contain-

ing around 65% O. Concomitantly with HD, the Young's modulus E of Al-Si-O-N

decreases linearly from 250 to 150 GPa with O increasing up to 65%. For high O

contents, Al-Si-O-N shows similar HD and E values as glass consisting of amor-

phous SiO2, which has a HD of ∼8 GPa and an E of ∼75 GPa8. This suggests

a structural similarity between Al-Si-O-N with low N content and glass, possibly

arising from a large number of Si-O bonds. The advantageous mechanical proper-

Figure 3.7: Evolution of HD/E (hardness divided by Young's modulus)
of Al-O-N (blue rhombi) and Al-Si-O-N (open red dots) coatings plotted
versus O content.

ties of protective coatings are often quanti�ed by the HD/E coe�cient (hardness

divided by Young's modulus)94. The higher the HD/E value, the more resilient,

tough and fracture resistant a coating is. Fig. 3.7 shows HD/E against O content

for the Al-O-N and Al-Si-O-N systems. While HD/E is similar for Al-O-N and

Al-Si-O-N of high O contents, Al-O-N shows a dip in HD up to 16% O. In this

O content range, Al-Si-O-N clearly shows improved mechanical properties with an

HD/E up to around 0.105. However, in the range of 16-30% O, Al-O-N has better

HD/E values around to 0.095.
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3.7 Conclusions

Transparent thin �lms of Al-O-N and Al-Si-O-N with di�erent O and Si contents

were fabricated by R-DCMS. The structure, morphology, hardness HD, Young's

modulus E and stress state σ of these coatings, the chemical states and bond-

ing of the constituents were analyzed as a function of the O and Si content. We

found that O addition to wurtzite induces the same microstructural evolution as

Si addition, as both species lead to an e− excess. This commonality allows a gen-

eral material evolution model to be proposed for both Al-O-N investigated in this

study and Al-Si-N discussed in prior work122,123,125. In this evolution model, three

regimes are distinguished by the O or the Si content: A crystalline solid solution

regime (I), a nanocomposite regime (II) and an amorphous solid solution regime

(III).

Microstructural tuning in thin �lms of the Al-Si-O-N system is therefore achiev-

able by adjusting the chemical composition of the coatings through the sputter

deposition conditions. In future work, the R-DCMS may be used to fabricate

coatings with vertical gradients. This could, for example, be achieved through a

change of the sputter power on each of the targets or by changing the gas �ow dur-

ing deposition. The possibility of microstructural tailoring within gradient layers

provides a powerful methodology for the design of coatings for speci�c applica-

tions. At the substrate-�lm interface, for example, the mechanical properties of

an Al-(Si-)(O-)N coating can be adapted to those of the substrate through HD

and E. If the coating shall provide e.g. a di�usion barrier, a nanocomposite under

moderate compressive stress and without open grain boundaries can be chosen for

the bulk of the �lm. Towards the surface of the coating, the O content can be

increased to obtain stability and inertness against post-depositional oxidation, or

decreased to obtain a scratch-resistant coating with a high HD.

Preliminary experiments have shown that additionally, the refractive index n can

be varied over a large range in fully transparent Al-(Si-)(O-)N coatings. Our future

work therefore focuses on the tuning of the optical properties, together with the

optimization of the microstructurally governed coating properties reported here.

Preliminary results reveal good candidate material systems for protective, antire-

�ective coatings.
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4 Al vacancies in Al-O-N

investigated by ab initio

Density Functional Theory

4.1 O and Si in wurtzite induce V(Al)

As reported in section 3.3.1, the incorporation of O as well as that of Si into

wurtzite cause a shrinkage of the crystal lattice in the crystalline solid solution

regime (I) (�g. 3.4). At �rst sight, however, it is not evident that these two incor-

porations induce the same phenomenon, because O and Si instigate substitutions

of opposite chemical nature in wurtzite. As explained in chapter 3, O with its

high Pauling electronegativity χO of 3.5 replaces the e− acceptor N with a χN of

3.0, while Si with its low χSi of 1.8 replaces the e− donor Al with χAl of 1.5183.

O(N) and Si(Al) substitutions take place in di�erent positions within the wurtzite

structure: The former in anionic and the latter in cationic lattice sites. This dif-

ference is illustrated in �g. 4.1, which schematically shows an O(N) (top) and a

Si(Al) (bottom) replacement in sub-units of AlN.

While the two types of replacements di�er in their locations, however, they both

impose an extra e− on the structure (as mentioned in chapter 3): O has the elec-

tronic con�guration 2s2p4 and thus six valence e−, while the replaced N with 2s2p3

has only �ve, and Si 3s2p2 has four valence e−, while the replaced Al with 3s2p1

has only three. The result is an e− excess in the �nal Al-Si-O-N structure on the

right in �g. 4.1 for both cases.

Former theory work of our group addressed the role of this extra e− in the Al-Si-N

system129. Ab initio Density Functional Theory (aiDFT) calculations were per-
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Figure 4.1: O(N) (top, blue) and Si(Al) (bottom, red) replacements in
wurtzite. Both substitutions lead to an e− (right). N and Al are both
tetrahedrally coordinated by species of the other element, as highlighted
by yellow pyramids (left).

formed for a supercell of wurtzite, into which increasing concentrations of Si were

incorporated by substituting Al. The result of these calculations yielded a lattice

expansion due to the repulsive Coulomb forces arising from the extra e− of Si com-

pared to the replaced Al. This calculated wurtzite lattice expansion was in clear

contradiction to the experimentally observed lattice shrinkage. It was therefore

hypothesized that each three extra e− from Si were compensated by one V(Al).

Upon introducing these V(Al) into the wurtzite supercell, the DFT calculations

yielded a lattice shrinkage congruent to that measured with XRD experiments,

clearly corroborating the hypothesis of V(Al) formation.

As a lattice shrinkage is also measured experimentally in Al-O-N of the crystalline

solid solution regime (I) with increasing O content up to 8% (section 3.3.1), it

can be proposed that the extra e− in Al-O-N upon replacing N by O as well leads

to V(Al) for compensation. This is tested with DFT calculations for an Al-O-N

wurtzite supercell in this chapter. In addition to cell lattice parameters, the DFT

calculations provide the enthalpy (H) changes upon defect generation. H will be

combined to the entropy (S), approached with a combinatorial model, in order to

obtain the Gibbs Free Energy (G) and thus an estimate on the thermodynamic

stability of wurtzite grains containing O and V(Al).

A simplistic model as in �g. 4.1 shows that through a rearrangement of the e−,

the octet rule, followed by main group elements such as Al, Si, O and N, and
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Figure 4.2: Model of the electronic rearrangements of the excess e− from
O(N) and Si(Al) substitutions in wurtzite. At the top, the bonding in-
teractions in pure AlN are shown, with the e− originating from Al in red
and those from N in blue. To the left, three Si (darker red) substitute
three Al, and on the right, three O (darker blue) substitute three N. e−

rearrangements are indicated with half-arrows. Both substitutions lead to
V(Al) (bottom), which allows ful�lling the octet rule through the same
electronic structure in both replacement cases.
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therefore the electronic balance can be maintained upon introducing V(Al) both

for Si and for O incorporation. The 1:1 stoichiometry in AlN facilitates this e−

rearrangement, as e− donors in wurtzite are only coordinated to acceptors vice

versa. Therefore bonds always connect donors and acceptors, and extra e−, ir-

respective of whether they originate from the donor or acceptor, can be shared

and relocated in neighboring bonds or e− lone pairs. In fact, the e− donor and

acceptor sub-lattices in wurtzite are crystallographically equivalent, as highlighted

by yellow pyramids in �g. �g. 4.1: Each N is tetrahedrally surrounded by only Al,

and vice versa each Al is tetrahedrally surrounded by only N in wurtzite.

For clarity, the Si(Al) and O(N) replacements in the model in �g. 4.1 are grouped

around one V(Al), which is not expected to occur in reality due to increased elec-

trostatic repulsion upon high local charge densities. A more realistic distribution

of the defects will be covered by the DFT calculations.

4.2 Vacancies in further materials

Other material systems have been reported to form vacancies due to the incor-

poration of alio-valent elements. One example is cubic Yttria Stabilized Zirconia

(YSZ)56. In contrast to Al-O-N and Al-Si-N, where vacancies in cationic lattice

positions form due to an e− excess induced by O and Si, YSZ contains vacancies

on anionic lattice positions, as Y provides less e− than the Zr it replaces. Recently,

it was reported that understoichiometric cubic zirconia could be stabilized binarily

without the addition of Y, but by an O de�ciency induced through the sputter

deposition process used132. Further binary systems have been reported in the lit-

erature that experience a stabilization through vacancy formation. Examples of

this are the low temperature form of Ta2O5
161 or the cubic form of Y2O3. In the

latter, the CaF2 structure is not formed but instead that of bixbyite, which re-

duces cation coordination from eight to six leaving two of the eight positions of the

coordination cube unoccupied58. For Al-O-N, V(Al) formation has been reported

for O contents up to 0.75% in single crystals of wurtzite151,153,59.
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4.3 DFT calculations to assess V(Al) in Al-O-N

The calculations were performed by Dr. Carlo Pignedoli, Dr. Daniele Scopece

and Dr. Daniele Passerone from the Empa nanotech@surfaces Lab205. Part of

the description of the modelling work discussed in this section has been adapted

from a paper draft written by D. Scopece and C. Pignedoli. The approach in-

troduced for Al-Si-N129 was followed, improved by the use of a larger simulation

cell and a PBE exchange correlation functional126. The atomistic models were

based on an orthogonal supercell of wurtzite AlN corresponding to 48 units of

the primitive hexagonal cell, yielding a total of 192 atoms in the case of pure,

defect-free AlN. The large cell was chosen to investigate the relevant range of O

concentration as well as di�erent defect geometries for each concentration. The

DFT calculations65 were implemented according to the mixed Gaussians-plane-

wave approach in the code CP2K69. The electronic core-valence interactions were

described by norm-conserving pseudopotentials53. For each geometry considered,

the equilibrium lattice parameters were computed imposing zero pressure on the

system and optimizing the internal coordinates until the atomic forces were smaller

than ∼0.01 eV/A. To create atomic models for the di�erent O concentrations, AlN

was used as starting point and O atoms were included substituting N atoms (O(N)).

Two opposite defect geometries were considered for each concentration: O(N) in-

corporated in nearest neighbor sites, termed "close", and O(N) maximally diluted

without neighboring substitutional sites, termed "far". The supercell allowed the

uptake of more than 20 O atoms in the diluted con�guration, corresponding to an

O concentration range spanning from 0 to ∼11%.
To accommodate the excess e− from O in the wurtzite supercell, (i) one V(Al) was

introduced per three O(N)160. The resulting V(Al) is able to act as an e− accep-

tor (�g. 4.2). For comparison, two alternative scenarios were tested. In the �rst

(ii), the excess e− were removed arti�cially by charging the cell positively and the

background negatively by the same absolute value86. This scenario was included

to mimic a non-speci�c e− excess compensation mechanism. In the second (iii),

the e− excess induced by O was not compensated for; the e− were left as free e−

on O.
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4.4 DFT calculations in comparison to

experimental results

Fig. 4.3 shows the change in the c lattice parameter in wurtzite upon incorpora-

tion of O. The value for pure wurtzite (c0) is subtracted from all calculated and

measured values (c). The experimental data derived from XRD measurements

(as also plotted in �g. 3.1a)) is shown with blue rhombi. A lattice shrinkage by

approximately -0.003 nm is found for Al-O-N containing 8% O, and no further c

lattice parameter change is seen for higher O contents (section 3.3.1). The calcu-

lated data including (i) V(Al) generation, shown with bright blue squares, is in

good agreement with the experimental trend. The scatter in the calculated data

is the result of the di�erent con�gurations (positions of the O(N) and V(Al) inside

the supercell) tested. Further data points originate from calculations for scenarios

Figure 4.3: Changes in the c lattice parameter (c-c0) [nm] of wurtzite upon
O incorporation. Experimental data points (blue rhombi) and aiDFT data
points upon (i) V(Al) generation (bright blue squares), upon (ii) arti�cial
e− removal (green crosses) and upon (iii) no e− excess compensation (red
plus signs) are shown.

other than V(Al) generation during O introduction into wurtzite. Data points

calculated (ii) after removing excess e− from O arti�cially from the supercell and

compensating for the resulting charge in the background are shown with green
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crosses. The lattice shrinkage is about -0.006 nm, twice as strong as that observed

experimentally. A possible explanation for this is that the extra positive charge of

the O nucleus increases the attractive force on the neighboring atoms, while the

homogeneously distributed background charge does not apply a force on the unit

cell.

Data points calculated (iii) without compensating for the additional e− of O

Figure 4.4: MOs (a), b)) and DOS (c), d)) of Al-O-N supercells containing
∼1% O (red arrows). The MOs are shown with an isovalue of 0.0188
and 0.0164 e−/Bohr3, corresponding to the HOMO level. The DOS are
broadened with a Gaussian function with standard deviation of 0.25 eV
divided by the number of atoms. The total DOS of the defected structures
are shifted to overlap with the pure, defect-free AlN shown for comparison.
The shift amounts +2.75 eV in c) and +3.90 eV in d) to take into account
di�erent Fermi energies from the O-doped systems.

are shown with red plus signs. In opposition to the experimental observation, a

lattice expansion is obtained. We attribute this to the Coulomb repulsion arising

from the extra charge density. Apart from the increased Coulomb energy that

destabilizes the unit cell, such excess charge could also di�use or hop through the

crystal which would lead to some electrical conductivity. All Al-O-N coatings were

however found to be electrically insulating. To examine this scenario (iii) in de-
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tail, a close and a far con�guration were investigated for a supercell containing two

O(N), i.e. for Al96N94O2 corresponding to Al-O-N with an O content of ∼1%. Fig.
4.4 shows the molecular orbitals (MOs) (a), b)) and the density of states (DOS)

(c),d)) for the close (a), c)) and the far (b), d)) con�guration of this supercell. In

the MOs for the close con�guration (�g. 4.4a)), where the two O (red arrows) are

in neighboring anionic lattice sites, the charge is more localized compared to the

far case (�g. 4.4b)). This di�erence is re�ected in the scatter of the red plus sign

data points (iii) in �g. 4.3 for 1% O in Al-O-N. The DOS of the close con�guration

(�g. 4.4c)) shows an additional state in the band gap occupied by excess e−; this

state is not seen in the far con�guration (�g. 4.4d)).

In summary, it can be concluded that the c lattice parameter calculations shown in

�g. 4.3 support the hypothesis of (i) V(Al) formation upon incorporation of O into

wurtzite and contradict other tested e− compensation mechanisms, reminiscent to

the case of Al-Si-N129.

4.5 Enthalpy obtained from DFT

Figure 4.5: Electronic iso-
value of the HOMO state
of the smart structure.

When investigating the di�erent possible con�gura-

tions for (i) V(Al) formation, one con�guration, termed

"smart", was observed to be energetically particularly

favored. The MOs for the smart con�guration are shown

in �g. 4.5. Here, two O(N) sites are close to each other

as well as close to the V(Al) that accommodates the e−

density of the O atoms, while the third O(N) is far to

dilute the electronic imbalance.

To compare the stability of di�erent scenarios, the de-

fect formation enthalpy for di�erent O concentrations

and di�erent con�gurations in Al-O-N for (i) V(Al) for-

mation and (iii) no excess e− compensation are plotted

in �g. 4.6. The formation enthalpies were computed

according to ab initio thermodynamics57,45 as

H(defected) - H(defect-free) - n(O)µ(O) - n(Al)-µ(Al) - n(N)-µ(N)
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Figure 4.6: Formation enthalpies [eV] of some defects
as a function of the chemical potential µ(N) [eV].

where n(X) is the number of

atoms of species X, µ(X) is the

chemical potential of species

X and thermodynamic equilib-

rium with bulk AlN and bulk

Al2O3 is assumed. The �at

curves in �g. 4.6 correspond

to the systems (i) containing

V(Al) which have an exact sto-

ichiometry mixture of AlN +

Al2O3, while the curves with

a positive slope correspond to

systems (iii) without excess e−

compensation.

Upon increasing O content, (iii) without excess e− compensation is less stable

than (i) V(Al) generation. For a µ(N) of -272 eV, for example, the (i) smart con-

�guration containing three O(N) and one V(Al) requires 2 eV of formation energy

less than a con�guration (iii) without excess e− compensation containing only two

O(N).

In order to study the dependence of the stability of di�erent distributions of

O(N) and V(Al) inside the supercell on O concentration, the dissociation enthalpy

(Hdiss) of Al-O-N containing (i) V(Al) into AlN + Al2O3 is calculated, as plotted

in �g. 4.7. It is negative for all con�gurations with a decreasing stability for higher

O concentrations. Further, con�gurations with larger distances between O(N) and

V(Al) are less stable for all O concentrations. This suggests that the three extra

valence e− contributed by three O are in close vicinity to the V(Al) which compen-

sates the excess valence charge. Note that for a negative dissociation enthalpy the

thermodynamically stable state consists of pure AlN crystallites embedded in an

Al2O3 grain boundary phase, but not in a solid solution of O inside the AlN grains.

Considering the dissociation enthalpy here, the stability of the solid solution even

decreases for increasing O contents. However, the existence of a solid solution is

experimentally con�rmed (section 3.4). We identify two possible scenarios to re-
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Figure 4.7: Dissociation enthalpies [eV] for Al-O-N → AlN + Al2O3 in
systems with (i) V(Al) generation upon O incorporation. Di�erent close/far
con�gurations are given: O(N) close and V(Al) close (blue rhombi), O(N)
far and V(Al) close to some O(N) (green squares), O(N) far and V(Al)
far (red triangles) and the smart con�guration (orange cross). The most
probable �rst and second case are combined in the linear �t Hdiss (gray
line).

solve this apparent contradiction. Firstly, a sputter-deposited �lm may be locked

in a metastable state. Secondly, only the zero-temperature enthalpy of the system

is accessible by DFT, whereas the Gibbs free energy G, not the enthalpy H alone

determines the thermodynamical stability of the system. For G, the system en-

tropy S must be considered, which becomes of importance particularly at higher

temperatures or when local energy is provided by the impact of ions during the

sputter process. A system with an arbitrary distribution of O(N) and V(Al) inside

the AlN crystallites has a higher entropy compared to that of pure AlN. Such a

mixing entropy could thus lead to an entropic stabilization of the solid solution

state. Entropy stabilization has recently gained attention in the literature. Al-

loys173 as well as ceramics138 stabilized by entropy have been reported on. In the

following, the possibility of entropy stabilization is tested for Al-O-N thin �lms.
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4.6 Calculation of the mixing entropy

The entropy of a system is de�ned as

S = kb · ln(Ω) ,

where kb is the Boltzmann constant with a value of 1.38064852(79)·10−23 J/K,

ln is the natural logarithm and Ω is the number of microstates that a system can

adopt. A simple combinatorial approach was followed here to obtain an estimate

for the entropy of the wurtzite Al-O-N system upon O(N) incorporation and V(Al)

generation. The number of microstates can be de�ned as the number of arrange-

ment possibilities, which is given by combinatorics as

This bracket notation means, for example, (N low k) = N! / ((N-k)!), where N

is the total number of anionic plus cationic lattice positions, k is the number of

O atoms incorporated, and k/3 is the corresponding number of V(Al) generated.

ΩO therefore is the number of possibilities to distribute the O atoms, i.e. the

number of possible microstates of the anionic sub-lattice, while ΩAl is the number

of possibilities to distribute the V(Al), i.e. the number of possible microstates of

the cationic sub-lattice. Fig. 4.8 illustrates the calculation principle on the basis

of a small crystal cell of 18 anions and 18 cations, which shall represent AlN. For

simplicity, a trivial 2D rock salt structure is shown instead of that of 3D wurtzite,

which does not in�uence the result here, as only the 1:1 stoichiometry of anionic

and cationic positions is important.

On the left, a defect-free structure is shown; 18 N (blue) are sitting in anionic po-

sitions and 18 Al (red) in cationic positions. Only one microstate can be adopted,

thus Ω=1. In the middle �gure, one O(N) is incorporated corresponding to 2.8%

O in Al-O-N with no V(Al). There are already 18 possibilities to place the O in
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Figure 4.8: Possible microstates Ω in Al-O-N upon O increase. 18 anionic
lattice positions (blue) and 16 cationic ones (red) are shown. O(N) is
shown in bright blue, V(Al) in bright gray.

any of the anionic sites. On the right, 3 O(N) plus one V(Al) are incorporated,

yielding Al-O-N with 8.3% O, thus close to the solubility limit of O in wurtzite

detected in this project. This leads to 816 possibilities to distribute the O(N) in

anionic sites and 18 possibilities to place V(Al) in a cationic site. Ω is given by

the product of the two numbers, amounting to 14'688 possible microstates. S as a

function of Ω thus increases signi�cantly for an O increase from 0 to 8%.

To estimate the entropy S in the Al-O-N �lms deposited for this project, the cal-

culation above was carried out for a supercell of 192 atoms as used for the aiDFT

calculations.

4.7 Thermodynamic stability of Al-O-N

The change in the Gibbs free energy ∆G is given by

∆G = ∆H - T∆S ,

where ∆H is the enthalpy calculated by DFT, T is the temperature, and ∆S

is the entropy di�erence between the solid solution and phase-separated state.

While the entropy of the solid solution state can be obtained from the mixing

entropy Ansatz, the assessment of the entropy of the phase-separated state remains

challenging. In a �rst approach we set it to zero.
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The di�erence of the Gibbs free energy (purple) is plotted in �g. 4.9, together

with -T∆S (pink) and the association enthalpy ∆Hass. The latter describes the

formation enthalpy of the solid solution and is equal to the negative dissociation

enthalpy (�g. 4.7). For a T of 2000 K, the Gibbs free energy di�erence remains

Figure 4.9: Association Enthalpy Hass (blue), entropy S (pink) and Gibbs
free energy G (purple) [eV] for supercells of Al-O-N with up to 14% O at
2000 K.

negative for O concentrations below 8%, which is the experimentally determined

solubility limit of the system (section 3.3.1). Note that T=2000K was chosen

such that ∆G=0 at 8% O content. Energies compatible with such a temperature

could however be reached at the surface of a sample during sputtering through the

impact of high energy particles. Because sputtering is a process far o� thermal

equilibirum, the sample could have been locked in its high-temperature entropic

energy con�guration.

It can thus be hypothesized that Al-O-N �lms consisting of a wurtzite solid

solution are entropy stabilized up to 8% O during the sputter process, which cor-

responds to an equilibrium T of 2000 K, but that they are metastable after the

process at room T. Even at elevated temperatures up to 900°C (�g. 7.9), no phase

segregation was observed.
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4.8 Entropy in Al-O-N assessed experimentally

To test this hypothesis, two experiments138 were carried out. For both exper-

iments, Al-O-N �lms containing 8% O deposited onto amorphous Al2O3 wafers

were heated to a high T up to 2000 K and thermally equilibrated. At this high T,

entropy becomes important and is, based on our calculations (�g. 4.9), expected

to stabilize a solid solution of wurtzite with O(N) replacement sites and V(Al).

In the �rst experiment (1), the samples were cooled slowly down to room T.

It was expected that the system would remain in thermal equilibrium during the

cool-down, as enough time was provided at each T. Therefore, the entropic energy

was expected to go from a high-energy state to a low-energy state. Entropic energy

at room T is negligible. Hence O was expected to di�use out of the crystallites,

such that crystallites of pure AlN remained.

In the second experiment (2), the samples were quench-cooled quickly down to

room T. It was expected that the system would not remain in thermal equilib-

rium, as not enough time to reach the latter during any stage of the cool-down

was provided. Therefore, the entropic energy was expected to remain locked in a

high-energy state, and O was expected to remain in the crystalline wurtzite solid

solution.

The experimental control of the state of the crystalline wurtzite phase was

achieved by XRD, with which the samples were measured before as well as after

the experiment. Before the experiment, all samples exhibited the wurtzite (002)

peak at around 36.3° in 2θ, the position of Al-O-N wurtzite crystallites with 8%

O and therefore a c lattice parameter of 0.495 nm (�g. 3.1). After the experiment,

the (002) peak of coatings in which O was expected to have di�used out of the

crystallites due to the low-energy entropy state (experiment 1, slow cooling) was

expected to be found at around 36.1° in 2θ, the position of pure AlN wurtzite crys-

tallites. The (002) peak of coatings in which O was expected to have remained in

the crystallites due to the high-energy entropy state (experiment 2, shock-cooling)
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was expected to remain at around 36.3° in 2θ, the position of Al-O-N wurtzite

crystallites with 8% O.

As a high T up to 2000 K is di�cult to reach experimentally, two heating/cool-

ing procedures were applied for both experiments (1 and 2). For the �rst version,

the samples were heated in vacuo by an e− beam generated from a tungsten (W)

�lament through which a current was applied. To direct the e− beam towards a

sample, the Al2O3 wafer carrying the �lm was coated with 200 nm tantalum (Ta)

on the backside. With an increasing current through the W �lament, the sample

was heated to approximately 1800 K within 3 h and equilibrated at that T for

20 min. T was controlled with a pyrometer through a view port. For the slow

cooling (experiment 1), the current through the W �lament and thus the e− beam

onto the sample were reduced to zero over 20 min. For the quench-cooling (exper-

iment 2), the current was stopped abruptly so that the sample stopped glowing

immediately. For the second heating/cooling version, the samples were heated in

an Ar-�ooded oven. T inside the oven was brought to 1873 K within 3 h and

equilibrated at that T for 6 h. T was controlled by the software of the oven and

cross-checked with a pyrometer through the opening of the oven. For the slow

cooling (experiment 1), the oven with the samples inside was cooled to room T

over 22 h. For the quench-cooling (experiment 2), the samples were taken out of

the oven to atmospheric conditions.

The results of heating/cooling experiments are shown in �g. 4.10, for a) a slow

cooling (experiment 1) and b) a shock-cooling (experiment 2; performed with

fresh samples), in both cases for a heating to ∼1800 K with an e− beam. Both

experiments (1 and 2) were repeated several times by both heating methods and

were found to be reproducible, such that the data in �g. 4.10 is representative for

all experiments performed. Di�ractograms recorded before the heating/cooling are

shown in blue, those recorded after in red.

In �g. 4.10a) (experiment 1), the (002) peak in the blue di�ractogram before the

heating/cooling is found at 36.26° in 2θ, the position of Al-O-N wurtzite containing

8% O. After heating and a slow cooling, the peak in the red di�ractogram is
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Figure 4.10: Di�ractograms before (blue) and after (red) heating ex-
periments for Al-O-N �lms containing 8% O that were a) slowly cooled
and b) quench-cooled.

detected at 36.14°, the 2θ for pure AlN. The expectation of experiment (1) is thus

met; O has di�used out of the crystallites. We attribute this to the low-energy

state of the entropy in the crystallites, assumed by the system because of the slow

cooling rate that allows continuous thermal equilibration.

In �g. 4.10b) (experiment 2), the (002) peak in the blue di�ractogram before the

heating/cooling is also found at 36.26° in 2θ. After heating and a rapid cooling,

the peak in the red di�ractogram is detected at 36.12°. This is the position for

O-free AlN, which signi�es that also during a fast quench-cooling, O has di�used

out of the crystallites. The outcome of experiment (2) thus does not support our

hypothesis on the entropy stabilization of 8% O in Al-O-N.

Both cool-down procedures clearly show a relaxation of the contracted lattice of

the samples with 8% O to the normal lattice parameter observed for pure AlN.

We thus conclude that the O has been driven out of the AlN crystallites for both

cool-down procedures. These data do not support the hypothesis that the Al-

O-N with 8% O is an entropy stabilized material. However, in our model used

for the calculation of the entropy, the entropy of the solid solution state could be

calculated, but that of pure AlN with O at the grain boundaries was assumed to

be zero in a �rst approach. Clearly, entropy must play a role at least at higher

temperatures. We thus argue that the entropy of the grain boundary phase (and

O contained in the grain boundaries) must be higher than the mixing entropy.
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Considering that the grain boundary phase consists of amorphous Al2O3, i.e. is

not detected by XRD, supports this. Firstly, atoms in an amorphous network

have a higher entropy than in a crystal as they do not assume well-de�ned crystal

lattice positions, and secondly, an under-dense amorphous grain boundary phase

contributes vibrational entropy.

We can thus conclude that the Al-O-N nanocomposite thin �lms consisting of Al-

O-N crystallites containing up to 8% O embedded in an amorphous Al2O3 grain

boundary phase obtained by R-DCMS are in a thermodynamically metastable

state. Although this metastable state is quite inert, e.g. not changed by annealing

for 1 h at 900°C (sections 3.5 and 7.9), O is driven out of the AlN crystallites when

annealing to much higher temperatures, e.g. 1500°C, that are however not reached

in most applications. We could further conclude that the grain boundary phase

entropy must be higher than the mixing entropy of the solid solution phase. The

thermodynamically stable state of Al-O-N thin �lms is thus a nanocomposite, in

which wurtzite AlN grains with a low entropy are surrounded by an amorphous

Al2O3 matrix having a high entropy.
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5 Applications

The most valuable properties of the Al-(Si-)O-N system are the hardness and the

optical transparency. While the focus of this project was clearly on the material

evolution inducible through altering the chemical composition of the coatings, a

few applications were tested in addition, as the coatings turned out to be highly

interesting for those. The �rst group of applications in this study was those re-

quiring hard, impact- and scratch-resistant coatings for protective purposes. The

durability of Al-(Si-)O-N was therefore tested for coatings on Si(100) wafers and

on Gorilla glass of the generations G3 and G5 (Corning, New York, USA)25 and

on polycarbonate (PC). The second group of applications of interest was optical

coatings that suppress the appearance of undesired color e�ects on transparent

substrates. Thirdly, the suitability of the coatings for decorative purposes was ex-

plored. As it is transparent, Al-(Si-)O-N can be used as a matrix for the inclusion

of nanoparticles that act as color centers.

5.1 Protective coatings

5.1.1 On Si(100)

As transparent Al�(Si)-O-N coatings exhibit tunable mechanical properties such

as the stress state σ, the hardness HD and the HD/E ratio as well as a tunable mi-

crostrucutre and good adhesion to substrates such as Si(100) and glass (sections

3.6 and 3.4), they can be proposed as good candidates for protective coatings.

When crystallinity and a high HD are desired, coatings with low O contents out of

the crystalline solid solution regime (I) can be chosen. When penetration of e.g.

a corrosive such as O2 through the coating shall be hindered, the nanocomposite

regime (II) or the amorphous solid solution regime (III) are suitable, as in those,
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σ becomes compressive and no open grain boundaries exist. When the coating

shall be inert against post-depositional oxidation, the high O content regime (III)

is advisable.

In order to test the performance of Al-O-N coatings in weathering conditions, four

coatings deposited on Si(100) were exposed to open air on the rooftop of an Empa

building for half a year during February-July 2016. Fig. 5.1 shows a photograph

of the experimental arrangement. One crystalline coating with 1% O and thus

close to pure AlN was selected, one coating with 5,7% O from in-midst regime (I),

one with 14.3% O from regime (IIb) as such a coating is a compressively stressed

di�usion barrier, and one with 49,7% O from regime (III) as such a coating un-

dergoes little oxidation.

After the exposure time, no weather-induced damages such as delamination, cor-

Figure 5.1: Al-O-N �lms on Si(100) exposed to weathering. Four samples
containing 1.0%, 5.7%, 14.3% and 49.7% O were chosen (from left to
right). The samples were glued onto a glass slide and �xed to a horizon-
tal mesh with a cable tie. Exposure time was February-July 2016. The
numbers on top of the samples are in-house experimental identi�ers.

rosion, inclusions or fractures could be detected by eye nor by optical microscope.

Pollution particles such as pollen or dust were easily removed with ethanol. This

experiment shows that the Al-O-N �lms are inert against in�uences of atmospheric

weathering conditions.
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5.1.2 On Gorilla Glass G3 and G5

Gorilla glass is a tempered glass, hardened by the dissolution of sodium ions (Na+)

out of the surface and the replacement of those with larger potassium ions (K+)

in a hot salt ion-exchange bath. This exchange imposes compressive stress onto

the Gorilla Glass surface, which is reported to render the Gorilla glass harder

and more wear resistant25. Corning, producer of Gorilla glass, reports increased

durability and improved drop failure for Gorilla glasses of advanced generations

applied as mobile phone screens26. However, it is not indicated how the drop

tests were performed, and customers often report immediate splittering of Gorilla

glass mobile phone screens upon impacts onto corners and edges51. The probable

reason for this is that due to the compressively hardened surface, Gorilla glass

covers perform well against impacts perpendicular to the surface, such as in drop

tests onto the front, but when the force impact is close to parallel to the glass

surface, the latter shatters due to the high compressive surface strain.

In a joint project with an industrial partner, initial experiments were therefore

performed to test whether Al-(Si-)O-N coatings of varying compositions on Gorilla

glass of the generations 3 and 5 (G3 and G5) could reduce the shattering of the

glass upon drops onto corners and edges. Preliminary feedback of the industrial

partner is positive and suggests that this goal is achieved through the coatings,

and that additionally, a higher hardness and better scratch resistance of the coated

Gorilla substrates is obtained. However, the results of a thorough investigation are

still outstanding. In case Al-(Si-)O-N coatings e�ectively increase the resilience

of G3 and G5, two reasons for that can be suggested. Firstly, the hardness and

toughness of the coatings (sections 3.5 and 3.6) may be bene�cial. Secondly, it

is possible that the RF cleaning of substrates, generally applied prior to coating

depositions for glass and Si(100) substrates (2.2) and therefore also for G3 and G5

in these experiments, releases the surface compression induced by the ion exchange

process during the fabrication of Gorilla glass.
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5.1.3 On polycarbonate

Polycarbonate (PC) is a polymer that is inexpensive, lightweight and arbitrarily

shapeable while maintaining optical transparency, and is therefore a material fre-

quently used for e.g. eyeglass lenses. The disadvantage of PC in this application,

however, is the low hardness of <1 GPa42, which leads to scratches upon small

force impact. PC could thus greatly pro�t from protection by a hard coating.

However, a problem with very thin coatings on PC of low hardness is the "eggshell

e�ect", which describes the observation that a thin coating on a soft substrate

breaks easily due to lacking support. Possibly a hard coating could be applied on

top of a conventional dip-fabricated coating to further increase the hardness.

In this project, for testing purposes, coatings of Al-(Si-)O-N were applied directly

onto domed PC blanks for eye glass lenses and several di�culties were encoun-

tered. Firstly, PC has a low glass transition point of around 150°C106. Therefore,

a deposition temperature of 200°C could not be used for PC. The deposition T

of 200 °C was used for this project, as �lms deposited at lower T are reported

to be of lower quality122. When a lower deposition T of 100°C was chosen, the

PC substrates turned brownish, especially at the lens rims that were in contact

with the substrate holder. Regions in the bulge of the lens, not touching the sub-

strate holder and therefore expected to have experienced a lower T, turned less

brownish. An excerpt of such a substrate coated with Al-(Si-)(O-)N at 100°C is

shown in �g. 5.2c). A blank without coating, clearly less colored, is shown in a)

for comparison. A brown tarnishing of PC substrates upon heat is a well-known

phenomenon attributed to thermo-oxidative reactions including cross-linking at

the polymer surface46. In order to test whether UV radiation from the plasma is

a source for the embrowning, PC substrates were exposed to an RF plasma in Ar

and to sunlight radiation on the Empa rooftop (as the samples in �g. 5.1) for a

period of three months. These treatments did, however, not lead to coloring, and

UV radiation was therefore excluded as the reason for the brown tarnish.

Another problem encountered was the formation of cracks in the coatings after

deposition, as visible in the photo of a side view onto a coated lens under lab light

in �g. 5.2d) (not visible in the top views a)-c)). Cracks in Al-(Si-)(O-)N occurred

irrespective of whether the samples were removed from the deposition chamber
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Figure 5.2: Photographs of sections of PC eyeglass lenses, a) blank, b)
coated with Al-Si-O-N without heating, c) coated with Al-Si-O-N at 100°C,
and d) a section of an Al-Si-O-N coated dome exhibiting cracks, particularly
visible in a side view under lab lights. The coated lenses show a brown
tarnishing, more intense for higher deposition T and towards the lens rims.

immediately after the deposition and thus not fully cooled, or after a cooling in-

side the vacuum chamber. However, in the latter case, crack formation took place

more slowly. It can be postulated that these cracks are the result of the di�er-

ence in the thermal expansion coe�cients of the PC substrate (3·10−4
°C−1 106) and

Al-(Si-)(O-)N (5·10−6
°C−1 189): PC contracts more strongly upon cooling and may

thus lead to damages in the coating. Also, the changes in mechanical properties

on cooling will occur at a di�erent rate in the two materials, with the PC remain-

ing softer for longer. Tests were carried out to determine whether the problems

of embrowning and crack formation could be avoided by reducing the deposition

T further in processes by not actively heating. The PC substrates coated with

Al-(Si-)(O-)N without heating, depicted in �g. 5.2b), indeed showed less damage,

but a lower degree of browning and a slower crack formation still occurred. This

suggests that the brownish coloring of PC upon application of a coating arises, in

addition to from heat, from the interaction of the PC surface with the coating in

the form of chemical reactions and/or deformations. While �lms on PC substrates

coated without heating were mostly crack-free immediately after the deposition

process, crack formation started within hours and progressed over several days

upon exposure to atmosphere. This may be due to oxidation processes at the

interface or chemical changes at the surface due to contaminants from the atmo-

sphere as seen in environmental stress cracking113. Therefore, if Al-(Si-)O-N is to

be applied on PC by R-CFDC-MS, further research and optimization is needed.
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5.2 Optical coatings

Transparent protective coatings are important to enhance the durability and life-

time of optical devices such as e.g. camera lenses and screens of mobile phones

(section 5.1). Al-(Si-)O-N with optical transparency (sections 3 and 2) and a high

HD (section 3.5) is a good candidate for such coatings. Thin transparent coatings,

however, often show strong light interference e�ects leading to a coloration of the

coatings. This is undesirable for most optical applications.

5.2.1 Coatings to reduce interference coloration

Interference colors from coatings arise, as incident light (each incident photon) is

split at the �lm surface: One part is re�ected, while the other part is transmitted

through the �lm and then re�ected at the �lm/substrate interface. The two re-

�ected parts interfere, leading to higher intensities for speci�c colors under speci�c

angles. Such an interference is however only possible if the path di�erence remains

smaller than the coherence length of the incoming light. Here we assume the light

arises from incoherent light sources, i.e. light with a very small coherence length

typically in the range of a few wavelengths. For a coating thickness of around a

micron or thinner, the path di�erence remains comparable to the wavelength of

the light and thus comparable to the coherence length. Then, interference and as-

sociated coloration will occur even for conventional light sources (e.g. blackbody

radiation). Note that the same explanation holds for soap bubbles. A thicker

coating of e.g. 1500 nm then yields less intense interference colors than a thinner

coating of e.g. 300 nm. Light with a continuous spectrum, e.g. solar light or

light emitted by a bulb or even LED white light, leads to less perceivable interfer-

ence coloration than light from a �uorescent lamp that has a spectrum with a few

strong spectral components. This is because each of these spectral components

has a higher intensity than the same wavelength range in a blackbody spectrum

from an ordinary light bulb, white LED light or sunlight. Therefore, the part of

the spectrum of a �uorescent lamp with strong weighting generates intense inter-

ference colors at certain observation angles, while at other observation angles, no

interference is seen.
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The refractive index n of a coating is an important parameter when designing

antire�ective or low interference optical coatings. The larger the di�erence in n

between two media is, the stronger is the intensity of the beam re�ected from the

interface between the two media. Here, ellipsometry was used to measure n (details

given in section 8.5). In �g. 5.3, n for light of 632.8 nm is plotted versus O and

Si contents of the coatings. For both Al-O-N and Al-Si-O-N, n632.8nm decreases

linearly from 2.1 to around 1.6 for an O content increasing from 0 to around 60%.

The Si content of the coatings shows no in�uence on n.

Figure 5.3: 3D diagram of refractive indices for light of 632.8 nm wave-
length (n632.8nm) versus O and Si contents in thin �lms of Al-O-N (blue
rhombi) and Al-Si-O-N (magenta circles). The spread of n in Al-Si-O-N
(on the right) is due to di�erent O contents of the coatings.

To suppress optical interferences, the n of a coating must be matched to that of

the substrate. Al-(Si-)O-N exhibits a reduced n similar to that of glass at higher

O content, which is the concentration region where the coatings also are less hard

and therefore less suitable for a protective coating. However, the variation of n

with O in Al-(Si-)O-N can be used to design coatings with suppressed interference

coloration, if a gradient layer with increasing O content towards the substrate is

deposited. This is illustrated in �g. 5.4, which a) shows a gradient coating with

Al-Si-N at the surface and Al-(Si)-O-N of a high O content of 60% at the interface

to a glass substrate, in comparison to b) a homogeneous Al-Si-N coating. Al-Si-N

was chosen as a material in this example, as it exhibits high HD values up to

30 GPa as well as no open crystal boundaries in the solid solution regime (II)122
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(sections 3.6 and 3.4), and is therefore well suited for a protective coating that

is also a di�usion barrier. For simplicity, the phase shift in the interfering light

beams induced by the coating thickness is neglected in the model in �g. 5.4, and

only one light incidence angle of 45° with respect to the beam as well as to the

sample surface is considered.

At the air/Al-Si-N boundary of both coatings, the re�ection angle for the re�ected

part of the beam is equal to the incidence angle and thus 45°. The angle for the

transmitted part of the beam with respect to the sample surface normal can be

derived from Snell's law:

n1sinθ1 = n2sinθ2 (5.1)

with n1 and n2 the refractive indices in media 1 and 2, respectively, and θ1 and θ2

the incidence angle in medium 1 and the transmitted angle in medium 2, respec-

tively. At the coating surface of both situations a) and b), n1=1.0 for air, n2=2.1

for Al-Si-N and θ1=45°, and θ2 therefore amounts to 19°.

The re�ected part of the beam can be derived from the Fresnel equations:

Rs =

∣∣∣∣n1cosθ1 − n2cosθ2

n1cosθ1 + n2cosθ2

∣∣∣∣2 , Rp =

∣∣∣∣n1cosθ2 − n2cosθ1

n1cosθ2 + n2cosθ1

∣∣∣∣2 and R =
Rs +Rp

2
(5.2)

with Rs, Rp and R the re�ectances for s-, p- and un-polarized light, respectively.

R at the coating surface in amounts to 14%.

In the homogeneous Al-Si-N coating in b), the transmitted beam of 100%-14%=86%

continues at the angle of 19° down to the Al-Si-N/glass interface. There, the re-

�ection is with 2.7% (formulae 5.2) lower than at the air/Al-Si-N surface, as the

mismatch in n between Al-Si-N and glass with n=1.5103 is lower than that between

air and Al-Si-N. Back at the Al-Si-N/air interface, 2.7%*0.86=2.3% of the inci-

dent light beam is transmitted to air and interferes with the former constructively.

Without a phase shift, this leads to a maximal intensity of 2.3%/0.14=16.4% in-

tensity of the interference beam with respect to the initially re�ected beam.

In the gradient coating in a), the beam transmitted initially also amounts to 86%

of the incident beam and proceeds through the coating at 19° with respect to

the sample surface. Within the coating, however, the latter angle gradually in-

creases to 26° (formula 5.1), as n decreases to 1.6 for Al-(Si-)O-N of high O content
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Figure 5.4: Light beam interactions in a coating a) with and b) without
O gradient. Snell's law provides the angles and the Fresnel equations the
re�ectances.

(�g. 5.3). At the Al-(Si-)O-N/glass interface, the mismatch in n between Al-(Si-)O-

N with n=1.6 and glass is only 0.1, and therefore the re�ected beam part amounts

to only 0.07%. Of the latter, 0.07%*0.86=0.06% is transmitted back to air and

interferes constructively with the re�ected part of the incident beam, leading to

0.06%/0.14=0.4% intensity of the interference beam with respect to the initially

re�ected beam.

While the re�ected light power of the beam is with 14%+0.06%=14.06% only

14% lower in the gradient coating (a)) compared to the uniform coating (b)) with

14%+2.3%=16.3%, the interference intensity, being 0.4% and 16.4%, respectively,

is signi�cantly suppressed by a factor of more than 40.

The graded coating (a)) has a further advantage. While Al-Si-N at the surface of

the coating is hard and therefore provides protection against wear and impact, the

mechanical properties of Al-Si-N (HD=30 GPa and E=250 GPa122, sections 3.5

and 3.6) are signi�cantly di�erent from those of glass (HD=5.5 GPa and E=74 GPa

for sodalime glass; HD=6.4 GPa and E=63 GPa for borosilicate glass23). The tran-

sition to Al-(Si-)O-N (HD=8 GPa and E=150 GPa, section 3.6), however, adapts

the mechanical properties of the coating gradually to those of the glass substrate.
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5.2.2 Antire�ective coatings

Antire�ective (AR) coatings are designed to suppress any re�ectance. Such coat-

ings are typically produced with CVD processes and consist of multilayer systems

of one or several transparent materials having di�erent refractive indices n, with

the topmost layer having the lowest n62. SiO2 with n632.8nm of 1.5103 or MgF2

with 1.433 are possibilities for such top layers. A general problem is that many

materials of low n are also of low hardness, e.g. 8 GPa for SiO2
8 and 4.2 GPa for

MgF2
130, and are thus not advantageous as a top layer for an optical coating that

should simultaneously be abrasion resistant.

In the Al-(Si-)O-N system, this disadvantage is also evident. While coatings with

increasing O content have a lower n (�g. 5.3), they also become less hard (sections

3.5 and 3.6). However, if AR coatings shall be produced with a PVD process,

Al-(Si-)O-N can more easily be deposited by R-DCMS than pure oxides or �uo-

rides (chapter 2), which may require radio frequency (RF) power control of the

targets182. Therefore, Al-(Si-)O-N coatings remain potential candidates for sput-

tered AR coatings, providing the possibility to tune n between 2.1 and 1.6 within

the same material system. This application has not yet been explored.
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5.3 Decorative coatings

5.3.1 Colored transparent coatings

In section 5.2.1, a strategy was described to suppress interference coloration, which

is useful for protective coatings on optical devices. For decorative e�ects, in con-

trast, interference colors can be speci�cally enhanced. As discussed in section 5.2.1,

interference coloration is intensi�ed by choosing a low �lm thickness (e.g. 300 nm

rather than 1500 nm) and a chemical composition regime with a low O content

and therefore a high n (�g. 5.3). On transparent substrates such as glass, pastel

colorations are observed, while the transparency of substrate plus �lm is main-

tained. Interference colors are especially preeminent on dark re�ective substrates

such as polished Si. This is visible in �g. 5.1, even though these coatings would

not generally be described as very thin with around 1 µm and thus interference

coloration is not particularly intense. Greenish (sample with 1% O), bluish (5.7%

and 1.3% O) and purplish (49.7% O) colors are visible.

5.3.2 Colloidal Au

A di�erent decorative application for Al-(Si-)(O-)N is its use as a transparent

matrix for the incorporation of color centers, a function that can be ful�lled by

nanoparticles of metals. If such nanoparticles are dissolved in a matrix, they are

often referred to as "colloidal metal". Metallic nanoparticles scatter and absorb

visible light, as their conducting e− at their surface oscillate in resonance with ir-

radiating light. This e�ect is called Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR)

and evokes intense colorations. The resulting color depends on the size, size dis-

tribution, shape, chemical composition and aggregation state of the nanoparticles.

The larger the particles, the larger the absorbed wavelength. Smaller nanoparti-

cles thus lead to a red coloration and larger ones to a blue coloration. The more

narrow the size distribution, the less polychromatic the color175,16.

Church glass windows made over the last centuries were often colored through the

LSPR phenomenon. With Au nanoparticles, lustrous colors of the entire spectrum

were created. Fig. 5.5 shows a modern creation of such a stained glass window

decorating La Sagrada Familia in Barcelona.
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Figure 5.5: Stained glass window in La Sagrada Familia, Barcelona. Colors arise
from Au nanoparticles dissolved in the glass. Photo taken by Dan Taylor and
retrieved from Galerie (http://www.galeriemagazine.com).

In sputter deposition, metal inclusions of small size can be obtained by gener-

ating multilayers. To separate the metal containing areas in the growth direction,

interlayers of metal-free transparent �lms are used as spacers, and the thickness of

these can be precisely controlled through the deposition rate. The spacing of the

metal in-plane, however, is more di�cult to control, as the deposition proceeds

layer-wise. The lateral spacing is therefore determined by the amount and the

species of metal deposited and separated clusters or homogeneous nanolayers can

form.

In this project, Au was chosen as the nanoparticle material, as this metal is

well-known for its tendency to form islands instead of wetting a surface homo-

geneously123. Au is therefore expected to form a lateral separation of isolated

metal clusters in preference to a nanolayer. The four options AlN, Si3N4, Al-Si-N
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and Al-O-N were assessed as matrix materials. AlN, Si3N4 and Al-Si-N coatings

including colloidal Au were observed to have an unfavorable grayish tint, and

some of these �lms were homogeneously gray. Al-O-N yielded the most intense

coloration and was thus used for most of the investigated coatings. In addition,

two di�erent metal spacing options were investigated, as illustrated in �g. 5.6.

Figure 5.6: Two matrix/Au multilayer coatings containing colloidal Au.
Both begin with a pure matrix layer (gray) on the substrate. On the left,
Au (yellow) is co-sputtered with matrix material in the beginning of each
layer and the continuation is with matrix material only. A stack of nine such
layers is shown. On the right, Au is sputtered separately and sandwiched
between 10 pure matrix layers. In the experiments described in the text,
the number of stacked layers was varied.

Option one, on the left, was to co-sputter Au plus matrix during the �rst few

seconds of a layer, and then deposit matrix material alone until the next layer

started. 10 to 20 such layers were stacked for each coating. Option two, on the

right, was to deposit separate layers of matrix and Au. Around 9 Au layers were

embedded between 10 matrix layers. Both options were primed with an Au-free,

pure matrix layer.

Fig. 5.7 shows such Al-O-N multilayer stack samples of both options, with three

c (co-sputtered) and two s (separately sputtered matrix and Au) samples, and ta-

ble 5.1 summarizes their production parameters. Option one (c samples) yielded

reddish �lms, attributed to smaller colloidal Au particles, and option two (s sam-
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ples) bluish �lms, attributed to larger particles175,16.

Figure 5.7: Photograph of Al-O-N/Au multilayer coatings on glass. c are
co-deposited multilayers of Au and Al-O-N, s are separated Au and Al-O-N
multilayers as illustrated in �g. 5.6. Co-sputtered stacks (c1, c2 and c3) are
reddish, separately sputtered ones (s1, s2) are bluish. Detailed deposition
parameters are given in table 5.1. The samples are labeled with in-house
numbers and comments in black on top. Colorless, coating-free areas result
from clamping the substrates. c1-c3 additionally show a polycrystalline α-
Al2O3 platelet, coated in the same deposition to test the color e�ect on a
non-transparent white substrate, in the lower part of the photograph.

The intensity and brightness/darkness of the coatings can be adapted by al-

tering the length of time of Au sputtering, the power on Al, and the number of

multilayers,. This is for example evident in the comparison of c2 and c3 (�g. 5.7

and table 5.1), both deposited with 100 W on Al and consisting of 20 combined

multilayers. The sample c2, for which the Au sputter time was 45 s, is brighter

than c3, for which the Au sputter time was with 90 s twice as long. Due to the

lower deposition rate obtained in 100 W samples compared to 200 W samples, 20

multilayers were deposited for the former and 10 for the latter. All �lms have a

purplish tint and thus exhibit polychromatic coloration. This indicates that the

particles have a variation in size and shape. The co-sputtered samples c2 and c3,

deposited with 100 W on Al, appear less purplish and less polychromatic than c1,

sputtered with 200 W on Al. This suggests that lower Al-O-N deposition rates
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Table 5.1: Parameters used for the colloidal Au samples c1, c2, c3, s1 and s2. P
is DC power [W], T is time [s]. All multilayer stacks were deposited onto glass
slides; c1, c2 and c3 additionally onto polycrystalline α-Al2O3 and PEEK. The
pressure during depositions was around 5 µbar. The setup described in chapter 2
was used. 12 sccm pure N2 and 6 sccm 10%O2/90%N2 were used for all Al-O-N
�lms deposited. This resulted in AlN0.6O0.6 for Au free fractions.

sample Au P Au T Al P Al-O-N T # layers thickness

c1 5 W 90 s 200 W 720 s 10*combined 326 nm
c2 5 W 45 s 100 W 720 s 20*combined 273 nm
c3 5 W 90 s 100 W 720 s 20*combined 291 nm
s1 5 W 60 s 200 W 360 s 10*Al-O-N+9*Au 314 nm
s2 5 W 90 s 200 W 360 s 10*Al-O-N+9*Au 316 nm

lead to smaller Au nanoparticles having a more narrow size distribution.

The experiments demonstrate that colloidal Au can be generated inside hard �lms,

which colors the �lms red, purple or blue and provides decorative coatings. Ad-

ditionally, the colored �lms can serve functional purposes, e.g. in plasmon-based

detectors and modulators or LSP-enhanced solar cells16. An industrial partner

in this project is exploring a further potential application of the colored coatings

for medical tooth implants. These need a hard and wear resistant surface, which

can be inherent in ceramic implants, or be provided by an Al-(Si-)O-N coating.

White ceramic implants, uncoated or transparently coated, however, would be

visible through the gums, which is undesirable. A purple colored coating on the

denture part implanted in gingiva could avoid the visibility of the implant through

the gums. Therefore, the coloration e�ect of Al-(Si-)O-N coatings containing Au

nanoparticles was also tested on bright, non-transparent ceramic substrates. Poly-

crystalline α-Al2O3 and polyether ether ketone (PEEK) platelets were coated along

with glass in some runs. In �g. 5.7, c1-c3 contain the α-Al2O3 platelets at the bot-

tom of the photograph (PEEK not shown). A coloration similar to that of gingiva

is obtained.
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6 Conclusions and Outlook

In this project, a setup was developed that allowed the controllable and repro-

ducible reactive sputter deposition of transparent thin Al-(Si-)O-N �lms using the

highly reactive gas O2. The development of this modi�cation to the coating equip-

ment, including separated inlets for all gases, brought a deeper understanding of

the processes occurring during the Physical Vapor Deposition assisted by mag-

netrons. This method could also be used to show that the poisoning of the target

by O2 can be inhibited by feeding N2 locally concentrated to the target.

With this setup, around 300 deposition runs were carried out, yielding trans-

parent Al-O-N and Al-Si-O-N coatings with adjustable O and Si contents. An

in-depth analytical investigation of these samples revealed a gradually evolving

microstructure of the ternary Al-O-N system with increasing O content. It could

be shown that the O content correlated with the evolution of mechanical and

physical �lm properties such as the hardness, the elasticity, the residual stress and

the refractive index. A model for these evolutions could be proposed, containing

a crystalline wurtzite solid solution regime (I), a �ber textured nanocomposite

regime (IIa), a nanocomposite regime without pure uniaxial texture (IIb), and an

amorphous solid solution regime (III). This evolution model is reminiscent of that

of Al-Si-N which has been investigated previously122,123,125, although substitutions

of di�erent nature are induced in the two systems. It could be hypothesized that

this similarity is due to extra e− 129 in both cases, which was corroborated by DFT

calculations.

These calculations provide additional insight into the thermodynamic state of the

Al-O-N coatings. The results yield a preliminary estimation of the free energy

in the coatings but are not conclusive, and a further investigation, e.g. into the

entropy arising from grain boundary phases in nanocomposites, poses an interest-
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ing topic for future research. Furthermore, Al-O-N samples of all microstructural

regimes have been measured by now by Positron Annihilation Spectroscopy (PAS)

as well as lifetime measurements of the latter (PALS) at the ELBE beamline in

Dresden-Rossendorf, Germany. This technique is supposed to provide an experi-

mental assessment of vacancies such as V(Al) or voids in grain boundaries. The

evalutation of the measurements is ongoing and the results are expected soon, and

shall be combined to the results obtained by DFT calculations.

The quaternary system Al-Si-O-N exhibits more complex microstructural changes,

probably assignable to additional interactions between Si and O. While a detailed

investigation into the microstructure of Al-Si-O-N �lms was not the aim in this

project, it was demonstrated that the quaternary system exhibits physical prop-

erties in the same range as Al-O-N and Al-Si-N and is useful as a complementary

material in a number of applications. The potency of coatings made from Al, Si,

O and N therefore lies in the high degree of freedom in variability, as the contents

of each element can be precisely adjusted to deposit coatings with speci�c, desir-

able properties. The R-DCMS technique has the advantage that this variability of

chemical composition can be applied in situ by changing sputter parameters such

as the gas �ows or magnetron power values during a single deposition run, result-

ing in multilayer or gradient coatings. This allows, for example, the mechanical

properties of a coating to be adapted to a relatively soft substrate such as glass,

while providing a hard or oxidation resistant �nish at the coating surface.

Al-(Si-)O-N coatings were tested for several applications. This showed the po-

tential of this versatile material system, but equally the areas where further re-

search is needed for a successful application. The coating of mobile phone parts,

for example, such as screens and also backside glass covers is, according to prelim-

inary tests, promising for abrasion and fracture resistance. However, a thorough

evaluation of coated parts by an industrial partner are still required and ongoing.

In such applications, the suppression of interference colors by gradient layers may

emerge to be highly useful, and eventually also the design of sputter-deposited

antire�ective coatings. These could, for example, be fabricated with Al-(Si-)O-N,

an application not yet addressed in this project.
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An application that proved to be challenging was the coating of polycarbonate.

As Al-(Si-)O-N coatings are signi�cantly harder than the polymer substrate, the

latter could greatly pro�t from the application of the former. However, the crack

formation in the �lm due to the di�erence in elasticity between �lm and substrate

remains a drawback. Additionally, low deposition temperatures are required due

to the low glass transition temperature of PC. The use of High Power Impulse

Magnetron Sputtering (HiPIMS) could be interesting here and worth further inves-

tigation. As higher ionization rates and particle energies are involved in HiPIMS

processes compared to conventional DC sputtering, the interaction between PC

substrate and �lm may be modi�ed, and a good �lm quality may be achieved

despite a lower deposition temperature.

A particularly fascinating experimental part was the creation of red, purple and

blue coatings by incorporation of colloidal Au. Such coatings are simultaneously

protective and decorative, and could be used to enhance the value of objects such

as furniture parts or jewelry.
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7 Appendix A:
Supplementary data

The modi�ed setup for R-DCMS described in the paper in chapter 2 allowed the deposi-
tion of ternary and quaternary Al-(Si-)O-N thin �lms in stable, reproducible processes.
The material properties of these Al-(Si-)O-N �lms are reported in the paper in chap-
ter 3. This appendix part contains measurement data that constitutes the basis for the
processed data reported in the paper in chapter 3.

7.1 Chemical compositions

As reported in section 3.2 and explained in section 1.3.4, transparent, metal-free Al-(Si-)O-N
�lms have the general stoichiometry AlSixO1.5+2x−1.5zNz, which simpli�es to AlO1.5(1−z)Nz
for Al-O-N �lms containing no Si and thus having x=0. Close alignment between these
theoretically expected stoichiometries and those measured experimentally with RBS and
ERDA for the �lms of this project was found and the formulas above held within the
accuracy of the analytical techniques.

Figure 7.1: Chemical compositions
of thin �lms of Al-O-N (blue rhombi)
and Al-Si-O-N (magenta dots) with re-
spect to their O and Si contents.

The composition of the Al-(Si-)O-N coatings can
be displayed in a 2D diagram as in �g. 7.1. Each
axis shows the content of one element, and the
other two elements are then a function of the �rst
two according to the formula above. O and Si
are chosen as axes in this project, since the start-
ing point was AlN and O and Si were added. Al
and Si as well as N and O can be regarded as
complementary: The more Si a �lm contains, the
less Al is present, and the more O is added, the
less N is present. In �g. 7.1, the compositions
of the deposited Al-O-N (blue rhombi; all on the
O% axis due to zero Si content) and Al-Si-O-N
(magenta dots) �lms are plotted. The Si content
varies as a function of the sputter power applied to
the Si target, while the O content varies with the
O2 �ow rate fed into the deposition process (chap-
ter 2).
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Further �lm properties given in this appendix part will be added as a z-axis to the
composition graph, resulting in a 3D plot. For each 3D plot, three views will be given:
The view on the x-z-plane (i.e. property parameter versus O content) on the left, a view
into the 3D diagram in the middle and the view on the y-z-plane (i.e. property parameter
versus Si content) on the right.
Such a graph is shown in �g. 7.2 for the amount of hydrogen H detected in the coatings by
He-ERD. As discussed in section 3.2, H was found in Al-O-N exclusively in �lms with 8-
16% O belonging to the �ber textured nanocomposite regime (IIa) (compare �g. 7.2, left
to section 3.4). The �lms were produced on di�erent days and correspondingly under dif-
fering deposition chamber conditions, and the RBS, ERDA and He-ERD measurements
were carried out on di�erent days. This indicates that H incorporation into Al-O-N ex-
clusively in regime (IIa) is repeatable and not an artifact. While a conclusive explanation
for this phenomenon of H incorporation could not be found, it can be speculated (as in
section 3.5) that the Al2O3 matrix encapsulating the wurtzite crystallites is hygroscopic
and under tensile stress and thus allows the absorption of water. In �lms with less than
8% O, no Al2O3 matrix exists, and �lms with more than 16% O are under compressive
stress. Thus no water is stored in �lms of any other regime.
For Al-Si-O-N, H contents of ∼1% were detected in around 1

3 of the �lms with no

Figure 7.2: 3D diagram of H contents detected by He-ERDA versus O and Si contents in
thin �lms of Al-O-N (blue rhombi) and Al-Si-O-N (magenta dots). Three di�erent views of the
3D graph are given to show H vs. O and H vs. Si more clearly.

restriction to their contents of O or Si (�g. 7.2). The H content in Al-Si-O-N is therefore
lower than in Al-O-N and not signi�cant.
It is not possible to conclude from the results of He-ERD measurements whether H was
incorporated directly during �lm deposition or afterwards via di�usion, as no dispersion
trend can be perceived in depth pro�les.
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7.2 Crystallinity

As reported in section 3.3.1, thin �lms of ternary Al-O-N fabricated in this project exhibit
a gradual loss of crystallinity with increasing O content. For �lms with 0-8% O belonging
to regime (I), a (002) wurtzite �ber texture forms (�g. 3.4). The crystallites exhibit a
decreasing c-axis lattice parameter, a decreasing crystallite size (CS) and an increasing
(002) axis tilt for increasing O concentration. Films with 8-16% O of sub-regime (IIa)
consist of a (002) �ber textured nanocomposite, as an amorphous Al2O3 matrix surrounds
the crystallites. The microstress (MS) increases in the encapsulated crystallites. For 16-
30% O in (IIb), a nanocomposite without �ber texture results, such that crystal grains
can assume any orientation in the Al2O3 matrix while becoming progressively smaller
towards the X-ray detection limit with increasing O content. Films with 30-60% O of
regime (III) consist of an X-ray amorphous Al-O-N network.
The following sections will show di�ractograms and plots of raw data obtained from
XRD techniques. This data provided the basis for the processed data implemented in
section 3.3.1.

Al-O-N

Figs. 7.3 and 7.4 show the symmetric θ-2θ di�ractograms that led to the results on the
c-axis lattice parameter, the CS and the MS plotted in �g. 3.1 and discussed in sec-
tion 3.3.1. Fig. 7.3 shows di�ractograms for Al-O-N �lms containing up to 14.3% O.
The only peak detected is that of the wurtzite (002) planes, which indicates that these
are the only planes perpendicular to growth direction z and thus constitute the texturing
in the growth direction. Only the 2θ range relevant for (002) between 35-38° is shown.
The �tted components for Cu Kα1 are plotted with a thinner line under each peak. The
di�ractogram of a �lm with residual 0.4% O shows the Kα1 (002) signal close to the
theoretical value of 36.07 for pure wurtzite (ICSD collection code 34475)145. A gradual
shift to higher 2θ is then observed with increasing O concentration up to 8%, which corre-
sponds to the c lattice shrinkage reported for that O content regime (�g. 3.1a)). Between
8 and 14% O, the (002) peak remains constant at 36.3°. A peak broadening is seen for
the entire span of the O increase. Two e�ects are simultaneously responsible for this:
CS shrinkage and MS generation. CS and MS were obtained from peak deconvolution
through line pro�le analysis (LPA)11, p. 85−101 as reported in section 3.3.1 (�g. 3.1b) and
c)).
Fig. 7.4 shows di�ractograms for Al-O-N �lms containing 14.7-34.6% O. Additional
di�raction signals appear in the range 30-40° in 2θ. Around 16% O, a transition in the
texture is observed. The two samples with O concentrations of 14.7% and 15.9% do
not only exhibit (002), but also (100) and (101) planes in z direction and thus are not
uniaxially (002) textured in z. As the (002) peak has a higher intensity than the (100)
and (101) peaks, the texture in z is still (002)-preferred and not random. These two
samples with preferred (002) texture in z are shown with open symbols in �g. 3.1. The
sample with 15.3% O maintains (002) �ber texture.
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Figure 7.3: Di�ractograms of Al-O-N thin �lms derived from symmetric θ-2θ scans recorded
with Cu Kα. Normalized di�ractograms of samples with O contents in the range 0.4-14.3%
are shown between 35.6-36.8° in 2θ. Fitted Cu Kα1 components are added with thinner lines.
The position of the Kα1 wurtzite AlN (002) reference peak145 at 36.07° is shown in black for
comparison.

From 16% O upward, the (002) line develops a shoulder towards lower 2θ. This is
clearly seen for the peak of the 16.6% O sample: Two Kα1 components are needed to
�t this peak. One remains at the position of 36.3°, while the second is found at 35.7°.
Two phenomena can explain this shoulder. Firstly, the additional peak can arise from
c lattice spacing variation towards the grain boundaries. The volume in the outer shell
region of a small crystallite is signi�cant compared to its core volume; variation in c at
the outer shell therefore becomes detectable as the size of the of the crystallite decreases.
Secondly, the additional peak can be caused by a partially ordered phase forming around
the grain boundaries125. Also a combination of these two e�ects is possible. For �lms
with a higher O content than 17%, LPA was not meaningful and thus no Cu Kα1 com-
ponents are shown.
Films with O concentrations of 23-30% generate two broadened peaks, possibly corre-
sponding to right shifted (100) and (002) peaks.
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Figure 7.4: Di�ractograms of Al-O-N thin �lms derived from symmetric θ-2θ scans with Cu
Kα. Normalized di�ractograms of samples with O contents in the range 14.7-34.6% are shown
between 30-40° in 2θ. Fitted Cu Kα1 components, where relevant, are added with thinner
lines. The positions of the Kα1 wurtzite AlN reference peaks145 at 33.26 for (100), at 36.07
for (002) and at 37.98 for (101) are shown in black and gray. In the data trace of the sample
with 26.8% O, the Si(200) peak region around 33° was removed for a clearer view on the �lm
signals.

In the data trace of the sample with 26.8% O, Si(200) was removed, leaving a small
gap. Si(200) is basis-forbidden and thus normally not seen in di�ractograms recorded on
Si(100). It can however be detected due to multiple di�raction135,190,137, and disturb the
di�ractogram under investigation with a sharp, intense peak. Omitting it thus serves to
clarify the di�ractogram.
Films containing more than 30% O do not show wurtzite crystallinity. The sample con-
taining 34.6% O still shows an unassigned, broad hump at a 2θ around 33°. At more
than 35% O, the �lms yield fully �at di�ractograms.

Figure 7.5: FWHMs of RCs [°] measured on wurtzite
(002) peaks for Al-O-N �lms with up to 8.7% O.

On the (002) peaks obtained in the
di�ractograms, rocking curves (RCs)
were performed. As discussed in sec-
tion 3.3.1, these (002) RCs broaden
for coatings with increasing O content.
Fig. �g. 7.5 shows the full widths at
half maximum (FWHMs) of the mea-
sured RCs for Al-O-N coatings with 0-
8.7% O. A �lm with residual 0.4% O
has a RC with a FWHM of 2.1°. With
increasing O, the FWHMs of the RCs
continously broaden up to 10.8° for
a sample containing 8.7% O. RCs at
higher O contents are too broad to be
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properly evaluated.
Broadening (002) RCs for samples with increasing O content signify that the c-axes of
crystallites deviate more and more from growth direction z, as crystallites adopt an an-
gular tilt as reported in section 3.3.1. The advanced tilt of crystallites in �lms with O
contents around 16% and above is also seen in the appearance of additional peaks in
symmetric θ-2θ di�ractograms (�g. 7.4). The appearance of (101) requires crystallite
(002) axis tilts with respect to z of 61.57° and (100) requires tilts of 90.0°, meaning the
absence of pure (002) texture in growth direction z.

In section 3.3.1 it is reported that pole �gures (PFs) reveal that Al-O-N �lms with an
O content up to around 16% are (002) �ber texured. Fig. 7.6 shows set of three such
PFs, i.e. (002), (103) and (101) PFs, for an Al-O-N coating containing 5.0% O. Linear
2.5D plots on the left, logarithmic ones on the right and logarithmic 2D top views in the
middle are shown. PF(002) (�g. 7.6 top) shows a single pole at a sample inclination angle
Ψ=0, indicating that (002) planes are only found orthogonal to growth direction z. This
con�rms the observation of symmetric θ-2θ XRD, which only showed the (002) peak for
samples of the same O content. The weak rim at Ψ=55° is of such low intensity that it is
only visible on the logarithmic scale. Its origin is probably a shoulder signal of (101), as
(101) planes have an inclination τ of 61.57° with respect to (002) planes and with 37.98°
a 2θ close to that of (002)145.
PF(103) (�g. 7.6 middle) appears at a Ψ close to the theoretically expected value of
τ=31.63°. The same is valid for PF(101) (�g. 7.6 bottom), having a Ψ close to τ=61.57°.
Both PF(103) and PF(101) show rims of equal intensity on the entire Φ circle, which indi-
cates that the �lm exhibits wurtzite (002) �ber texture.
It should be noted that the single presence of the (002) peak in symmetric θ-2θ di�rac-
tograms (�g. 7.3) and the single pole in PF(002) show uniaxial z texturing, but these two
results alone do not exclude epitaxy of a �lm with respect to the substrate. The even
annular rims obtained in PF(103) and PF(101), however, demonstrate random in-plane
orientation.
All samples with pure (002) orientation in z exhibit the same PF pattern, but an increas-
ing rim width for increasing O content. The PF rim widths are the equivalent of widths
of RCs (�g. 7.5), but for a di�erent scan angle (Ψ instead of ω).

Al-O-N could potentially form in the cubic sphalerite modi�cation, which has the (111)
XRD peak close to that of (002) wurtzite. In order to test the �lms for the presence of
sphalerite, PFs were thus also taken on planes of the latter. No sphalerite was detected.
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Figure 7.6: PFs measured for an Al-O-N thin �lm containing 5% O. PF(002) (a), top,
magenta), PF(103) (b), turquois, middle) and PF(103) (c), blue, bottom.) Linear 2.5D plots
(left), logarithmic 2.5D plots (right) and logarithmic 2D top views (middle) are shown.
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As a result of (002) texturing in growth direction z for samples with an O content up
to approximately 16%, the lattice shrinkage up to 8% O shown in �g. 3.1a) is only seen
in the c direction in symmetric θ-2θ scans. In order to determine whether the same trend
also applies for the a=b dimension, in-plane measurements and θ-2θ scans asymmetric
to the surface were performed.
In-plane measurements were carried out to assess planes perpendicular to the sample
surface such as (100) and (110). The XRD device used for this purpose has the special
ability to tilt the line shaped beam by 90°, so that its full line height can be sent in
parallel into the �lm to probe the material. Without this option, only a line section of the
height of the �lm thickness would be probing the sample volume. The 90° tube tilt thus
improves the obtained signal intensity signi�cantly. However, the beam is transmitted
into the sample via Snellius angle α, and α has to be set by optimizing the intensity of a
known signal, which is a non-trivial alignment. As a result, the scattering vector Q is not
lying perfectly parallel to the sample surface and thus not perfectly perpendicular to the
(xy0) planes to be probed. A �ank of the proper Bragg peak is therefore recorded, and
the resulting error is too large to allow accurate measurements. In-plane measurements
were thus only performed for preliminary access to the a=b dimension. Fig. 7.7 shows a
typical in-plane map generated for an Al-O-N sample containing 7.2% O.

Figure 7.7: In-plane XRD map plotting 2θ versus φ (presented as measurement number)
for an Al-O-N sample containing 7.2%O. 21 θ-2θ scans from 25-75° were recorded in 0.2° φ
increments over a φ range of 4.2°. A di�ractogram derived from the horizontal map cross
section delineated in gray is included. Si(400) was measured at 70.3° and has a low 2θ shoulder
arising from the wurtzite peak (200). (100) and (110) of wurtzite were measured at 33.3° and
59.4° respectively over the whole φ range.

Si(400), theoretically expected at 69.20° in 2θ 12, is found at a higher value of 70.3°,
which illustrates the inaccuracy of the method. The positions of the measured peaks
cannot be given with higher precision than that shown in �g. 7.7 due to broad signals.
To the left of the Si(400) peak, the Al-O-N wurtzite peak (200) generates a shoulder.
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Wurtzite (100) and (110) are at 33.3° and 59.4°, while the theoretical values for O-free
AlN are 33.26° and 59.44° in 2θ 145, respectively. A right shift in the wurtzite peaks,
which would indicate a lattice shrinkage in the (100) and (110) directions for the sample
with 7.2%O, is not present.
A feature that is clearly observed in the in-plane map is the �ber texture of the sample, as
already seen in the PFs (�g. 7.6). The �ber texture here is shown by the signal intensity
of the wurtzite peaks that remains at the same level for the entire φ range scanned, also
for wurtzite (200). Si, in contrast, present as a single crystal in the wafer, has a peak only
visible for a de�ned φ range comprising around 15 measurements. Si(400) superimposes
wurtzite (200) in that φ range.
It should be noted that for the (xy0) peaks of wurtzite, the same map is obtained if 2θ
instead of θ-2θ scans are recorded over the same φ range due to the �ber texture of the
sample. The Si(400) peak, however, would not be detected if the beam incidence is not
at 34.6° with respect to Si(400).

Asymmetric θ-2θ scans recording the wurtzite peaks (105), (104) and (103) were per-
formed to achieve a more accurate and precise assessment of the lateral lattice shrinkage
of the crystallites. In the �ber textured samples, the plane normals N of each of these

Figure 7.8: d spacing shrinkages for the wurtzite lattice dimensions (002), (105), (104) and
(103) for samples containing 1.0%, 7.2% and 10.8% O. The plot shows shrinkage values in %
relative to pure AlN145. The corresponding numbers are listed in the table. The wurtzite peaks
are given with their τ relative to (002). Blank cells indicate unmeasured data points.

planes lie on a cone surrounding the sample surface normal which corresponds to the (002)
direction. In order to bring the scattering vector Q onto N of a plane for a measurement,
the sample needs to be tilted by the angle τ corresponding to the angle between (002) and
the appropriate tilted plane. (105) needs the least tilt of τ=20.28°, (104) needs a tilt of
τ=24.79°, and (103) needs the most tilt of τ=31.63°. These τ angles were set through the
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ψ-tilt in the Eulerian cradle of the di�ractometer during the asymmetric XRD measure-
ments. Fig. 7.8 shows the measured d spacing shrinkages of the (105), (104) and (103)
planes and tabulates the corresponding values for three samples containing 1.0%, 7.2%
and 10.8% O. In order to compare the shrinkages between the dimensions, the values for
pure AlN were used as a reference145, and the changes in d are given relative to those.
(002) was taken over from the symmetric θ-2θ measurements as shown in �g. 3.1a) for
the relevant samples. Selected measurements were carried out as listed in the table in
�g. 7.8. The slope of the shrinkages of the wurtzite dimensions (105), (104) and (103)
follows the same qualitative trend as that of (002), but to a lesser extent. (105) shrinks
by -0.4% with O contents between 0-7.2% and then maintains this shrinkage level for
increasing O content. (104) shows congruent data points for 1.0% and 10.8% O (7.2% O
not measured). (103) shows a less strong shrinkage of -0.3% in a sample with 7.2% O
(1.0% and 10.8% O not measured). These results indicate that the cell lattice shrinks in
all directions. The shrinkage in the c direction is stronger than in the a=b direction; the
degree of shrinkage follows the order c(002) > d(105) ' d(104) > d(103).

Figure 7.9: HTisXRD on an Al-O-N �lm containing 13.1% O.
Thermally equilibrated measurements were taken with Cu Kα in 50°C
steps up to 900°C. Following this, the sample was cooled back down
to 50°C.

As reported in section 3.5,
high temperature in situ X-Ray
Di�raction (HTisXRD) shows
that Al-O-N �lms are thermally
inert and stable up to 900°C. Fig.
7.9 shows a (HTisXRD) heating
series for an Al-O-N �lm contain-
ing 13.1% O. At 50°C, the (002)
peak is recorded at 36.24°. On
heating up to 900°C, the peak
shifts to reach a lower 2θ of
37.07. This corresponds to a d
spacing increase of 0.57% from
0.2474 nm at 50°C to 0.2488 nm
at 900°C due to thermal expan-
sion. Upon re-cooling the sample
down to 50°C, (002) moves back
to 36.28°C, a highly similar po-
sition as observed initially. No
additional peaks are observed in
the di�ractogram. This test in-
dicates that the system is inert
up to 900°C. A number of (002)
�ber textured samples were mea-
sured and all showed the thermal

reversibility. This indicates that the samples are in a thermodynamically stable or
metastable state of high inertness.
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Al-Si-O-N

Di�ractograms of Al-Si-O-N are more complex and cannot be correlated with a single
parameter such as the total concentration of O plus Si (O+Si). In general, four types
of θ-2θ di�ractograms can be distinguished. Fig. 7.10 shows these. The �rst Al-Si-O-N

Figure 7.10: Di�ractograms of Al-Si-O-N derived from symmetric θ-2θ scans with Cu Kα.
Normalized di�ractograms of samples with O contents in the range 0.1-12.6% and Si contents
in the range 5.6-12.7% are shown between 30-40° in 2θ. Di�ractograms are distinguished into
type I (blue), type II (green), type III (magenta) and type IV (purple). The positions of the
Kα1 wurtzite AlN reference peaks145 at 33.26 for (100), at 36.07 for (002) and at 37.98 for
(101) are shown in black and gray.

di�ractogram type I shows one dominant peak at 36.4°, and two much weaker ones at
33.5° and at 38.1°. These possibly originate from right shifted wurtzite (002), (100) and
(101) peaks, respectively. Type II shows one peak at 36.4° with a tail extending towards
lower 2θ, ending at 32.5°. From this it can be concluded that wurtzite (002) is the major
component. The tail towards (100) may arise from an ordered phase with high variation
in d. Type III exhibits one broad peak. This can be attributed to a continuation of type
II, with a decreased (002) and increased (100) portion. In type IV, the lower 2θ peak,
now found at a right shifted (100) position of 34.5°, clearly prevails.
Table 7.1 lists the samples obtained for each di�ractogram type with their chemical
composition. An unambiguous assignment of the changes in di�ractograms to changing
total concentration of O+Si cannot be made. There is a trend for �lms with increasing
O+Si content to give di�ractograms with a higher type number. In contrast to Al-O-N,
Al-Si-O-N �lms of the compositions reported here do not have a unique texture in growth
direction z. However, a preference for (002) or (100) oriented along z is seen for most
samples, and therefore the crystallite orientation distribution is not random. Films with
higher Si and/or O contents than shown above were amorphous.
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Table 7.1: The four di�ractogram types observed for Al-Si-O-N coatings and the correspond-
ing samples. Their O and Si contents as well as the sum are given in at%.

type I type II type III type IV

content (at%) content (at%) content (at%) content (at%)
O+Si=O+Si O+Si=O+Si O+Si=O+Si O+Si=O+Si

7.1+7.5=14.6 7.4+3.3=10.7 0.0+15.3=15.3 0.1+17.6=17.7
9.6+7.3=16.9 0.1+12.6=12.7 12.6+5.6=18.2 0.1+17.6=17.7
11.4+5.7=17.1 0.1+12.7=12.8 14.9+6.4=21.3 7.9+10.3=18.2
0.2+20.1=20.3 0.1+12.9=13.0 19.2+6.0=25.2 8.7+10.2=18.9

1.5+13.4=14.9 7.1+11.7=18.8
13.0+5.4=18.4 9.2+10.0=19.2
15.4+5.7=21.1 8.6+10.7=19.3
15.4+5.8=21.2 5.6+17.4=23.0

7.3 Cross-sectional micro- and nanostructure

Figure 7.11: SEM cross sections of Al-O-N thin �lms with di�ering O contents of 0.5%
(top left), 3.6% (top right), 14.3% (bottom left) and 39.5% (bottom right).
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In the paper in section 3.3.2, the cross-sectional morphology of Al-O-N �lms was dis-
cussed with TEM images (�g. 3.2). Additional SEM images are given here in �g. 7.11,
showing cross sections of four Al-O-N coatings containing 0.5%, 3.6%, 14.3% and 39.5% O.
An AlN �lm with a residual O amount of 0.5% shows columnar growth with column
widths of 10-50 nm. The columns are of smaller diameter in proximity of the substrate
due to competitive crystallite growth6,128. Within the �rst 100 nm of �lm growth, they
collapse to broader columns which maintain a constant width upwards for the rest of the
coating. O addition causes the columns to broaden. In a �lm with 3.6% O, the columns
are still narrow at the substrate but widen conically towards the surface of the coating.
Columns in a coating of 14.3% O are straighter and broader with approximately 100-
150 nm. When the O content is further increased, the columnar morphology disappears,
such that a �lm with 39.5% O shows a glass-like, conchoidal fracture.

7.4 Chemical states

Al-O-N

As reported in section 3.3.3, XPS expriments show that all species in Al-O-N experi-
ence an increase of the binding energy (BE) of their core e− upon increasing O content.
Additionally, the FWHMs of their photo e− lines vary relative to the lowest value they
show by more than a factor of 1.15 upon changing O contents, which indicates that every
element undergoes a signi�cant disorder broadening121,72,24. The reasons are discussed
in section 3.3.3.

Figure 7.12: Percentage of the high-BE N-O peak area in
the total N 1s peak area of spectra of Al-O-N thin �lms.

In section 3.3.3, it is reported that
�lms of the amorphous solid solu-
tion regime (III) exhibit a second
N 1s photo e− line. This second
peak emerges at a BE between 401.8-
402.50 eV and is thus approximately
6 eV higher in BE than the usual N 1s

photo e− line. The higher BE indicates
that this second peak arises from (par-
tially) oxidized N, which is the case for
N bound to O in the amorphous net-
work. Fig. 7.12 shows the area of this
peak as a percentage of the total peak
area for N 1s.
N-O interactions were not detected in �lms with less than 30% O. Above this level, the
area of the N-O peak remains below 5% until 55% O has been incorporated in the �lm.
As seen in �g. 7.12, there is a large variation in the area of the N-O peak at an O concen-
tration of approximately 55%. In the literature, there is no unambiguous assignment of
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this peak to an oxidized state of N. It has been attributed to both N1+ 154 and N2+ 180. It
can be postulated that in Al-O-N investigated for this project, the degree of oxidation of
N varies with the proximity of O and the number of bonds formed towards O. Literature
reports on further high BE N 1s components are also available. They assign peaks from
398 to 408 eV to di�erent oxidation states of N70,96,39,154,180. The �lms that exhibit the
N-O peak in XPS spectra deposited in this project are amorphous, which is why N can
be incorporated with varying bond numbers towards O. These �lms represent one of the
rare cases where a slight overstoichiometry is realized. Since e− are stabilized in N-O
bonds, more N and O can be incorporated than the maximal amount reducible by the
Al in the �lms. It should be noted, however, that in the high O regime of these �lms,
the concentrations of N are low. Samples with around 55% O contain less than 10% N.
Therefore, the in�uence of N-O interactions on stoichiometry is largely redundant and
no signi�cant overstoichiometry is measured.

Al-Si-O-N

In the spectra of Al-Si-O-N, BE and FWHM of the photo e− lines were found to correlate
with both the Si and the O content in the �lms. This is to be expected, since Si and O
induce similar phenomena in the material system such as V(Al) generation (section 4.1),
nanocomposite formation (section 3.4) and amorphization (section 7.2). Additionally,
the XPS measurements of Al-Si-N show similar trends when Si is added123 as the spec-
tra of Al-O-N show upon addition of O. The best correlations of BE and FWHM for
Al-Si-O-N were thus found by analyzing each with respect to the sum of Si plus O. Fig.
7.13 shows BE and FWHM for each component in Al-Si-O-N versus Si+O in atomic per-
cent (at%). To facilitate comparison, the same graph scales are used as in �g. 3.3. Table
7.2 comprises the changes induced in the photo e− lines for each element in Al-Si-O-N
as well as literature values for BEs and Pauling Electronegativities (χ)183 for elemental,
metallic Al and semi-metallic Si and for O and N.

The trends seen in Al-O-N (section 3.3.3) proceed in a similar way in Al-Si-O-N. The
lowest Si+O value measured is 10.7%, thus the early trends in Al-O-N below the O
solubility limit are not seen in the Al-Si-O-N samples investigated in this project. This
is why FWHMs within the spectra of Al-Si-O-N show less variation than those of Al-O-
N. The only species to cross the threshold of FWHM broadening by a factor of 1.15 is
O. However, it is more relevant to consider Al-Si-O-N FWHMs in comparison with the
lowest values obtained in Al-O-N, which are added in darker colors in �g. 7.13 (except
for Si). With respect to those, all photo e− line FWHMs in Al-Si-O-N (except Si 2p)
broaden by more than a factor of 1.15. The FWHM of each species increases to the same
value as found for Al-O-N.
Unlike the BEAl2p in Al-O-N, that in Al-Si-O-N does not increase on the addition of low
amounts of O. An initial plateau is observed at 73 eV up to an O concentration of 30%.
Si 2p is present as an additional photo e− line and behaves similarly to Al 2p. BESi2p

maintains a level of 100.5 eV up to 30% O and then increases, by a similar ∆BE as
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BEAl2p , to 102.5 eV. The reason for the similarity between the BEs of Al 2p and Si 2p is
probably that both Al and Si act as e− donors. BEN1s and BEO1s evolve qualitatively
in the same way, with an initial plateau followed by an increase, but with a lower ∆BE
of 1 eV or less. The similarity between the FWHMs of N 1s and O 1s is probably due
to both O and N being e− acceptors.

Figure 7.13: BEs [eV] (top) and photo e− line FWHMs [eV] (bottom) of Al 2p (pink
crosses), Si 2p (purple plus signs), N 1s (green triangles) and O 1s (blue rhombi) in Al-Si-O-N
with rising Si+O content. Gray dashed lines have been added as visual guides. The FWHM
disorder broadening band by a factor of 1.15 (*1.15) for each species is indicated with a solid
line for the lower and a dotted line for the upper limit. The lower limit found in Al-O-N is
shown by a darker solid line.

Table 7.2: Changes in core e− BEs and photo e− line FWHMs [eV] upon O incorporation
into Al-Si-O-N. Elemental (el.) BEs and χ for metallic Al, semi-metallic Si, N and O are given
from literature for comparison.

atom (line) BE range ∆BE FWHM range ∆FWHM el. BE χ

Al (2p) 72.9 - 74.8 1.9 1.76 - 1.94 0.18 72.834,61 1.5183

Si (2p) 100.3 - 102.5 2.2 1.97 - 2.09 0.12 99.6108 1.8183

N (1s) 395.6 - 396.5 0.9 1.77 - 2.02 0.25 405.3170 3.0183

O (1s) 530.6 - 531.8 1.2 1.84 - 2.26 0.42 538.8170 3.5183

FWHMAl2p and FWHMSi2p show no dependence on Si+O, while FWHMN1s and
FWHMO1s increase after addition of 30% O.
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One of the Al-Si-O-N samples that were analyzed, containing 52.3% Si+O, led to a spec-
trum with the additional oxidized N 1s peak that has been found in Al-O-N and could
be assigned to N-O interactions (section 3.3.3 and section 7.4). It amounted to 2.6% of
the total N 1s area.
Two data points were omitted, namely FWHMN1s of a sample with 78.3 % Si+O and
BEO1s of a sample with at 13.0% Si+O. These are samples with very low N content
(resulting in e�ectively Al-Si-O) and with very low O content (Al-Si-N), respectively,
making the evaluation of the N and the O peak unreliable.

Al-O-N ∞ Al-Si-O-N

Conclusions about both material systems are summarized in the following.

� All species in Al-(Si-)O-N exhibit similar qualitative trends to each other. Their
BEs all rise with O(+Si) addition due to progressive oxidation.

� The e− donors (Al and Si) show similar quantitative trends to each other as do the
e− acceptors (N and O). ∆BEAl2p/Si2p is approximately 2 eV, while ∆BEO1s/N1s

is about 1 eV. After the O/Si solubility limits in wurtzite have been reached,
FWHMAl2p/Si2p do not vary with O(+Si), while FWHMN1s/O1s increase after ad-
dition of 30% O.

� Two distinct threshold values are observed, the �rst is at 8% O in Al-O-N and the
second at 30% O(+Si) in both systems. These values correspond to the borders be-
tween the three Al-O-N material evolution regimes (I), (II) and (III) (section 3.4).

� In A-Si-O-N, the BEs of Al, O and N are slightly higher than in Al-O-N (by
0.3-0.4 eV for Al, 0.2-0.3 eV for N, and 0.2-0.4 eV for O).
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7.5 Hardness and elasticity

In section 3.5, the changes in HD and E assessed by nanoindentation of Al-O-N coatings
with increasing O content is reported. Fig. 7.14 shows the HD of both Al-O-N (blue
rhombi) as well as Al-Si-O-N (magenta dots) versus O and Si contents in a 3D plot.

Figure 7.14: 3D diagram of HD [GPa] versus O and Si content in thin �lms of Al-O-N (blue
rhombi) and Al-Si-O-N (magenta dots). The spread of n in Al-Si-O-N (on the right) is due to
di�erent O contents of the coatings.

Figure 7.15: 3D diagram of E versus O and Si contents in thin �lms of Al-O-N (blue rhombi)
and Al-Si-O-N (magenta dots). The spread of n in Al-Si-O-N (on the right) is due to di�erent
O contents of the coatings.

Both systems exhibit a strong HD dependence on O but none on Si. Al-O-N shows HD
values between 10-27 GPa and a dip in HD in the �ber textured nanocomposite regime
(IIa), probably caused by H incorporation exclusively in this regime (section 3.4 and sec-
tion 7.1). Although the origin of H incorporation can only be speculated, a connection
between the dip in HD and the H incorporation is highly probable. H atoms interrupt
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the bonding continuation in a covalent network. They act as terminating points, as they
can only form one single bond. This can reduce HD values signi�cantly. Al-Si-O-N ex-
hibits a continuous decrease in HD from values around 26 GPa to around 8 GPa with
an O content increasing from 0 to 65%. In the literature, conform values for the binary
systems AlN122,109,81, Al2O3

80 and SiO2
8 are reported. In summary, O incorporation in

both material systems leads to a reduction in HD.
At the same time, the Young's modulus E is also reduced by O, which indicates a higher
elasticity of the coatings through O incorporation. Fig. 7.15 shows the evolution of E
with respect to O and Si for Al-O-N (blue rhombi) and for Al-Si-O-N (magenta dots).
Again, a strong dependence on O is found and none on Si. The Al-O-N values of E are
higher over the entire O range than for Al-Si-O-N. The HD dip observed for Al-O-N is
not detected in E.

To assess the mechanical performance of a coating, HD and E should be considered
in combination. A coating can, for example, have a high HD, but if its E value is high
as well, the material will be inelastic and thus brittle. A desirable combination for a
tough coating is a high HD with a moderate E. Lower E values are also advantageous
to reduce the "eggshell e�ect". This phenomenon can occur in samples made of hard,
inelastic �lms on softer, more elastic substrates. The coatings can then crack upon force,
similar to the hard, rigid shell of an egg around its liquid content. In the samples for this
project, the substrate Si(100) is with 13 GPa in HD131 and 130-170 GPa in E67 softer
and more elastic than the Al-(Si-)O-N �lms. Adapting the coating elasticity to that of
the substrate thus reduces the risk of failure. A useful parameter is the HD/E coe�cient.
A large HD/E signi�es a high resilience and fracture toughness. HD/E versus O content
in Al-O-N and Al-Si-O-N �lms is reported in section 3.6. Fig. 7.16 shows HD/E for
Al-O-N (blue rhombi) and for Al-Si-O-N (magenta dots) versus O as well as Si contents
in a 3D plot.

Figure 7.16: 3D diagram of HD/E versus O and Si contents in thin �lms of Al-O-N (blue
rhombi) and Al-Si-O-N (magenta dots). The spread of n in Al-Si-O-N (on the right) is due to
di�erent O contents of the coatings.
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Both material systems show again a dependence on O and none on Si. A trend can
clearly be seen for Al-Si-O-N, where increasing O correlates with decreasing HD/E. In the
region of 0-15%O, Al-Si-O-N performs better, reaching HD/E values up to 0.11. HD/E
of Al-O-N with 8-16% O of regime (IIa) is a�ected by the dip in HD, leading to low
HD/E values down to 0.04. For �lms with 16-30% O, Al-O-N belonging to the regimes
(IIb) yields better HD/E values than Al-Si-O-N up to 0.1. From 30% O upwards, Al-O-N
and Al-Si-O-N show the same HD/E trend with values decreasing from 0.08 to 0.06.

7.6 Residual stress

Cracks as residual stress consequence: Theoretical background

Tensile or compressive stress can cause cracks of regular, periodic patterns and striking
appearance. When the compressive force in a �lm is stronger than the adhesion to
the substrate, the �lm starts to buckle and delaminate, and eventually to crack. The
"telephone cord", shown in �g. 7.17a), is an often observed fracture pattern that can be
generated as soon as the �lm buckling stress is surpassed by a factor of four179. Thin

Figure 7.17: Crack patterns in stressed materials (adopted from179). a) shows an optical
micrograph of a compressive "telephone cord" delamination in a W/Al/Cu system; b) and c)
are optical images of tensile spiral and sinusoidal cracks, respectively, observed side by side in
Mo/Si multilayers.

�lms can withstand higher stress loads of several GPa in compression, while they crack
more easily under tension. Ornate tensile crack �gures such as spirals in 7.17b) and
sinusoidal cracks in c) can result. A more commonplace cracking behavior of tensilely
stressed brittle �lms is termed "mud cracking" due to its similar appearance to drying
earth, as shown in �g. 7.18. This type of cracking has been investigated by Thouless in
a �rst approach in 1990168. The underlying assumption was a thermodynamically based
minimum crack spacing that a simultaneously propagating crack pattern could adopt. It
was concluded that cracks separated by more than eight times the �lm thickness were
weakly interacting and that the maximum crack density was increasing with �lm stress
and/or �lm thickness as soon as the necessary critical conditions for crack formation
were exceeded. This model was revised shortly afterwards169 by including that crack
propagation is not an isochronic event but proceeds sequentially. The crack spacing in
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the new considerations was controlled by the tensile strain, the fracture resistance and the
elastic constants of the �lm and was found to be proportional to the square root of the �lm
thickness. While thermodynamic energy-minimizations had laid the fundament for the
initial approach, the following proposition focused on kinetics in terms of the nucleation
and propagation of cracks and showed higher congruence with experimental observations.

Figure 7.18: Drying earth layer (near Page, Arizona) that cracked
open on a sandy background. The single patches are contracting and
�exing upwards due to tensile stresses.

A further kinetic path was trod
by Hutchinson and Suo68, who
assumed crack propagation - in-
stead of vertically down from the
�lm surface - as tunneling in par-
allel to the latter, in a process
named "channeling". Beuth10

distinguished between two di�er-
ent cracking modes. The crack
tip could either stall in the �lm
material somewhere along the
cross section or propagate all the
way down to the �lm-substrate
interface. Criteria for the estima-
tion of crack extension and sub-
strate curvature change due to
cracking were given. While all the deliberations made before by the authors above were
based on identical elastic properties for both substrate and brittle �lm, Beuth elaborated
stress intensity factors by making use of Dundurs parameters α and β 36,37. These take
into account di�erent elastic properties of substrate and �lm and set their shear moduli
and Poisson ratios (in the form of Muskhelishwili's constants) into mutual relation. Only
β is dependent on the Poisson ratios, while being also linearly dependent on α143, and
is not relevant to the discussion here. α can be expressed as a relation of the Young's
moduli of �lm and substrate. Positive α values (up to +1) represent systems in which
the �lm is sti�er than the substrate; negative ones (down to -1) in turn are systems with
sti�er substrates than �lms. For �lm and substrate of equal elastic quality, both α and
β are zero. When �lm and substrate material are switched, α and β simply reverse their
algebraic signs.
Shenoy et al.149 developed further considerations for substrates and �lms of di�ering
elastic characteristics, which represent most cases. They observed triangular patterns,
displaying 120° and 60° angles between cracks, in gallium nitride (001) (GaN(001)) �lms
on Si(111) wafers. They attributed this to a bursting along (100) planes, as these have
the lowest surface energy. An important observation was that cracks belong to di�erent
generations: A �rst generation is deep (appearing dark and broad in a microscope pic-
ture) and widely spaced by around 15 times the �lm thickness. A second generation is
thinner and of a �ner nexus, with spacings of two to �ve times the �lm thickness. They
modeled crack patterns by calculating crack depths and distances as functions of the
Dundurs parameters, the crystal lattice mismatch stress between �lm and substrate and
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the �lm thickness. Energy balancing and minimization (thermodynamics as in ref.168)
as well as the driving force for lateral crack propagation (kinetics as in ref.68 and in
ref.169) were taken into account. This supported the proposition that supposedly both
thermodynamics and kinetics contribute signi�cantly to cracking. The results obtained
by Shenoy et al. were sensitive to only the α Dundurs parameter. β did not show a large
in�uence and was thus kept constant. The following two cases were distinguished:

� α>0 (�lm sti�er than substrate):
The stress intensity factor increases (towards inde�nitely large)
when the crack approaches the �lm-substrate interface.

� α<0 (substrate sti�er than �lm):
The stress intensity factor decreases (towards zero)
when the crack approaches the �lm-substrate interface.

The modeling by Shenoy et al. further suggested that a higher �lm sti�ness compared to
that of the substrate (higher α) resulted in a lower stress threshold for crack initiation,
an increased spacing between cracks and in turn to a lower channeling driving force.
In summary, Shenoy et al. concluded that the sti�er a �lm is in comparison to the
substrate, (1) the less force is needed for crack nucleation, (2) the more likely it is that
the crack propagates through the entire �lm thickness into the substrate, and (3) the less
dense the �nal crack network will be149.

Residual stresses measured in Al-(Si-)O-N coatings

The residual stresses in Al-O-N coatings with varying O contents are reported in sec-
tion 3.5. Fig. 7.19 shows the residual �lm stress of both Al-O-N (blue rhombi) and
Al-Si-O-N (magenta dots) coatings versus O and Si contents in a 3D plot. Only the
Al-O-N system shows a dependency of the residual stress on the chemical composition,
while stresses in Al-Si-O-N are independent of both the Si and the O content. All stresses
measured, whether tensile or compressive, are below 1 GPa in absolute value, and most
�lms have a compressive residual stress between -0.2 GPa and -0.4 GPa. The relatively
low stress level does not a�ect most of the �lms in terms of their optical appearance.
They are featureless and show no stress induced damage.

The exception is Al-O-N in the crystalline solid solution regime (I) with of 1-8% O.
The residual stress in such �lms is tensile and amounts to up to 0.72 GPa, which is high
enough to lead to visible stress relaxation cracks (section 3.5). Fig. 7.20 shows optical
microscope images of cracked �lms.
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Figure 7.19: 3D diagram of the residual stress σ versus O and Si contents in thin �lms of
Al-O-N (blue rhombi) and Al-Si-O-N (magenta dots).

Figure 7.20: Cracks in Al-O-N �lms containing 1-8% O imaged with an optical microscope
at 40x magni�cation (a scale bar of 600 µm is inserted in red). Brightness and contrast in the
pictures were adapted to visualize the cracks. The individual �lm samples, containing 1.3%,
3.6%, 5.0% and 7.7% O, each show a di�erent type of crack pattern.

The crack pattern varies with increasing O content. While AlN with an O content of
around 0.5% shows no damage, cracks start to form from 1% O on. A �lm containing
1.3% O has a �ne, winding crack pattern of low density. Often, the start or end of a crack
line is at a pinhole defect, a phenomenon also observed by other authors91. Such a crack
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pattern hints at a rather ductile material and moderate stress levels. Increasing the O
content to 3.6% leads to broader, straight cracks of much higher density. This indicates
that the �lm has become more brittle and the stress level higher. Upon increasing the
O content further to 5.0% or 7.7%, the cracks remain straight, but the crack density
continuously decreases due to decreased stress levels (�gs. 3.5 and 7.19). Above 8% O,
the cracks disappear completely. The residual tensile stress in Al-O-N with more than
8% O is around 0.2 GPa, low enough to allow the thin �lms to stay intact. The stress
in Al-O-N becomes compressive above an O content of 16%. As has been shown in sec-
tion 7.2, this crossover coincides with the loss of pure (002) texture due to the alignment
of very small crystallites in all directions.
Crack hierarchy149 is well visible in the Al-O-N �lms. Lower stress, as at 1.3% O,
generates meandering cracks that form kinetically slowly and close to thermodynamic
equilibrium. Higher stress leads to straight cracks that fracture quickly, far from equi-
librium and thus with high energy release. At 5.0% O, two crack generations are clearly
distinguished. There are rapid, long, straight cracks, from which �ner, more curved and
shorter cracks emanate. They terminate when another crack is encountered.
The �lms with an O content in the region of 1-8% consist of �ber textured wurtzite

Figure 7.21: GaFIB-SEM cross section through a crack propagating
in line of sight corresponding to the Si(100) plane. The Al-O-N �lm on
the Si(100) substrate is covered by a Pt layer used for the GaFIB cut.

crystallites. Wurtzite belongs to the hexagonal crystal system having a sixfold symmetry,
which however averages out in the plane of the coatings due to the �ber texture. The
crystalline structure of the �lms is therefore not assumed to be connected to the �lm
cracks. The crack pattern observed is rectangular with angles close to 90°, which relates
them to the cubic Si(100) substrate. Crack propagation follows the (100) planes of the
wafer, not the (110) planes (section 3.5). One reason for this is that the mismatch in the
E from Al-O-N (around 330 GPa, as shown in �g. 7.15) to Si(100) (130 GPa) is larger
than to Si(110) (169 GPa)67. The tensile force experienced on the Si(100) planes is thus
stronger. Another reason is that the free surface energy of Si(100) with 1.36 Jm−2 is
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lower than of Si(110) with 1.43 Jm−2. These values were experimentally determined40

and the trend con�rmed by theoretical calculations184,50. Exposing a Si(100) plane to
air due to a crack thus requires less surface energy than exposing a Si(110) plane.
The fractures transgress the �lm and propagate down into the substrate, as can be seen
in the GaFIB-SEM cross section in �g. 7.21. This indicates that the adhesion of the
�lm to the Si substrate is strong. If the adhesion were weak, the coating would peel o�
the substrate due to the tensile stress instead of cracking through the substrate surface.
Moreover, the image in �g. 7.21 is consistent with the predication that for a sti� �lm on
a compliant substrate (α>0), a tensile crack proceeds down into the latter149.

The origin of residual stresses

Thin �lms deposited by PVD and other techniques often exhibit residual stress. The
�lm growth morphology and composition and mismatches in the mechanical properties
between substrate and coating contribute to this stress. Growth morphology types of
polycrystalline thin �lms have been characterized in Structure Zone Models (SZM)166,6,4.
The energy involved in the �lm growth largely determines the morphology. A useful pa-
rameter in SZMs is thus the "reduced temperature" Ts

Tm
, i.e. the ratio of the deposition

temperature (Ts) to the material melting temperature (Tm). Most SZM distinguish �lm
growth modes into a "zone I" with 0< Ts

Tm
<0.2, a transition "zone T" with 0.2< Ts

Tm
<0.4

and a "zone II" with 0.4< Ts
Tm

<1 (see references for details).
As well as from temperature, the energy of a deposition process can also originate from
the bombardment with energetic projectiles. A simpli�ed approach in DC depositions
is to use the particles sputtered from the target plus the sputter gases involved in the
process. These components comprise of neutrals as well as ions, and potentially charged
and uncharged clusters. At low pressure, these species can achieve a mean free path
λ that is longer than the target to substrate distance, which allows them to �y unhin-
dered towards the substrate and deliver energy upon impinging on it. If a higher �ux
rate of projectiles is required, ionized species can be guided towards the substrate via a
magnetic �eld. The magnetic �eld can be generated by permanent magnets186 or mag-
netic coils127,172. High Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering (HiPIMS) can be used to
enhance the ionization rate97,98. A bias can be set onto the substrates to increase the
energy of impinging projectiles. These additional energy contributions direct �lm growth
to generate coatings with a compressive stress state.

Within a given chemical composition, impurities such as O have been observed to favor
compressive stress. This phenomenon has only partly been explained by invoking several
mechanisms. These mechanisms describe the reaction of an impurity with deposited ma-
terial to e�ect crystal growth termination, grain boundary formation, renucleation and
hindrance of atom rearrangement185.
The stress caused by a mechanical mismatch between substrate and �lm is enhanced if
it is accompanied by a di�erence in the thermal expansion of the two materials. Films
deposited via plasma experience a heat �ux from the process, and often additional heat-
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ing is applied. If substrate and �lm exhibit di�erent thermal expansion coe�cients, a
thermal stress σT is present after cooling the system from deposition to room tempera-
ture. The larger the mismatch in the expansion coe�cients of substrate and �lm, and
the higher the process temperature, the greater the residual thermal stress will be.

An additional source of residual stress is that �lm growth proceeds in diverse phases,
and these in turn have di�erent in�uences on stress. Often a stress gradient throughout
the �lm is established. Stress evolution during �lm growth and the mechanisms leading
to stress have been studied in detail79,1,74,21,185 and can be followed in situ via Multibeam
Optical Stress Sensor (MOSS) measurements148. Nucleation initiates �lm growth. The
�rst few atoms solidify on the substrate and subsequently grow into islands. When these
islands expand enough to coalesce, a tensile stress is usually established. This is caused
by attractive Van der Waals forces that induce a "zipping e�ect" between the island
borders. Upon growing further, �lms deposited with low energy input remain tensile,
and those deposited with high energy input become compressive.

According to SZM categorization, all crystalline �lms grown in this project clearly be-

long to zone I with Ts
Tm
≈0.1 (with Ts=200°, T

AlN
m =2227°C107,38 and TAl2O3

m =2054°C84).

However, �lms within the crystalline solid solution regime with higher O contents ex-

hibit features of zone T. The columns become broader and adopt conical shape, indicating

competitive crystallite growth as seen in SEM images (section 7.3). The in�uence of O

on the �lm properties would thus be described as that of a dopant or "impurity"185,

promoting a �lm towards zone II. Energetic particles, present in the depositions carried

out for this project as the target to substrate distance was kept below the mean free path

λ of particles of the sputter �ux121, also in�uence the growth structure.

The impact of O on the �lm growth is also seen in the stress evolution measured for

Al-O-N �lms (�g. 7.19), where O incorporation leads to a shift of the residual stress

towards compressive.

σT in the Al-(Si-)-O-N �lms on Si(100) and glass is insigni�cant. According to the cor-

responding formula117,12−20, σT amounts to 211 MPa (assuming a thermal expansion

coe�cient of 5·10−6
°C−1 for e.g. AlN and of 2.6·10−6

°C−1 for Si, and an E of 330 GPa

and a Poisson ratio of 0.25 for AlN189,152,165,121).
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8 Appendix B:

Experimental details

8.1 RBS, ERDA and He-ERD for chemical

compositions

Chemical compositions were determined by Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry
(RBS), heavy ion Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis (ERDA) and Helium Elastic Re-
coil Detection (He-ERD). The measurements were performed at the Laboratory of Ion
Beam Physics (LIP) at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zürich (ETHZ). All
evaluations of the results were done by or in collaboration with LIP.
For RBS, the thin �lms were irradiated by 2 and/or 4 and/or 5 MeV 4He. The backscat-
tered beam was analyzed by a Si PIN diode detector placed under 168°. For ERDA, the
samples were bombarded by 13 MeV 127I under 18° incidence angle, and recoiling ions
were analyzed in an ERDA detector telescope developed at LIP. This detector consists
of a Time-of-Flight (ToF) system coupled to a Gas Ionization Chamber (CIG)82. For
He-ERD, the samples were bombarded by 2 MeV 4He under a glancing incidence angle
of 15°, and recoiling H was detected by a Si PIN diode detector under 30° using the
absorber foil technique112.
The compositional contents of Al, Si and the major e− acceptor - either O or N - were
determined by RBS. The minor e− acceptor content was then re�ned via N/O ratio ob-
tained from ERDA. This procedure was chosen, as ERDA has a higher sensitivity for
light elements, while RBS has a better absolute accuracy for the determination of stoi-
chiometries. He-ERD was used to measure the H contents.
The algorithm RUMP35 was applied to simulate the spectra obtained with RBS. The
derived stoichiometries have an error of +/- 4.5%. For ERDA, custom made analysis
software has been used to determine elemental ratios. In cases where depth pro�les of
concentrations were needed, the DataFurnace code76 was used to analyze the obtained
ToF versus energy histograms. Pure ERDA data errors amount to +/- 7.0%. If the
two techniques RBS and ERDA are combined, as for example in the more accurate de-
termination of the minor e− acceptor content, the error in the result is correlated and
propagates to +/- 8.3% via (4.52+7.02)

1
2 .
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8.2 XRD for crystallinity

Crystallinity was assessed by X-Ray Di�raction (XRD). Three di�erent di�ractometers
were used. The following angle conventions for the setup coordinates were applied: 2θ is
the angle between X-ray beam and detector, θ or ω (depending on whether the movement
of the detector is coupled to that of the sample or not, respectively) is that between beam
and sample surface tilting towards the beam axis, ψ is that between beam and sample
surface tilting around the beam axis, ϕ describes the rotation of the sample around
its central surface normal, and τ is the angle between sample surface (congruent with
wurtzite (002) planes for crystalline �lms in this project) and a speci�c plane family.
Symmetric θ-2θ XRD scans, rocking curves (RCs) and pole �gures (PFs) were recorded
on a standard Bruker D8 Discover with DaVinci Design (Bruker AXS GmbH, Karlsruhe,
Germany). In-plane θ-2θ and asymmetric θ-2θ and 2θ scans measured on a Bruker
D8 Discover with DaVinci Design, with a tube rotatable by 90° (Bruker AXS GmbH,
Karlsruhe, Germany). High temperature in situ X-Ray Di�raction (HTisXRD) was
carried out on a PANalytical Xpert Pro (Malvern PANalyical B.V., Almelo, Netherlands)
equipped with an Anton Paar XRK900 heating stage (Anton Paar GmbH, Graz, Austria).
All experiments were carried out using a Cu anode operated at 40 kV and 40 mA. Cu
Kβ was suppressed down to 1% by a nickel (Ni) foil of 0.012 mm. For RCs, PFs, in-
plane measurements, asymmetric XRD and HTisXRD, signals for combined Cu Kα1+2

(0.15418 nm) were evaluated. For symmetric XRD, Cu Kα1 (0.154056 nm) components
were extracted. Results were analyzed with software associated with the measurement
devices and with Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, USA).
Symmetric θ-2θ XRD scans yielded information about crystal planes parallel to the
sample surface, i.e. (00z) planes. They were recorded with the beam in line-focus and
parallelized by a primary Göbel mirror. A 0.6 mm slit and a 1.0 mm pinhole were used
as beam reductors. The detector was opened to 9.0 mm and operated in 1D mode. The
measured di�ractograms were analyzed in the Di�rac.Eva Software for an initial overview.
Cu Kα2 subtraction in the latter is carried out using the Rachinger recursion formula.
Thereafter, a detailed line pro�le analysis (LPA) according to Birkholz11,p.85−101 was
carried out. A pseudo-Voigt (pV) function was used for the �tting of wurtzite (002)
peaks. Cu Kα1 and Kα2 were separated. The peak position of the Kα1 component was
converted into the c lattice spacing of the measured unit cells. The Kα1 component was
further deconvoluted into its Cauchy and Gauss share. The Cauchy share of the peak
broadening yielded the crystallite size (CS) of the grains in the measured �lm, while the
microstrain (MS) was calculated from the Gauss share. The instrumental broadening
was accounted for via the Si(400) peak obtained from the wafer substrate.
For RCs, the maximum of the combined Cu Kα1+2 of the symmetric θ-2θ scans was �xed
as 2θ, and ω was rocked from 0°-2θ. The detector was opened to 9.0 mm and operated in
0D mode. The FWHMs of RCs were recorded as a measure of the angular distribution
of crystallite tilts.
For PFs, the tube was used in point-focus and Bragg Brentano Geometry. A 2 mm
pinhole was used as beam reductor. The detector was opened to 9.0 mm and operated
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in 1D mode. The "thinned" mesh function of the software was used with a delta of 2°,
giving 5000 measurement spots distributed on 40 φ circles equidistantly spaced on the
0-80° Ψ radius.
In-plane θ2-θ and 2θ scans (with the scattering vector Q close to parallel to the sample
surface) yielded information on the crystal planes perpendicular to the sample surface,
i.e. (xy0) planes. They were recorded with the beam in line-focus and parallelized by a
primary Göbel mirror. The beam source was rotated by 90°, so that the line dimension
of the beam was parallel to the �lm surface. This allowed a higher sample volume to
be probed and thus improved signal intensity. The beam was diverted into the �lm and
transmitted parallel to the �lm surface via Snellius angle α. The detector was opened to
9.0 mm and operated in 1D mode.
θ-2θ scans asymmetric to the sample surface (with varying Q orientation towards the
latter) yielded information about crystal planes aslope to the sample surface, i.e. (xyz)
planes. They were recorded with the beam in line-focus and parallelized by a primary
Göbel mirror. The detector was opened to 9.0 mm and operated in 1D mode.
HTisXRD was carried out under Ar �ow. Samples were heated in 50°C steps, equilibrated
at the corresponding temperature and measured in situ. Height variations due to thermal
expansion of the sample holder were corrected by a stage positioner. The X-ray beam
was in line-focus and parallelized by a primary Göbel mirror.
Fundamental theory on XRD is given in102,11,141,87,88,28,83.

8.3 SEM and TEM for images of the

cross-sectional �lm structure

A Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) JEM-2200FS (Jeol USA, Inc., Peabody
MA, USA) and a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) Hitachi S-4800 (Hitachi Ltd.,
Inc., Tokyo, Japan) were used to image cross sections of Al-O-N thin �lms.
For TEM, �lms on Si(100) were manually broken, shaped into a wedge by mechanical
tripod polishing, and �nally ion milled to e− transparency. The wedge was contacted
to a Cu ring with an inner diameter of 2 mm and then imaged in regions of 20-30 nm
thickness. Conventional bright �eld (BF) and dark �eld (DF) images, high resolution
(HR) images and electron di�raction (ED) patterns were recorded.
For SEM, the thin �lms on Si(100) were manually broken, clamped into stainless steel
holders and contacted with Ag paste in areas that were not scanned. Beam voltages of
1.0-5.0 kV were applied.

8.4 XPS for chemical states

Chemical states were assessed using X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS). The bind-
ing energy (BE) and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the photoelectron
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(photo e−) lines Al 2p, Si 2p, O 1s and N 1s were investigated and are referred to as
BEAl2p/Si2p/O1s/N1s and FWHMAl2p/Si2p/O1s/N1s for speci�ed elements. The spectrome-
ter used, a PHI Quantum 2000 Scanning ESCA Microprobe System (Physical Electronics
Incorporated (PHI), Chanhassen MN, USA) was operated with monochromatic Al Kα
radiation of 1486.6 eV and a beam diameter of 150.0 µm. The energy scale of the spec-
trometer was calibrated with gold (Au), copper (Cu) and silver (Ag) via photo e− lines
Cu 2p3/2, Ag 3d5/2 and Au 4f 7/2 at 932.62, 368.21 and 83.96 eV, respectively, to within
+/- 0.1 eV [ISO 15472; 2010-05]. The FWHM of Au 4f 7/2 were found to be 0.72, 0.93
and 1.57 eV for pass energies of 5.85, 29.35 and 117.4 eV, respectively. The base pressure
inside the measurement chamber remained below 8·10−9 mbar.
Upon exposure to atmosphere, thin Al-(Si-)O-N �lms become covered with a native oxide
of 3-10 nm thickness and potentially carbonaceous contaminations. These layers were
removed directly prior to detailed XPS measurements with an Ar ion bombardment at
1 kV during 600 s. In order to avoid charge buildups, the insulating samples were �ooded
by Ar ions and e− of low energy. Additionally, molybdenum (Mo) clamps with a small
opening of only 1 mm were used for sample �xation, so that charges could dissipate
o� from the measurement spot. Since a potential charge buildup still has to be taken
into account, a procedure124 was applied to survey, and if necessary correct, peak shifts
caused by charging. For this, the Mo clamps had been coated with Au prior to being
used. During the sputter removal of oxide, small amounts of Au were redeposited onto
the samples. This allowed Au 4f 7/2 to be recorded and used for the calibration.
Survey spectra on the samples were taken before sputter removal of the native oxide as
well as afterwards on each sample. They were recorded between 1345.00 and -5.00 eV at
a pass energy of 117.40 eV and in 0.5 eV increments. Detailed spectra for the lines under
investigation were measured immediately after native oxide removal. The pass energy
for these was 29.35 eV and the increments were 0.125 eV.
The spectra were processed using the software CasaXPS version 2.3.17PR1.1 (Casa Soft-
ware Ltd, Teignmouth, UK). Relative sensitivity factors were adopted from the the sys-
tem manufaturer PHI. Shirley backgrounds were applied. All singlet peaks were highly
symmetric and could be �tted with a single component that consisted of a combined
Gaussian-Lorentzian curve (GL(Gaussian percentage)). GL(30) for Al 2p and Si 2p,
GL(40) for O 1s and GL(60) for N 1s were found to give the best �t. Some Al-(Si-)O-N
samples exhibited a separate, second peak for the N 1s photo e− line which was best
�tted with GL(20). Au 4f and Ar 2p lines consisted of doublets, which were each �tted
with two GL(30) components.
XPS also reveals the chemical compositions, but they contain an error of +/- 10%, which
is less accurate than compositions obtained by RBS/ERDA. XPS stoichiometries were
thus only considered for validation. Additionally, the O content was di�cult to deter-
mine with XPS due to a rapid O recontamination after sputter removal of the native
oxide. Firstly, �lms containing less O re-oxidize more strongly and more quickly than
those containing more O. Secondly, O recontamination is dependent on the chamber
conditions. Slight variations in e.g. the base pressure can have a signi�cant in�uence
on the O2 content in the chamber. Calibrating XPS with RBS/ERDA was therefore
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unreliable. As a result of this, and since RBS combined with ERDA provide the most
reliable technique available for compositional analysis, only RBS/ERDA data were used
to determine stoichiometries.
BEs of core e− re�ect the chemical oxidation state of an atom species. Every element

is characterized by an atom number. It corresponds to the number of e− associated with
the atom, and the e− are counterbalanced by protons in the nucleus. If an atom is oxi-
dized, it lacks valence e−, such that the remaining e− are attracted more strongly by the
protons. As a consequence, the BE of the core e− rises. The reverse applies for reduced
species. These contain additional valence e−, so that the attracting force of the nucleus
is spread over more negative charges and the BE of each core e− thus sinks. FWHMs
of core e− lines are in�uenced by three phenomena: (1) disorder broadening, caused by
local variation of the chemical environment of atoms of the same element; (2) two or
more chemical states, the core e− BEs of which are too similar to be resolved into single
peaks; and (3) the lifetime of a core hole, which is again a�ected by the chemical state
of an atom species and to which the FWHM is inversely proportional. Concerning (1),
a threshold de�ned by factor of 1.15 in FWHM has been found to signify the onset of
signi�cant disorder broadening121,72,24. When FWHM of a photo e− line is multiplied
by the factor 1.15 or more relative to a reference material in which the same species has
one chemical state, this implies that the atom experiences signi�cant disorder due to a
a variation in the surrounding coordination. This threshold has been applied for the
interpretation of Al-(Si-)O-N data in this project.
Fundamental knowledge and reference data on XPS are given in178,181,147,134,146.

8.5 Ellipsometry for optical properties

An important "measuring device" for a �rst estimate of the quality of transparent �lms is
the human eye. Phenomena such as undesirable colorations, tarnishing or defects can be
seen, and the most straightforward way to detect these is through visual cognition. The
aim of this project was to create coatings as imperceptible and featureless as possible.
For a further assessment of the optical properties of the �lms, a spectroscopic ellipsome-
ter (M-2000 VI (J.A. Woollam, Lincoln MN, USA)) was used to determine the refractive
index n of the thin �lms. In addition, the analysis yielded parameters such as �lm thick-
ness and surface roughness. The linearly polarized beam with wavelengths in the visible
range was set to irradiate coatings on Si(100) wafers under three angles of 50°, 60° and
70° and was measured in re�ection.
The spectral dependence of the amplitude ratio tan(Ψ) and the phase shift ∆ in

the elliptically polarized beam was simulated with a Cauchy model to reproduce the
measurement results. An example of this is shown in �g. 8.1 for an Al-O-N coating
containing 34.6% O. The recorded data for Ψ and ∆ varying with wavelength is plotted
in color, and the simulated �t generated via Cauchy model is shown with a dotted black
line. The parameters obtained from the latter were used to extract the variation of the
refractive index n (blue double line) and the absorption coe�cient k (green single line)
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Figure 8.1: Ψ and ∆ with varying wavelength recorded at three re�ection angles of 50°,
60° and 70° shown as colored lines for a coating containing 34.6% O. The Cauchy simulation
is plotted as black dotted line.

with wavelength, as shown in �g. 8.2.

Figure 8.2: n (blue double line) and k (green single line) with varying
wavelength as obtained from the Cauchy model. The red dotted line
marks 632.8 nm.

The absorption band edge is at 300 nm. The value of n continuously decreases with
increasing wavelength. k is optimized at 0 for the entire spectrum due to the transparency
of the coating. The data analysis for this particular sample yielded a coating thickness of
755.8 nm and a surface roughness (Ra) of 3.0 nm. For comparison, a thickness of 759 nm
was measured with contact pro�lometry. In general, good agreement between the �lm
thicknesses measured with contact pro�lometry and those obtained from ellipsometry
was observed, which corroborates the validity of ellipsometric data in this project.
For all Al-(Si-)O-N samples, n at the red wavelength 632.8 nm (n632.8nm) was extracted.
This wavelength corresponds to the emission line of a 85% helium and 15% neon gas
laser and is often used as a reference (indicated with a red dotted line in �g. 8.2).
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8.6 Nanoindentation for hardness and elasticity

A Nanoindenter Hysitron UbI 1 (Hysitron, Inc., Minneapolis MN, USA) equipped with a
diamond Berkovich tip (SYNTON-MDP LTD, Port, Switzerland) was used to determine
hardness (HD) and elasticity through Young's modulus (E) of the Al-(Si-)O-N coatings.
Note that the general abbreviation for hardness in literature is "H"; H however is used
for "hydrogen" in this project. The "Oliver and Pharr" method118 was used to evaluate
the results. Tip area calibrations on fused silica were regularly carried out in between
measurement sequences of 10-15 samples. Indentation load forces were chosen so that
the resulting indent depths did not exceed 10% of the coating thickness in order to avoid
the "Indentation Size E�ect" (ISE). 3 mN and/or 2 mN were found to be appropriate
and were used in quadratic 3x3 indentation matrices in which the 9 single indents were
spaced by 40 µm. Either both 2 and 3 mN matrices, or only the 2 mN matrix was used
for evaluation depending on the thickness (800-1200 nm) and the HD of the coatings.
Typical indentation depths were in the range of 60-100 nm. For samples on which the
3 mN matrix did not exceed the permissible indentation depth, no systematic di�erence
between the 3 mN and the 2 mN matrix was found.

8.7 Pro�lometry and microscopy for residual

stresses

To analyze the biaxial stress in Al-(Si-)O-N �lms, coatings were deposited onto extra thin

substrates. Either round Si(100) wafers of 30 µm thickness and 5 mm diameter (Uni-

versity Wafer, South Boston VA, USA) or microscope cover glasses of 145 µm thickness

and 30 mm diameter (Menzel-Gläser, Braunschweig, Germany) were used. These bend

under the force of post-depositional residual �lm stress. Tensile stress imposes a bending

of the substrate rim in the �lm direction and shapes it into a concave lens. Compressive

stress, on the other hand, deforms the substrate convexly. The radius of curvature of

the bent substrates was measured with a contact pro�lometer Bruker DektakXT (Bruker

Germany, Karlsruhe, Germany) and an optical pro�lometer Leica DCM8 (Leica Microsys-

tems (Schweiz) AG, Heerbrugg, Switzerland) and applied in the new Stoney equation75

to yield the residual �lm stress. By de�nition, tensile stress is positive and compressive

stress negative.

An optical microscope LEICA DFC420 (Leica Microsystems (Schweiz) AG, Heerbrugg,

Switzerland) was used to image and magnify the appearance of the �lms and to follow the

consequences of the post-depositional stress, such as for example crack formation. The

optical microscope images were recorded on the commonly used thicker 350µm Si(100)

substrates. Contrast and brightness of the images were adapted to emphasize features.

A Scanning Electron Microscope equipped with a Gallium Focused Ion Beam (GaFIB-

SEM) FEI Helios NanoLab G3UC (FEI Company, Hillsboro OR, USA) was used to

prepare and image cross sections through �lm cracks.
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Extra thin substrates were needed for stress analysis for two reasons. Firstly, the thicker

substrates are too rigid to show any systematic bending due to thin �lm stress. Instead,

at a high enough stress level, the coating on them cracks as imaged with the optical

microscope. Secondly, the curvature of a cracked �lm would yield a falsi�ed stress result,

since crack formation is concurrent with stress relief. Thin substrates are thus optimal

for stress measurements as they bend without �lm cracking, while thick substrates are

suitable to investigate the pattern of stress induced coating damage.
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List of Abbreviations

α-Al2O3 α - aluminum oxide / sapphire

a-Al2O3 amorphous aluminum oxide

Ag silver

Al aluminum

Al-(Si-)(O-)N aluminum (silicon) (oxy)nitride

AR coating antire�ective coating

Ar argon

Au gold

BE binding energy

BF image bright �eld image

C carbon

CIG Gas Ionization Chamber

CNC Computerized Numerical Control

Cr chromium

CS crystallite size

Cu copper

CVD Chemical Vapor Deposition

DF image dark �eld image

E Young's modulus

e− electron

ED pattern electron di�raction pattern

el. elemental

ERDA Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis

ETHZ Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zürich

FWHM full width at half maximum

G3 / G5 Gorilla glass of generation 3 / 5

GaFIB-SEM Scanning Electron Microscope/y equipped with a

Gallium Focused Ion Beam

GaN gallium nitride

Ge germanium

GL(%) Gaussian-Lorentzian curve (Gaussian percentage)
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H hydrogen

HD hardness

He-ERD Helium Elastic Recoil Detection

HiPIMS High Power Impulse Magnetron Sputtering

HR image high resolution image

HTisXRD high temperature in situ X-Ray Di�raction

ISE Indentation Size E�ect

k absorption coe�cient

K potassium

LIP Laboratory of Ion Beam Physics

LPA line pro�le analysis

Mo molybdenum

MOSS Multibeam Optical Stress Sensor

MS microstrain

N nitrogen

n refractive index

Na sodium

O oxygen

O(N) an O in an N lattice position

PAS Positron Annihilation Spectroscopy

PALS Positron Annihilation Lifetime Spectroscopy

PC polycarbonate

PEEK polyether ether ketone

PF pole �gure

photo e− photoelectron

PTFE polytetra�uoroethylene

PVD Physical Vapor Deposition

Q scattering vector

RBS Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry

RC rocking curve

R-UCFDC-MS Reactive Unbalanced Closed Field Direct Current

Magnetron Sputtering
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SEM Scanning Electron Microscope/y

Si silicon

Si(Al) a Si in an Al lattice position

Sn tin

SZM Structure Zone Model

T temperature

Ta tantalum

TEM Transmission Electron Microscope/y

TiN titanium nitride

ToF Time-of-Flight

V(Al) a vacancy in an Al lattice position

W tungsten

XRD X-Ray Di�raction

1/2/3D one/two/tree dimensional

χ Pauling electronegativity

σ residual stress
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